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Abstract 
In Hong Kong, unlike in most Western societies, most Christian churches are 
fundamentalist and evangelical; they teach that homosexuality is a sin and strictly 
prohibited. Under this situation, many Hong Kong gay Christians suffer from a conflict 
between their sexual identity and religious identity. However, some of them have not 
been willing to succumb to this situation. They have formed a gay church, in an attempt 
to overcome the conflict and build up a new legitimate gay Christian identity. But can 
they really overcome the conflict under such a homophobic environment in Hong Kong? 
In this research, based on my own activities with this church over the past year, 
and my in-depth interviews with 18 of its members, I discuss how these gay Christians 
attempt to reconcile and express their two identities. I also discuss how they deal with 
group dynamics: the new collective gay Christian identity that the gay church is 
attempting to give rise to. 
The findings suggest that most Hong Kong gay Christians have gone through a 
rite of passage to build up their gay Christian identity. Furthermore, due to the 
conservative environment of Hong Kong society, other than believing that being gay is 
not a sin, most Hong Kong gay Christians have taken a rather conservative approach 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Introduction 
The aim of this research is to investigate the process by which Hong Kong gay (i.e., 
male homosexual) Christians negotiate their two contradictory identities, namely, their 
Christian identity and their gay identity. In United States and Europe, the central issue of 
this thesis may not seem like so much of a problem, since homosexuality and Christianity 
can often be reconciled. In Hong Kong, however, due to the prevalence of evangelical 
and fundamentalist churches, many Hong Kong gay Christians perceive these two 
identities as deeply contradictory; they usually go through a rather difficult process in an 
attempt to reconcile the contradiction and to accept ‘gay Christian' as their identity. 
Furthermore, after they have accepted this identity, because it may be rather new, they 
still need to continue negotiating the content and expression of this identity in the Hong 
Kong environment, which tends to be intolerant of homosexuality. This ongoing process 
is also difficult. Thus, in this research, I look into three aspects of this whole process: 
firstly, the strategies that Hong Kong gay Christians adopt to reconcile these two deeply 
contradictory identities; secondly, their subsequent expression of the newly formulated 
identity; and thirdly, the group dynamics that Hong Kong gay Christians experience 
when they are together or facing outsiders (e.g., non-Christian gay people and non-gay 
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Christians). Throughout this paper, I emphasize that it is not easy for Hong Kong gay 
Christians to deal with these three aspects and this only happens in the very particular 
context of Hong Kong. 
In Hong Kong, unlike in some world cities such as San Francisco and New York， 
being gay is a stigmatized identity, and the public in general does not accept 
homosexuality. In addition, most churches in Hong Kong, which are fundamentalist and 
evangelical, absolutely reject homosexuality; they strongly believe that homosexuality is 
a sin and should be strictly prohibited. In such an environment, many gay Christian men 
in Hong Kong strongly feel their Christian identity is deeply incompatible with their gay 
identity, and suffer deeply from the contradiction between these two identities. Hence, 
given this deep contradiction, many gay Christians attempt to suppress or reject their gay 
identity by trying all possible strategies. Unfortunately, however, these strategies seldom 
help, but only cause gay Christians to feel even more despair, and eventually make them 
become anti-social, like separating themselves from their daily lives and engaging in 
casual sex, which they would not do in normal circumstances. In fact, all of these 
problems happen because the men are in an environment like Hong Kong~being gay is a 
stigmatized identity and Christianity overwhelmingly forbids homosexuality. 
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Fortunately, the story of Hong Kong gay Christians does not end in them becoming 
anti-social; on the contrary, many of them join a gay church in Hong Kong, accept ‘gay 
Christian' as their identity, and attempt to reintegrate into society. But no matter how 
hard they attempt to reintegrate into society, they are still living on the edges of society 
and have to deal with a number of problems. For example, they first have to face the old 
problems, which include the unfavorable attitude towards gays in Hong Kong and the 
strong opposition against gays from Hong Kong churches. Second, they have to deal with 
some new problems, because when they think that being gay is not a sin, they are situated 
half-way between conservative and liberal stances�On the one hand, they accept that 
being gay is not a sin, which implies that they have taken a rather new and different 
approach towards the Bible and Christianity, so they may have to re-examine their old 
Christian values and take a liberal approach. On the other hand, most of them feel 
nurtured in evangelical and fundamentalist churches and have deeply internalized the 
conservative Christian values of such churches; it is not easy for them to give up such 
beliefs and take a liberal approach. Thus, they have to decide whether they should 
become more liberal, or keep their old and conservative beliefs intact while at the same 
1 With respect to Christianity，the conservative stance means believing that the Bible should be interpreted 
literally, Jesus' resurrection and salvation is the core of the Christian belief，and there will be divine 
judgment after death. Comparatively, the liberal stance means believing that the Bible should not be 
interpreted literally，social justice，freedom and liberation is the core of the Christian belief, and hell and 
heaven do not refer to the special location after death but to the experience in this life. respect to 
sexuality, the conservative stance means practicing monogamy, sexual exclusivity and opposing pre-marital 
sex, whilst the liberal stance is the opposite. 
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time accepting that being gay is not a sin. Furthermore, with respect to sexuality, they 
also have to make some similar decisions: they have to decide what kind of sex they 
should have, in line with their Christian beliefs. Should they take a conservative or a 
liberal approach towards their sexuality? For those who take a conservative approach 
towards sexuality, being gay complicates things because the attitudes of most gay people 
towards sexuality in general are rather liberal, and it is common for gay men to engage in 
promiscuous sex. Thus, as the conservatives are a minority in the gay community, it is 
not easy for those adopting a conservative approach to reconcile their religious beliefs 
with their sexual behavior. 
As well as deciding whether they should take a liberal or a conservative approach 
towards their religion and sexuality, they also have to manage the dynamics with 
outsiders as well as themselves. With outsiders, they have to face the strong opposition 
from the local churches in Hong Kong as well as the negative attitudes of the gay 
community towards gay Christians, since most gay people in Hong Kong have a negative 
opinion about Christianity. Amongst themselves, gay Christians have to maintain the 
similarities, like emphasizing that they are the same group of people, and overcome the 
differences, like disregarding that they are different individuals. This is rather difficult in 
the case of Hong Kong gay Christians because even within that group there are different 
attitudes towards religion and sexuality, and also there is only one widely recognized gay 
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church in Hong Kong so people from different denominations attend that church. As a 
result, the differences are huge and obvious, and gay Christians have to adopt more 
strategies to overcome these differences. In addition, since they have to face the pressure 
caused by the differences within their group as well as with outsiders, they always feel 
stressed and insecure with their gay Christian identity. Therefore, rituals are very much 
needed, as these symbolic activities can greatly help gay Christians to reaffirm their 
identity and to bond their group together. 
In sum. Hong Kong gay Christians are in a rather difficult situation. Hence, in this 
research, I look into their cases and explain them with respect to the particular Hong 
Kong context. 
Background 
Christianity and Homosexuality in Hong Kong 
In this section, I first discuss the background of Hong Kong churches and their 
attitudes towards homosexuality; then I discuss the general situation of homosexuality in 
Hong Kong society. The aim is to show that gay Christians in Hong Kong are in a doubly 
difficult situation: first, being gay is a stigmatized identity; and second, most churches in 
Hong Kong strictly forbid homosexuality. 
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Due to the migration of some evangelists from China to Hong Kong in the 1940s, 
most churches in Hong Kong have become overwhelmingly fundamentalist and 
evangelical; there are very few liberal churches in Hong Kong. As 5% of population in 
Hong Kong are Protestant Christians (Hong Kong Church Renewal Movement 2000:30), 
the churches that these people belong to are also, for the most part, either evangelical or 
fundamentalist. This can best be reflected by a large-scale survey conducted by Ko in 
1997 (2000). According to his survey, it can be concluded that Christians in Hong Kong 
are rather conservative. 
As most churches in Hong Kong are evangelical and fundamentalist, they take a 
literal approach towards the Bible and hence hold very conservative views on sexuality. 
2 According to Leung (1999), in the 1930s and 40s, there was division between two groups of Christians in 
China; one group was made up of the evangelists who were conservative and very much against 
Imperialism. They traveled around to evangelize and Hong Kong was one of their destinations. The other 
group was made up of the liberals，who were well-educated and worked with the missionaries in China. 
They were very against the conservative evangelists and criticized them as ignorant; they seldom worked 
with them or engaged in any evangelistic activities. Hence, as only the conservative evangelists came to 
Hong Kong and established Chinese churches, the Chinese churches in Hong Kong had followed this 
tradition and became overwhelmingly fiindamentalist and evangelical. 
3 The survey aimed to investigate the theological position of Hong Kong ministers. For example, one of the 
questions in the survey was about the 'self-identified theological positions' of the church ministers, and the 
result shows that 81.5% of them identified themselves as evangelical and 15.9% of them as fundamentalist, 
while only 3.3% of them identified themselves as liberal (2000:106). Furthermore, in the survey there is 
also a list of questions to crosscheck the theological orientations of the church ministers, such as whether 
they agreed that (the Bible should be literally interpreted', 'there is no other way to salvation but through 
believing in Jesus Christ as a personal savior', etc. The results show that it is consistent with their 'self-
identified theological positions', that is, 'the ministers held a rather orthodox theological orientation.' 
(2000:102) Although the survey only tested the theological orientations of the ministers, according to Ko's 
explanation, the ministers are actually the most visible members of Protestant churches, and their 
orientation can actually reflect the orientation of the congregation as well. This is because Protestant 
churches possess unique organizational features, such as their structure of communication and pattern of 
authority, through which the ministers can greatly affect the orientation of their congregations and vice 
versa. In conclusion, it is not surprising that there is a large degree of consistency between the orientation 
of the ministers and the orientation of their congregations in Hong Kong (2000:16). Thus, according to 
Ko's survey, it can be concluded that Christians in Hong Kong are predominantly evangelical and 
fiindamentalist. 
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For example, with respect to homosexuality, seven passages in the Bible state very 
directly that homosexuality is a sinful behavior (see Genesis 19:1-19; Leviticus 18:22; 
20:13; Judges 19:15-35; Romans 1:26-27; Corinthian I 6:9-10; Timothy I 1:9-10). 
According to Genesis, God created man and woman and designed them as a couple, so 
many churches concluded that being gay is a sin and that it is neither natural nor God's 
purpose. Thus, as homosexuals are sinners, their salvation, upon which evangelical belief 
places a lot of emphasis, is at risk. In other words, according to the beliefs of such 
churches, gay men may not have eternal lives after they die and may be secluded from 
God forever. 
If these churches find that any believers are homosexuals, then according to the 
guidelines of the disciplinary handbooks of their denominations'^  they will look into the 
cases carefully and provide counseling. The goal is to help homosexuals understand 
God's purpose, keep away from homosexuality, and change their sexuality. Furthermore, 
they usually divide the cases into two kinds: the active and the passive. Basically, 'active' 
means those who are sexually active, and 'passive' means those who only have same-sex 
feelings but do not act on them, or who have only rarely engaged in gay sex. In the latter 
4 I have done interviews with six ministers from different denominations. In two cases, they have no 
disciplinary handbook at all. In another two cases, the handbook is for internal use only and is not available 
to the public. In the other two cases, they have a handbook and it is available to the public, so I have 
studied it. Furthermore, those that do have a disciplinary handbook all emphasize that it is used only as a 
reference; it only represents the official stance of the denomination but when it comes to actual cases, the 
local churches can always handle the cases in their own way. 
5 In addition to the apparent differences between their sexual behavior, one minister also emphasized that 
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case, the church will take a rather lenient approach, such as providing the gay person with 
some counseling, whereas in the former case the church will take a stricter approach, for 
instance by removing their posts in the church or forbidding them from receiving Holy 
C o m m u n i o n 6 In one interview, a minister said that if gay parishioners do not submit to 
these punishments, they might die unnaturally/ Ultimately, if the counseling cannot help 
a gay man to change his sexuality and he decides not to repent of his homosexuality, the 
officials in the church may cancel his membership and advise him to leave the church. 
In sum, the attitudes and responses of most churches in Hong Kong towards 
homosexuality are rather strict and conservative, so gay Christians in Hong Kong face a 
great deal of pressure when dealing with their homosexuality in these churches. 
Furthermore, as most churches in Hong Kong are evangelical and fundamentalist, this 
means that almost the whole Christian community in Hong Kong is very much against 
mentally they are also different: for the active, they usually know that homosexuality is a sin, but they still 
choose to sin against God and even uphold their idea as truth; furthermore, they usually are sexually active, 
which implies that they have already overcome the social and cultural barriers and accept their sexuality; on 
the contrary, the passive usually are misled by the others and are still having some hesitations and struggles; 
in other words, they have not yet totally accepted their homosexuality and the chances of becoming 
heterosexual are much higher; thus, disciplinary punishments are seldom executed on them. 
6 They have to carry out these punishments because if they allow the sinners to serve God, it will dishonor 
God; furthermore, in a practical sense, it can prevent them from setting up a bad example or teaching any 
wrong messages in the church. Moreover, stopping them having Holy Communion can act as a warning to 
remind them that they are actually doing something that God does not accept and they should repent 
immediately. 
7 The minister suggested that there is a risk of losing life because according to the Bible, if the believers in 
the Holy Communion take Jesus' blood and body while they are sinning against God, it is a very serious sin 
and is fatal. Furthermore, the minister said that in his church, he has also come across such a case, but he 
was not willing to disclose what kind of sin that person had committed and caused him death; he just 
emphasized that it is dangerous if the believers receive the Holy Communion while they are still sinners. 
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homosexuality; there are very few liberal churches where gay Christians can seek help， 
In such lonely circumstances, gay Christians in Hong Kong are quite helpless and badly 
need some external support. 
After discussing the background information about Christianity in Hong Kong, now I 
come to discuss the general situation of homosexuality in Hong Kong society. 
In Hong Kong, although being gay is not as severely stigmatized as it is in Singapore 
and other Southeast Asian cities, it is not as accepted as in some world cities such as New 
York and San Francisco. However, the situation in Hong Kong has been improving. As 
one of my informants said: 'In the past, there was almost no way to get information on 
gay stuff, but now today you can get access to any gay websites and buy any gay 
magazines in the newspaper stall very easily.， 
Indeed, in the 70s and 80s, many informants made similar comments that they had 
virtually no way of finding out about homosexuality; they might have known the term 
'gay' from the mass media but it seemed so distant to them that they never knew what a 
8 In fact, in Hong Kong, not all churches are so harsh that they forbid homosexuality totally or follow the 
disciplinary handbook strictly. On the contrary, several denominations, including the Hong Kong Anglican 
Church, the Hong Kong Council of the Church of Christ in China, and the Methodist Church, are less 
conservative and allow pluralistic and different attitudes towards homosexuality within their own 
denomination. Hence，gay Christians in tiiese churches face much less pressure when they deal with the 
problem of their sexuality. Furthermore, in some evangelical and fiindamentalist churches, although it is 
stated clearly that being gay is a sin, some ministers ignore the official stance and accept the gay Christians 
in their church unconditionally. Overall, however, these examples are rather rare in Hong Kong. In addition, 
although some churches in Hong Kong are less conservative and seem to be gay-positive, these churches in 
a long run are not fevorable to Hong Kong gay Christians because they cannot explicitly and officially 
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gay life actually was，and they never had the opportunity to meet any gay people or to 
know where the gay hangouts were. Furthermore, homosexuality at that time was always 
portrayed negatively. According to Chau and Chiu (1995:142-204), at that time the mass 
media always confined their references to the gay lifestyle or homosexuality to comments 
about sexual behavior between male homosexuals and remarked that it was a criminal 
offence; the words that were used to describe such cases were neither neutral nor positive, 
but were invariably humiliating. In such circumstances, it is not surprising that very few 
gay people, like my informants, came out or embraced being gay as their identity at that 
time. 
However, the situation changed significantly due to an incident in 1980. According to 
Wu, 
‘ … a senior British officer named John Maclenna died of five 
gunshots in his home. His death was determined by the police to be a 
suicidal act because he wanted to escape from the government's 
investigation into his potentially homosexual lifestyle. His case aroused a 
great deal of interest and suspicion... because it exposed the government's 
secret task force that was established to monitor and suppress 
homosexuals within government departments. This highhanded policy 
created a context for many human rights activists and sexual minorities to 
criticize the government and to lobby for the decriminalization of male 
homosexual acts in Hong Kong.’ (2000:14) 
accept homosexuality, so gay Christians still have to face a certain degree of pressure. 
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After that case, there was an ongoing debate on the gay issue, and in 1991 the 
government passed a law of decriminalizing male homosexual acts. Soon after the law 
was passed, many commercial gay scenes and gay and lesbian groups were established, 
such as the 10 Percent Club and Horizons. These two organizations were very popular 
and were the gathering places where many gay people in Hong Kong, including some of 
my informants, used to go. 
Moreover, at the same time, homosexuality was no longer portrayed or labeled as 
something negative only; the gay communities started to depict some positive pictures 
and began to build up a positive image of gay people, such as renaming homosexuality as 
tongzhi (同志).9 
As well as renaming homosexuality, more gay publications, such as some local gay 
magazines and gay studies, also started to appear. With respect to local gay studies, Chau 
Wah San, a Hong Kong sociologist, has written widely about homosexuals in Chinese 
societies. In his many publications, such as Hong Kong Tongzhi Coming out (香港同志 
9 Originally, tongzhi referred to comrades in China. However, the organizer of a gay film festival in Hong 
Kong once used the word 'tongzhf to describe people who have the same sexuality, because semantically 
tong means ‘the same' and zhi means 'inclination'. Since then, this term has become very popular and is 
now widely used in Chinese communities. Theoretically, this term was very inclusive as it meant people 
who have the same sexuality; but later, when this term became widely used，the meaning changed and was 
narrowed down to mean non-heterosexual people, in particular gay men; for lesbians, a prefix is usually 
added, '«m tung zhi,(女同志)，in which nu means 'female'. In the case of gay Christians, they also adopt 
this term and call themselves tongzhi Christians. In this paper, for the sake of convenience, I choose to use 
the term ‘gay Christians' rather than tongzhi Christians to refer to my informants. Furthermore, from my 
own observation, the term tongzhi does not have any special meaning for gay Christians, because when the 
term tongzhi is used in the gay movement, there is usually a political implication一suggesting that they are 
having a revolution, (Wu 2000) but gay Christians in Hong Kong are seldom involved in any political 
issues; in their case, the terms gay and tongzhi are interchangeable. 
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站出來)，Hong Kong Tongzhi Story (香港同志故事),and Tongzhi Theology (同志神學)， 
he dealt with the topic of Hong Kong gay Christians. After reading these books, some of 
my informants started to notice that in Hong Kong there actually is a group of gay 
Christians who have an unconventional perspective on the issue of Christianity and 
homosexuality. This drove my informants to seek more information on this issue, and to 
attempt to make contact with these people. 
These changes一more gay organizations, the development of a commercial gay scene, 
the availability of gay publications, and the prevalence of the Internet, through which gay 
people could meet friends and find information easily and privately一meant that gays in 
society became more visible and were portrayed more positively than ever before. Given 
such a favorable environmentmore and more gay people, like my informants, started to 
come out. 
Recently, in May 2002, the Center For Social Policy Studies of the Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University and the Joint Tongzhi Committee Meeting worked together to 
conduct a survey on sexual orientation in Hong Kong, and the results also indicate that 
people's attitudes towards homosexuality in Hong Kong as a whole are improving. 
In 1993, there was a debate about whether discrimination against sexual orientation 
should be included in the Equal Opportunities Bill. In 1995 and 1996, the government 
conducted two surveys on this issue. In the first survey, the proposal scored 4 marks 
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(with 0 marks meaning that people were strongly opposed to passing the law, and 10 
marks meaning that people were strongly in favor), while in the second survey, 85% of 
people were against the legislation. Based on these two surveys, it was concluded that 
'Society has different opinions and levels of acceptance toward 
homosexuals and that most people still have very limited knowledge about 
homosexuality; therefore, public education must be strengthened before 
any legislation is introduced.' (Wu 2000:16) 
But the recent survey in 2002 showed that the attitudes have improved, compared to 
the situation in 1995. For example, on average 90% of interviewees agreed that 
homosexuals and heterosexuals should have equal rights，and 70% of interviewees agreed 
that homosexual partners and heterosexual partners should have equal rights. Furthermore, 
the survey also showed that only a low percentage of people had any misconceptions on 
the issue of homosexuality, and a relatively high percentage of people were willing to 
accept homosexuals (with the exception of homosexual clergyman, parents and children). 
However, so far there is still no anti-discrimination legislation with respect to 
homosexuals in Hong Kong. Furthermore, although people's attitudes towards 
homosexuals and the condition of homosexuals may have improved, many informants 
commented that, as well as in their churches, it is still not possible for them to come out 
in many social settings, such as their workplaces and the family home. They still have to 
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conceal their gay identity, so the tongzhi movement in Hong Kong still has a long way to 
go. 
In conclusion, many gay people in Hong Kong actually face a dilemma: on the one 
hand, there are more chances opening up for them to come out; on the other hand, the 
stigma that is attached to the gay identity is still strong and obvious, so it is not easy for 
them to come out. In addition, in the case of gay Christians, their situation is much worse 
because in addition to the fact that homosexuality is stigmatized by society, they have to 
face the more severe stigma that is given to homosexuals by the churches in Hong Kong. 
Although the situation of gay people in Hong Kong has been improving, most churches 
in Hong Kong still insist on their traditional views on homosexuality, which means the 
gap between society and the churches in Hong Kong is becoming wider and wider, and if 
gay Christians decide to tackle this widening gap, they have to take the initiative and 
betray their religious beliefs. This is definitely not an easy task. 
Although the situation for gay Christians in Hong Kong is so difficult, many of them 
are not willing to succumb to such a situation and have decided to rely on themselves to 
fight for their fiiture. Hence, in 1992 a group of local gay Christians established a gay 
church called the BMCF (Blessed Minority Christian Fellowship) in Hong Kong. This 
church is the most famous and widely known gay church in Hong Kong, and has helped 
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many Hong Kong gay Christians to deal with difficult situations.^^ Thus, in the coming 
section, I introduce the background to the BMCF and discuss how it has managed to 
survive in such a negative environment in Hong Kong. 
The History of the BMCF 
In July 1992, three gay Christians, who shared the same vision, decided to form a 
Christian fellowship under the umbrella of the 10 Percent Club. During the initial stages 
of its development, the fellowship was simply a private gathering at the founders' homes. 
But a year later, as the membership grew from three to more than 30, the fellowship 
began to meet at an Anglican church, St John's Cathedral, once a month (Wu 2000:25-
26). In 1996 the fellowship registered with the Hong Kong government as an independent 
organization called the Blessed Minority Christian Fellowship (BMCF).The Chinese 
name was keiyan gi ka (基恩之家乂、 
When they moved to St. John's Cathedral to have their fellowship, the number of 
participants increased drastically. On average there were 90 people in each fellowship, 
川 In Hong Kong, there are two gay Christian organizations. One is the BMCF and the other is Rainbow 
Fellowship. However, most Hong Kong gay Christians prefer going to the BMCF. This is because Rainbow 
Fellowship holds rather liberal attitudes towards religion and sexuality, and is involved much more with 
social and political issues. This is not quite compatible with the ideas of most Hong Kong gay Christians. 
On the contrary, the BMCF is more like an evangelical church, which holds conservative attitudes towards 
their belief and sexuality. This attracts more Hong Kong gay Christians. Hence, the BMCF is more visible 
and is less severely opposed in society, and seems to be the only gay Christian organization that all Hong 
Kong gay Christians are referred to. 
11 ‘BMCF’ in Chinese has a double meaning: kei yan means God's grace, and the sound of kei is the same 
as 'gay'. Hence it also means God's grace would be bestowed upon on gay people as well. 
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and at maximum, there were 200 people. However, according to my informants, the 
spiritual atmosphere at that time was very weak. Out of 100 people, apparently only 20 to 
30 people were serious about religion, while the rest went to the BMCF just to have fun, 
meet new people, find partners or meet their friends. One of my informants said that at 
that time, the BMCF was very much like a place for a social gathering, rather than a 
religious place, and another said it was just like a big fishpondthere were a lot of fish 
for people to cruise amongst. Furthermore, at that time the structure of the BMCF was 
not very well established. There were many conflicts amongst the members of the board 
of directors; and with respect to people's attitudes towards sexuality and religion, some 
were very open and some were very conservative. They found it difficult to agree on 
matters, and in such a conflict-ridden and unstable situation many newcomers or 
'religious' people in the BMCF became very disappointed and left. 
But there was a great change after they moved to a new place. In October 1997, the 
fellowship decided to rent an apartment for their office and functions. Instead of merely 
having a monthly assembly, they started to have a worship service weekly, and invited 
1 o 
ministers from other churches to give sermons every Sunday. Furthermore, they started 
12 Basically, these ministers usually come from the less conservative denominations in Hong Kong, such as 
the Hong Kong Anglican Church，the Hong Kong Council of the Church of Christ in China, and the 
Methodist Church. Furthermore, some ministers from the ecumenical Christian groups, such as the Hong 
Kong Women Christian Council, also always give a hand to the BMCF. Amongst these ministers, none of 
them are gay and their stances towards homosexuality are actually quite varied; some are very receptive, 
some are indecisive, and some are opposed to it. Some ministers are more popular amongst the members of 
the BMCF than others, so on the days when they preach the attendance greatly increases. However, some 
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to organize different church groups, such as a choir, youth fellowship, brothers' 
fellowship, sisters' fellowship, Sunday school, etc. In other words, BMCF started to 
function like an evangelical church. This discouraged those who were not serious about 
religion from coming to the BMCF, and helped to enhance the spiritual atmosphere of the 
BMCF, so it became a much more religious place. 
In March 2000, as the membership kept growing, they moved to a better and more 
spacious place. There were also some changes to the structure of the BMCF. For example, 
members established a constitution, developed a membership system, held annual 
meetings，and elected co-workers. These co-workers, like the deacons in general churches, 
are elected by the members of the BMCF. In 2003 the church employed a fiill-time 
minister^which was a very important decision in the BMCF-many members had longed 
for an experienced minister to lead the congregation because they knew that leadership by 
co-workers was not enough. The membership of the BMCF has grown to more than 100, 
and every Sunday more than 50 people attend the worship service (Wu 2000). 
are quite unpopular, so on the days when they preach the attendance drastically fells. With respect to the 
sermon, basically the topic and the content are designed by the BMCF and the invited ministers 
respectively; the ministers usually deal with very general topics that are seldom specific to the situation of 
homosexuals, but when the minister talks about issues that are specifically about homosexuality or the 
BMCF，that usually impresses a lot of people. 
In fact, the BMCF always wanted to have their own minister but at that time hardly any ministers were 
interested in joining the BMCF. It is until 2003, they found one female minister. 
13 This new minister is a woman and had worked in mainstream churches for several years. No one knows 
her sexuality but apparently she is single and is not dating anybody. 
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On the one hand, the BMCF is becoming much more like an evangelical church; on 
the other hand, the BMCF is unlike evangelical churches. For example, men outnumber 
women,i4 and the age range is relatively narrow~the youngest is about 20 and the eldest 
is about 40 (members are mainly aged between 25 and 35). In addition, the congregation 
is quite heterogeneous: there are disabled people, deaf-and-dumb people, as well as 
Western foreigners. ^^  Furthermore, members are not attached to any particular 
denominations and do not have any doctrines; they merely use the Creed to sum up their 
beliefs. In other words, the structure of the BMCF is rather democratic, and no absolute 
right or wrong is explicitly stated in the BMCF. 
In conclusion, over the past 11 years the BMCF has passed through a very difficult 
time. Firstly, they had to deal with internal problems such as the weak spiritual 
atmosphere caused by people who were not genuinely seeking religion, and the conflict 
between the liberals and the conservatives in the church^^. These problems were mainly 
Of the 50 attendees at the Sunday service, there are only about 10 lesbians. The number is probably so 
small because: firstly, the Bible mainly condemns gay men, and thus lesbians feel less conflict between 
their sexuality and their beliefs, so they have less need to go to the BMCF to seek help; and secondly, 
according to Lung (1995), because of different gender role expectations imposed on men and women, 
lesbians are discriminated against in the homosexual community and are more bound by homophobia and 
compulsory heterosexuality. Thus, lesbians have become an invisible group in the homosexual community. 
This is also true in the BMCF, so it is not surprising that there are fewer lesbian Christians in the BMCF. 
If there are any Western foreigners, volunteers in the BMCF will do the English translation for them. In 
the beginning the deaf-and-dumb members had to bring their own translator, but later they held sign-
language courses for the believers in the BMCF and those who took this course have become their 
translators. 
16 'Liberals' and 'conservatives' are etic terms that I give them. In reality, they usually refer each other as 
‘they，and ‘we，. Furthermore, most of their stances, in feet, lie more or less near the ‘liberal，or the 
'conservative', but are seldom at the two extremes, or in the middle. Hence, there are actually different 
degrees of liberalism and conservatism. But in this research, I adopt the informants' usage and reduce them 
to two kinds. 
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caused by the fact that homosexuality is a stigmatized identity in Hong Kong and the 
BMCF was a gathering place for this group of 'difficult' people. Thus, the problems were 
rather deep-rooted and not easily resolved. Secondly, they had to deal with external 
difficulties; on the one hand, they had to face pressure from mainstream churches; on the 
other hand, there were few external resources, such as money and ministerial support. 
Most of the time, they had to rely on themselves. In the BMCF, I have heard some 
newcomers saying that the development of the BMCF has been rather slow，given that it 
has had 11 years of history; but as a new kind of church in Hong Kong the BMCF has 
had to face a lot of internal and external difficulties, and it is not surprising that its 
development has been really rather slow and has had a lot of twists and turns. 
Literature Review 
In this section, I first discuss some general theories on identity and apply them to the 
gay and Christian identity. Next, I discuss some specific studies on gay and lesbian 
Christians; I divide them into two parts: first, the case of becoming gay Christians, and 
second, the case of being gay Christians. 
Theories on Identity 
Theories on identity have been widely discussed in anthropology. In this part, I am 
going to discuss some of them, which mainly include Turner's theories on acquiring a 
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new identity in the rite of passage (1969), Goffman's theories on presenting self in 
everyday lives (1969), and Jenkin's theories on formulating an identity under a dialectical 
interplay of processes of internal and external definition of identity (1996). Moreover, I 
will apply these theories to the case of Hong Kong gay Christians in this r e s e a r c h ] 7 
In a society, every person possesses at least one identity. According to Jenkins (1996), 
identity is a social process that is formulated under a dialectical interplay of processes of 
internal and external definition of an identity. In other words, a formation of a social 
identity is never unilateral, but is a negotiation of the internal (individual) and the 
external (society). 
The psychologist Roy Baumeister once discussed the relationship between self and 
society, quoting George McCall: 'Identity is something that society invents to get people 
to do what it wants them to do.’ (1991:361) As society gives identities to the individuals， 
the individuals will be classified and will internalize the categorization, embody it, and 
will or will not do certain kinds of things accordingly. As a result, society as an 
organization will not be disrupted and can continue to survive. In this sense, it seems that 
people are totally manipulated by their society. But, he goes on, in fact, in the process of 
internalizing the external definition of identity, individuals are not totally passive; they 
17 In this research, it may be criticized that the theories of poststructuralists, such as Michel Foucault and 
Judith Butler, were not discussed, since their theories have been commonly used in many gay and lesbian 
studies, for example, Kulick's study on gay and lesbian language (2000). However, their emphasis on the 
complex and contingent nature of identity does not quite fit my empirical data as I find most of my 
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also construct meanings in order to justify their situation. As a result, it seems that the 
interests of both the society and the individuals are satisfied, but the society and the 
individual are actually lying to each other. Baumeister described this situation as a 
'mutual bluff (1991:357-370). 
However, in some cases, people may not be satisfied with the external definition of 
the situation; they do not unquestioningly accept all kinds of given identities and do not 
obediently follow all the rules that society sets for them. On the contrary, they resist; they 
actively negotiate any unsatisfied identities~they try to change the nominal identity (the 
name of the identity) or the virtual identity (the experience of bearing that identity)一and 
try to overcome any inconsistencies between the external and the internal definition of 
that identity (Jenkins 1996). Furthermore, sometimes this process of identity negotiation 
is very intense and can lead the individuals to feel that they are in a predicament, 
especially when there are deep contradictions, like people possessing two conflicting 
identities at the same time. 
Although people in a society usually possess more than one identity, and these 
identities can easily be contradictory, people seldom find in practice that their identities 
function contradictorily. This is because, as people find that they possess any subtly 
contradictory identities, they manage them well by compartmentalizing them, handling 
informants played their gay Christian identity consistently without any great discrepancies. 
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the front stage as well as the back stage carefully (Goffman 1969). However, in a certain 
kind of situation，the contradiction is very severe and inescapable. For instance, as I 
investigate in this research, when the individuals are homosexual and at the same time 
believe in Christianity, which is evangelical and fundamentalist, they probably find that 
their sexual identity conflicts deeply with their religious identity. 
In fact, they find that these two identities are deeply conflicting basically because 
evangelical and fundamentalist belief teaches that homosexuality is a sin that is strictly 
forbidden. In addition to this, in their case Christianity and homosexuality are core 
identities，which make the conflict even more severe and inescapable. 
With respect to Christianity, it is constituted as their core identity because evangelical 
and fundamentalist Christianity is all-encompassing; the believers must organize and 
examine every aspect of their lives around the Christian ideology (Thumma 1991). In 
such a situation, it is very difficult for them to separate their homosexuality from their 
religious beliefs. 
Similarly, in the case of homosexuality, it is constituted as their core identity because 
homosexuality is a stigmatized identity in a modem society; it has been perceived as 
abnormal, unnatural, and a kind of disorder. In Goffman's words，it is a 'spoiled' identity 
(1968). Goffman suggested that as a result, in order to maintain their moral career 
without succumbing to guilt or shame, the stigmatized individuals have to adopt 
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strategies, which he called 'stigma management', to avoid disclosing any of their 
'unacceptable' attributes. In other words, the individuals always have to pay particular 
attention to their social performance in order to fulfill the expected social role, and must 
careflilly control their behavior in order not to leak any messages that might betray them. 
In such circumstances, a large part of their life is organized around their gay identity, and 
similar to the situation of their Christian identity, they can suppress it or ignore it only 
with difficulty. So they have to face it and manage the problems careflilly. 
In addition, in the case of homosexuality, it is not easy to change the negative 
meaning that is attached to homosexuality. Homosexuality has its own context and socio-
cultural meaning. In anthropology, there have been many studies about same-sex 
sexuality and gendered ambiguity in 'other' societies that have shown that in many places, 
even though people practice homosexuality, they are not regarded as homosexuals~the 
label of ‘gay’ or 'lesbian' does not describe their situation accurately (Weston 1993). 
‘Gay，and ‘lesbian，are merely modem social constructs^^ that have been added to the 
self-concept and become an individual identity in modem societies. However, very few 
people doubt these categories because 
These sexual identities are formulated only when people started to hold a common belief of a notion of 
'normal human being', which originated from the medical approach to humanity and the tendency of large-
scale bureaucratic organizations, such as the nation state, to treat all members in some respects as equal 
(Goffman 1968:7). Because of this, people are categorized according to their sexual inclinations, which 
then, through internalization, have become their individual identities. 
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‘minimal situational and contextual change may encourage the 
experience of (primary) identification as universal, globally independent 
of context and situation, providing the individual with a subsequent taken-
for-granted "thread of life”’ (Jenkins 1996:63). 
Hence, without much disruption, homosexuality as an institutionalized identity has 
become a taken-for-granted identity. In such situations, ‘gayness，means not only a 
sexual inclination but also an identity, which is social, has its specific socio-cultiiral 
meanings, and is highlighted by the society. The focus has shifted from what the 
individuals think or do to who the individuals are', and the meanings that are attached to 
who the individuals are cause much more contradictions with the Christian identity than 
merely what the individuals do or think that may cause. 
Thus, as both homosexuality and Christianity are constituted as the individuals' core 
identities while at the same time being contradictory, one of the consequences may be 
cognitive dissonance (Mahaffy 1996). On the one hand, Christianity as a religion 
establishes a value system and guides the believers in every aspect of their lives regarding 
the way things should be done (in this case, they have to believe that homosexuality is a 
sin and should be kept hidden). On the other hand, the believers may discover that their 
reality does not match the way things should be done. For example, they cannot change 
their sexuality and they are immutably gay. As a result, this leads to cognitive dissonance 
and causes a lot of stress in their lives. 
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However, this conflict may become less severe when the individuals start to engage in 
some homosexual activities, such as having gay sex, participating in the commercial gay 
scene, or joining in activities held by gay organizations. By performing these gay actions, 
they overcome the previous state that being gay is merely a stigmatized identity that has 
to be kept private, and prepare themselves to accept being gay as their identity and make 
it public to a certain degree. In other words, it is like a 'rite of passage' in which the 
rituals, that is engaging in the gay activities, greatly help the individuals to abandon the 
old state (heterosexuality) and move into a new state (homosexuality) (Turner 1969). 
Nonetheless, after the individuals have accepted being gay as their identity, they may 
still face some problems. For example, they may still have not yet totally overcome the 
stigma that is attached to the gay identity, or their old belief that being gay is a sin. As a 
result, they come out selectively only, meaning their public image as homosexuals is only 
revealed to a certain group of people, while for the rest it is still a secret. In such 
circumstances, they have to manage these two audiences very carefullythose who 
know about their homosexuality, and those who do not know. In relation to those who do 
not know, homosexuals have to adopt various 'stigma management' strategies to avoid 
any misrepresentations. This is more difficult than when they had not yet come out, 
because all of their audiences knew nothing about their secret and homosexuality was 
still kept as their personal identity in the back region, and they did not have to face the 
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fact that the more they exposed themselves, the greater was the risk of their discreditable 
attributes being revealed. 
Studies on Becoming a Gay or Lesbian Christian 
After discussing some general theories on identity, now I come to discuss some 
specific studies on gay and lesbian Christians.^^ 
In the U.S., Scott Thumma (1991) has researched a gay Evangelical group. In his 
study, he suggested that the group members successfully solved the problem of identity 
dissonance by going through a four-step process of identity revision. First, they were 
assured that feeling doubt about their identities and seeking help from the group were 
acceptable motives. Second, they taught an alternative cognitive category that supported 
the proposed gay Christian identity. Third, they were given opportunities such as 
evangelical activities and positive social interaction to embody the new adopted identity. 
Through this process, they internalized the gay Christian identity and integrated it into 
their self-concept. Finally, the group helped its members to maintain the new identity by 
providing continuous support as a community. 
^^  With respect to the studies on gay and lesbian Christians, they are mainly from the U.S. and Britain; 
studies in other societies can hardly be found. (In the previous section, with respect to the Chinese society, I 
mention that Chau has written several books about Chinese gay Christians. But they are only narrative 
stories, so I do not include them in the literature review.) 
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In another study, Michelle Wolkomir (2001b) studied two groups of people, gay and 
ex-gay Christian communities in the U.S. She suggested that these two groups first 
selectively dismantled existing sacred ideology. Then, they drew on secular and modem 
models to affirm that there is no problem with the gay identity. Finally, they 
reincorporated this new-found idea into the divine realm. In this process of 'ideological 
maneuvering', the gay or ex-gay Christians were able to construct a moral identity that 
accommodated both their religion and their sexuality. In another article (2001a)，she 
suggested that emotion management is also very important in the process of resolving 
conflicting identities. Again, three steps are suggested: first, people of the support group 
will exert an emotional pull to draw in new members and create initial commitment. Then 
they will manage emotions cautiously to sustain commitment by making participation 
rewarding. Finally, they use emotion to authenticate new identities. 
The above studies showed that there are some gay Christian groups that do not 
passively follow society's norms but actively negotiate their identities: they adopt some 
specific strategies, such as identity revision, ideological maneuvering, and emotion 
management, not only to debunk the external definitions of Christianity and 
homosexuality but also to create a new meaning as well as construct a new identity as gay 
Christians. 
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Thumma's and Wolkomir's studies are very similar, in that they both focused on the 
similarities between various gay Christians who have successfully reconciled their 
identities. By contrast, some studies have focused on the differences. For example 
Rodiguez and Ouellette (2000) researched gay and lesbian Christians in U.S. and looked 
into the factors that influence the efficiency of the process of identity negotiation. They 
found that lesbians are less likely than gay men to report past conflict in their identities， 
and are more likely to report being fiilly integrated. They argued that this is due to the 
fact that their support group has adopted gender-neutral language, which resonates 
strongly with the lesbian members. Moreover, the Christian doctrine that refers to the sin 
of homosexuality primarily refers to gay men as opposed to lesbians; they thus 
experience less conflict. In addition, they have become used to the oppressed role in their 
past lives due to the male-dominated culture, so the new conflict will not seem so salient 
to them. 
Kimberly Mahaffy (1996) also did a research study about lesbian Christians in the 
U.S. She focused on the sources of dissonance for lesbian Christians, and how they 
resolved it, for instance by changing their religious beliefs, leaving the church, or living 
with the dissonance. She suggested some factors that may affect their choices of 
resolution. For example, those who become Christians late in life and those who suspect 
early in life that they are lesbians will more likely live with the dissonance. This is 
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because, for women in the former category, since they long for a Christian life and take 
an initiation, they naturally will be much more ready to endure the accompanying 
pressure; for those in the latter category, because they have already grown used to the 
dissonance, they will also be much ready to tolerate it. 
With respect to the situation in Hong Kong, Lung Ngan Ling (1995) researched the 
lives of four homosexual Christians. In her research, one of the focuses was on the 
differences between gay and lesbian Christians, similar to Rodiguez and Oiiellette's 
report; but she had the opposite result. She found that because of the different gender role 
expectations imposed on men and women, and because of gay patriarchy, lesbians were 
discriminated against in the homosexual community and were more bound by 
homophobia and compulsory heterosexuality. Lesbians were thus a more vulnerable 
group and were less likely to achieve integration of their identities. 
Studies on Being a Gay or Lesbian Christian 
All the above studies mainly focused on how people become gay Christians. Their 
ideas are well taken. However, after people have reconciled these two identities, they still 
have to keep negotiating their newly formulated gay Christian identity, which means that 
after they have agreed to this nominal identity, they still need to negotiate the virtual part 
of it (Jenkins 1996). Hence, how they are going to be gay Christians, that is, how they 
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will express or embody the new identity, and in turn reinforce the new identity, is also an 
issue. 
Referring to how to sustain the new gay Christian identity, Yip, who is a sociologist, 
did a great deal of research on gay Christian couples in Britain. In one paper, he 
suggested that in order to maintain the newly formulated identity, gay Christians have to 
organize it well at three different levels so that disruptions will not occur and threaten 
their identities. The three levels are: cognitive-emotive, interpersonal, and intergroup 
(1996b). 
With respect to the cognitive-emotive level. Yip suggested that gay Christians not 
only have to overcome the conflicts and build up a positive identity, but must also start to 
counteract and challenge the stigmatizerthe conservative Churches—in order to get rid 
of the stigma (1997a, 1997c, 1999). The stigma-management strategies that they adopt 
include attacking the stigma, attacking the stigmatizer, using their positive personal 
experience, and using the ontogeneric argument (1997a). 
Furthermore, on the cognitive-emotive level, Yip (1996a) also discussed the idea of a 
blessing ceremony. He showed that some people prefer a blessing ceremony because it 
serves as a symbol of commitment and a deeper degree of sharing between partners. 
Furthermore, it helps to confirm the compatibility of their sexual and religious identities. 
In some cases, it also acts as a rite of passage~people need rituals to enhance their 
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relationships. On the other hand, some reject it because it apes a heterosexual marriage 
and has no practical value, because it has no legal status. Furthermore, if they hold the 
ceremony in public, this will overidentify their social identities and cause unnecessary 
problems, in turn weakening their degree of identification as gay Christians. 
As well as discussing blessing ceremonies. Yip also discussed the issue of sexual 
exclusivity (1997b). He suggested that there are three kinds of strategies: couples who 
were expectationally and behaviourally exclusive, couples who were expectationally 
exclusive but behaviourally non-exclusive, and couples who were expectationally and 
behaviourally non-exclusive. He found that for the first group, sexual exclusivity was 
considered as a symbol of commitment, complete mutual satisfaction, and adherence to 
the conventional Christian ethic of sexual monogamy; for the second group, the couples 
had to develop various regulatory mechanisms to manage the disjunction between 
expectation and behavior; and for the third group, couples justified their lifestyle on the 
grounds of sexual variety, prevention of possessiveness, and the promotion of freedom 
and egalitarianism. Couples in the third group embraced the theology of friendship, 
which emphasizes inclusiveness rather than monogamy. Yip argued that such a diversity 
of strategies occurs because there is no cultural blueprint or social script for gay Christian 
couples to follow. It places them in a virtually normative vacuum in terms of relationship 
formation. The need for 'effort bargaining' is therefore heightened, and this results in 
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great diversity. Remarkably, the effort bargaining is an ongoing process; people keep 
shaping and reshaping their social biographies to suit their conditions. Furthermore, in the 
process, rather than threatening their individual identity, they can usually reinforce it 
because their behavior can always be justified in the process. 
With respect to the intergroup level. Yip (1996b) carried out research on the 
participation of gay couples in the gay subculture. He focused on three kinds of 
organizations: gay Christian groups, non-Christian gay groups, and the commercial gay 
scene. He suggested that the gay Christian groups are usually perceived to perform moral 
support and identity reinforcement functions; the non-Christian gay groups are perceived 
to perform primarily a sociopolitical function; and the commercial gay scene is perceived 
to be youth- and sex-oriented. Moreover, Yip found that his informants rarely joined such 
organizations because they did not need to; they had already found enough moral support 
among themselves. The couples who practiced exclusive sex also had no need to 
participate in the commercial gay scene, and because they seldom held the same views as 
non-Christian gay organizations, they rarely joined in their activities. So on the whole, all 
these organizations were not very significant to them. 
Overall, Yip's detailed work on and analysis of the lives of gay Christians is 
fascinating and impressive. Similar to other gay Christian studies, he has provided an 
inspiring theoretical approach to look into the issue. However, I found that all these 
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studies could not describe or explain the whole issue of gay Christianity. Hence, in the 
next section I am going to discuss the shortcomings of their studies and how my study is 
going to be different from theirs. 
The Contribution of this Thesis 
In the previous studies, it can be concluded that the issue of gay Christianity has 
actually been investigated by several scholars before. These scholars are from different 
disciplines, such as religious studies (Lung 1995), psychology (Rodriguez and Ouellette 
2000) and sociology (Mahaffy 1996; Thumma 1991; Wolkomir 2001a, 2001b; Yip 1997a, 
1997c). Their studies focus on three issues: how people resolve their identities at a 
cognitive level, what factors contribute to the success or failure of reconciliation, and 
how they lead a gay Christian life. Their methods are mainly based on interviews and 
questionnaires. However, these methods tend to be quite static一people have either 
successfully reconciled the conflict and have a happy life, or are unfortunately defeated 
by it and keep on living with the tensionbut the dynamics of the process of 
reconciliation or the potential conflicts afterwards are not observed. By contrast, in this 
research, I look at the issue of gay Christianity anthropologically, for instance by carrying 
out participant observation, which offers a new and different perspective to our 
understanding of the issue. 
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On the other hand, similar to other studies, in this research I also look into how gay 
Christians in Hong Kong reconcile the contradictions brought about by their identities, 
and this is my primary focus. However, previous studies have only focused on the 
changes people have made since they joined a gay church. But what happened before 
they came to the gay church is, in fact, also very significant in the process of identity 
negotiation. I therefore start my discussion of how people become gay Christians from 
the very beginning: the point at which informants started to have same-sex feelings. I 
then discuss what subsequent actions they took before they came to the gay church, as 
these actions are also very decisive in the process of becoming gay Christians. 
Furthermore, with respect to the process of becoming gay Christians, previous studies 
mainly emphasized the cognitive-emotive aspect; the other aspects, such as interpersonal 
and intergroup aspects, are somewhat ignored. Hence, in this research, I place equal 
emphasis on all three aspects; in other words, I analyze all three aspects of the process of 
identity negotiation: cultural formulation—how people justify their solution; social 
negotiation—how they negotiate their solution with their immediate others; and 
institutional channeling”how the solution is influenced by different kinds of institutions 
(see Mathews 1996:49-53). These three aspects are similar to the three levels suggested 
by Yip: cognitive-emotive, interpersonal and intergroup. 
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As Yip suggested (1997d:138), however, once people attain a gay Christian identity, 
this is not the end of the story~some people have gone far beyond the stage of becoming 
a gay Christian, and have started a gay Christian life. However, this is not an easy process. 
Firstly, they may have internalized the conventional and all-encompassing Christian idea 
for a very long time; with this change, they have to totally reorganize their lives 
according to the new ideology. Secondly, as Yip (1997b) also suggested, they may be in a 
virtually normative vacuum; it needs extra 'effort bargaining' to justify their behavior or 
identities. Hence, how to be a gay Christian, or how to express the newly formulated 
identity, is the second focus of my research. 
However, in Yip's studies, he only depicted the positive image of gay Christians; the 
potential conflicts or internal dynamics are absent. This is possibly because firstly, he 
only focused on gay Christian couples一as he suggested, partnership used to be the final 
stage of the process of identity negotiation, meaning that the fewest contradictions could 
be found (1997a). However, the situation may be different for those gay Christians who 
are single, have multiple partners, or practice celibacy. Secondly, although his informants 
came from three different gay Christian groups, most of them were not active members in 
these organizations. As a result, the potential group dynamics were absent. In other words, 
what Yip dealt with was the personal aspect of gay Christian identity, but not the group 
aspect. 
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In other words, for some people the gay Christian identity, as indicated in my 
research, is not only an individual identity but also a collective identity. As most of my 
informants are members of a gay church, they have to manage their differences with 
outsiders and maintain certain similarities amongst themselves in order to ensure that the 
gay church still functions as a group. Thus, some symbolic activities or virtual 
experiences are needed to help to reinforce the group identity. However, at the same time, 
most people in the BMCF come from different backgrounds and denominations; in this 
sense，the church cannot provide a larger common meaning that people can attach to, and 
it cannot induce a cognitive consensus. This may lead to fission. Hence the group 
dynamics~the fusion as well as the fission~is the third focus of my research. 
Last but not least, in all the studies of gay and lesbian Christians, the researchers 
mainly focused only on the gay Christian themselves, and did not pay too much attention 
to the context of these people, i.e., the situation of homosexuality and Christianity in the 
U.S. or Britain. In fact, what I found in my study is rather different from theirs. This is 
probably because we operate in different contexts: in Hong Kong, the conflict between 
Christianity and homosexuality is much more intense, and hence the process of becoming 
or being gay Christians is not only different, it is much more complicated than these 
studies suggested. Hence, throughout my whole thesis, I attempt to explain the whole 
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issue with respect to the Hong Kong context and argue that the entire phenomenon is 
quite particular, and happens only in a place like Hong Kong. 
Methodology 
In September 2001,1 joined the BMCF, which is the largest and most 'church-like' 
gay Christian organization in Hong Kong. First, I looked up their homepage in the web 
and got their contact number. Then I called them and said I wanted to join their church 
since I had some struggle between my belief and sexuality. They left me the meeting time 
and place. Then I went there and started to have my fieldwork. I have been attending their 
Sunday services and other activities for one-and-a-half years. I went there because, first 
of all, I can easily find informants there; and secondly, I can undertake participant 
observation. Through participant observation, I can easily observe the dynamics of the 
gay Christian identity, which include the formation, maintenance or change of an identity 
over a long period of time. Moreover, identity is something performed or embodied in 
people's daily lives, so participant observation, like attending their church activities， 
playing badminton, having dinner, going to the gay bars with them, also gives me the 
advantage of having first-hand experience of the process of identity negotiation at the 
level of everyday life interaction，which is seldom mentioned by informants in interviews. 
In addition, participant observation also helps me to investigate the group dynamics. 
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Unlike Yip, in my research, I found that for informants, the gay Christian identity is not 
only an individual identity but also a collective identity. As they keep attending a gay 
church, which is an organization, they have to maintain certain similarities amongst 
themselves, otherwise the group could not exist anymore. Thus, through participant 
observation, I was able to become one of the group members and directly observe the 
similarities and differences in the group. Last but not least, participant observation also 
helped me to cross-check the data I have gathered in the interviews. From my experience, 
people easily tell lies about their religious or sexual experience, consciously or 
unconsciously, in the interviews. For example, one of my informants in the interviews 
told me that he did not have any sex experiences. But when we had casual conversation, 
he told me about his past sex experiences. Hence, only by developing rapport with the 
informants can I get closer to the truth. 
Other than participant observation, I also conducted 18 in-depth interviews with gay 
Christians about their life history20. For some of the more interesting cases, I interviewed 
them twice; for the second interview, it was semi-structured and more specific questions 
were asked. The purpose of these interviews is to get to know two things: firstly, their 
stories of becoming gay Christians; secondly, what happened to them after they joined 
^ In this research, I often discuss the stories of these 18 informants. Pseudonyms are used and these 
pseudonyms are English names since in Hong Kong, other than the Chinese name, people usually also have 
an English nickname. 
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the BMCF. Furthermore, these 18 informants were chosen on purpose. For instance, one 
of the focuses of this research is to investigate how the gay Christians went through the 
process of becoming gay Christians, hence I tried to interview those who had dramatic 
experiences as well as those who had plain experiences in the process. Furthermore, I 
interviewed the liberals and the conservatives about their expressions of the gay Christian 
identity. The purpose is to compare their cases and know what factors led to the 
differences. In addition, I chose to interview the active members, less active members and 
inactive members in the BMCF. The purpose is to try to understand why they had 
different kind of behavior in the BMCF, which gave some hints to the group interaction.. 
Furthermore, I also interviewed six ministers from different denominations about their 
attitudes towards the issue of gay Christianity, in order to gather more background 
information. 
I also scanned the e-group, website and publications of the BMCF and some 
disciplinary handbooks from other churches, which contain the regulations concerning 
homosexuality and sexual conduct. In addition, I also read any newspaper and magazine 
articles about the issue of Christianity or homosexuality. Through such textual research, I 
was able to gain a more thorough picture of Christianity and homosexuality in Hong 
Kong. 
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The Structure of the Thesis 
Following from the above description and explanation, the structure of my thesis is as 
follows: 
Chapter 1 is the introduction of this research. First, I state the aim of this research and 
some research questions. Next I discuss the background of Christianity, homosexuality, 
and the gay Christians in Hong Kong. Then I discuss the past literature on identity, being 
gay Christians and becoming gay Christians. Finally I talk about the methodology and 
myself. 
Chapters 2 and 3 deal with the formation of the gay Christian identity. In Chapter 2,1 
discuss how people build up their Christian identity and face their gay identity. I show 
that in most cases, they usually attempted to change or suppress their sexuality by any 
means possible, but that such efforts eventually failed. In Chapter 3, I discuss what 
happened to them after they failed, even though they tried hard to solve the problem. I 
show that while on the one hand they usually became anti-social as they were in despair, 
on the other hand they were fortunate in that they were able to go to the BMCF to seek 
help and to attempt to reintegrate into society. Hence, in Chapter 3 I also discuss what 
happened to them when they first joined the BMCF，and how the BMCF affected them as 
they accepted their gay Christian identity. In sum, in these two chapters, I argue that gay 
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Christians actually go through a process rather like a rite of passage, with pre-liminal, 
liminal and post-liminal stages. 
Chapter 4 is about the expression of the gay Christian identity. Although people may 
have formed a new identity, the content of this identity still needs to be negotiated, 
especially with respect to the issue of sexuality and Christianity. I suggest that in this 
process of negotiation, some people are rather liberal while others are rather conservative, 
and hence they express this new identity differently. 
Chapters 5 and 6 are about the group dynamics of gay Christians, In Chapter 5 I 
discuss how they organize the differences with outsiders, such as Christians in local 
churches and gay people in the gay community. I emphasize that the differences are quite 
strong and lead them to decide whether they should underplay or overplay their gay 
Christian identity in these places. In Chapter 6 I discuss how they maintain the 
similarities amongst themselves, as all of them belong to the same gay church, the BMCF. 
I suggest that even though the members of the BMCF are very heterogeneous and have 
no larger common meaning that they can attach to, the symbolic activities such as 
habitualization in the church, and the front stage and back stage performance, can help 
them a great deal to overcome the differences, and hold them together without too many 
conflicts. 
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Chapter 7 is the conclusion. As well as drawing up the conclusion of the whole thesis, 
I discuss how Hong Kong as a modem society affects the process of identity negotiation 
of gay Christians, and also what the future prospects of Hong Kong gay Christians and 
the BMCF will probably be. 
Personal Statement 
Through this research, I hope that I can help different parties understand more about 
the ongoing situation of gay Christians in Hong Kong, because the public discourses 
about this issue are currently rather one-sided~the fundamentalist and evangelical 
churches dominate. In addition，based on what I have experienced and reflected upon 
since I started attending the BMCF, I also hope that this research will also offer some 
insights to people who are interested in this topic. 
I started my fieldwork——attending gay church——in September 2001; it was the first 
time I had come into contact with the gay community. Unfortunately, it was not a very 
positive experience. Firstly, I had to make a lot of adjustments—learning a lot of taboos 
as well as 'rituals'. Secondly, it was difficult for me to get along with the people in that 
church; I felt that I was always left alone. Although I kept going to their fellowship, 
Sunday services, and even the Christmas Carols, Christmas party, and New Year's Eve 
prayer gathering, these did not help too much. 
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In January, I attempted to get closer with some of the people in the church. Since then, 
the situation changed. I feel that I really belong to this group of peoplemore people 
were coming to me and asking about me. As the situation changed, I also started to be 
more involved in this church, for instance by being an usher, leading prayers in the 
Sunday service, and being a group leader in the fellowship. I also started to join some 
private gatherings with my fellow church-goers, such as going to gay bars and watching 
gay dramas. 
By participating in this church, I have reflected deeply on my religion. Before that, I 
thought I was a good Christian according to the standards of my evangelical c h u r c h I 
had believed in God for six years. After I came to believe in God, I quit many bad habits 
and tried to be a ‘good，Christian, I read the Bible every day, prayed before each meal, 
did not cross the road when the light was red, and broke up with my girlfriend because 
she was not a Christian. 
However，since I started this research, my attitude towards God has changed. By 
going to a church that I was unfamiliar with, I started to think of some questions that I 
had never thought of. One day at Sunday service, I suddenly wondered what we were 
actually doing. When the lyrics were displayed on the screen and we sang the hymns, I 
thought it was just like singing karaoke in a pub; when they were collecting offerings, it 
looked like we were just paying our membership fee in order to keep the 'club' in 
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business; when we were praying, I felt that I was just listening to a radio phone-in 
program, but without the DJ answering. All this made me think that without God， 
everything still makes sense. In other words, all the mystique of a church suddenly 
disappeared. I no longer interpret every incident as being 'God's purpose，，but think 
instead that it is either a coincidence or man's purpose. In addition, these ideas stay with 
me even when I attend my old evangelical church. Since then, I have realized that I am a 
kind of Christian that most Christians in Hong Kong do not agree with. 
Similarly, by engaging in the gay community, I have also reflected deeply on the 
issue of sexuality. I started to ask myself: what is sexuality, what is sex, what is love? In 
such a gay church，there is no larger commonly agreed definition that I have to follow, so 
that raises many possibilities that I had not thought of or experienced before. Furthermore, 
I have also experienced how difficult it is to be gay in Hong Kong. Within Hong Kong 
society, there is not very much physical or spiritual space for gays, and even within the 
Hong Kong gay community, there is also not too much space to be different, i.e., to 
deviate from the 'norm' of being deviant. In fact, if an individual is not young and 
handsome, he is already at a disadvantage in the gay community, not to mention being 
bisexual or a fetishist, or having multiple love relationships or any other kind of special 
sexual relationship. 
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In conclusion, I think I have also experienced what most of my informants have 
experienced; the only difference is that they have had the courage to survive in this 
special niche of Hong Kong society, and I have not I think this may be because I am too 
pessimistic and can see too far into the future. I prefer to follow the norms of society so I 
can enjoy the rewards that will be granted to me for being ‘normal，. 
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Chapter 2 The Formation of the Gay 
Christian Identity (I) 
In anthropology, many studies have shown that when people deviate from the 
norms of their society, are considered to be culturally ‘polluted，，or enter a new phase in 
their lives, rituals are usually performed in order to help them integrate or reintegrate 
into society with a new and acceptable identity. In this process, they usually go through 
three phases—pre-liminal, liminal and post-liminal. The liminal stage includes the 
processes of separation, transition，and reincorporation (Turner 1969). In the case of 
Hong Kong gay Christians, the situation is the same~many of them have also gone 
through these stages. In the pre-liminal stage, they are regarded as heterosexual 
Christians by others as well as by themselves. In the liminal stage, they are neither 
heterosexual nor homosexual, and neither Christian nor non-Christian; they exist 
outside of the normal social structure. And in the post-liminal stage, they become gay 
Christians and embrace ‘gay Christian' as their identity] 
In fact, this kind of rite of passage usually occurs or is needed only when there are 
great differences or deep contradictions within someone's status or identity in society. 
In Hong Kong, Christianity in general is rather conservative and strongly against 
11 have to remark that Turner's theories on the rite of passage are used here only metaphorically. The 
empirical data in this research actually do not fully fit his theories since our researches were carried out in 
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homosexuality; furthermore, the gay identity is stigmatized and it is not easy for Hong 
Kong people to face their gay identity or come out. As a result, deep contradictions 
grow between someone's gay identity and his Christian identity, and the rite of passage 
also becomes very dramatic when a person attempts to acquire the gay Christian 
identity in Hong Kong. 
Hence, in chapters 2 and 3, I discuss how my informants went through this 
dramatic process一from heterosexual Christians to homosexual Christians. In this 
chapter, I first focus on the pre-liminal stage, that is, how they acquired the Christian 
and gay identity and subsequently found that it was a serious problem. In addition, I 
also discuss how this problem became more serious and led them to the liminal stage, 
that is, being separate from the 'normal' social structure. In the next Chapter, I discuss 
what happened to them in this liminal stage and how the BMCF acted as an agent to 
help them to get over this stage with respect to three aspects: cultural formulation, 
social negotiation, and institutional channeling. 
In this research, two kinds of cases are noteworthy in relation to the process of 
acquiring a gay Christian identity. The first kind is individuals who acquire a Christian 
identity first and then realize that they are gay. They subsequently find that it is a 
two totally different contexts: one is in a modem society and one is in a tribal society. 
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problem. The second kind is individuals who realize that they are gay first but have not 
yet accepted the gay identity. Later, they convert to Christianity and hope that their 
sexuality can be changed, but they find that it does not happen and they are caught in a 
more difficult situation. In these two kinds of cases, individuals have experienced a 
very deep contradiction and hence the rite of passage is rather dramatic. By contrast, for 
individuals who accepted their gay identity before they came to believe in God, or who 
never thought that being gay was incompatible with their Christianity, the process of 
becoming a gay Christian is less dramatic. However, such cases are rather rare in Hong 
Kong.2 Therefore, instead of focusing on such cases, I focus on the first two kinds of 
cases. 
In both of first two kinds of cases, although individuals may have gone through a 
different process in acquiring their gay identity, they realize that being gay is a problem 
in Hong Kong society and try not to accept a gay identity. They try all possible ways of 
rejecting it. Thus, in this chapter, I first briefly compare the process of acquiring a 
Christian identity and a gay identity in the Hong Kong context. Next, I discuss in 
detailed case studies of how individuals dealt with their gay identity: from realizing that 
2 In this research, I met James. Unlike other people I met, he came to believe in God only after he had 
accepted his gay identity, and he accepted his gay identity rather easily because he was in England at the 
time. He said that in Hong Kong he had always been discriminated against and teased by others because 
he was gay and sissy, but in England, people were much more accepting of difference. He could therefore 
build up his gay identity easily. Later, when he returned to Hong Kong, he converted to Christianity. That 
process was also comparatively smooth because he found God in the BMCF. Thus, overall, there was 
hardly any struggle for him in the process of acquiring a gay Christian identity. He never went through 
the rite of passage that I mentioned in the beginning of this chapter. This kind of case is rather rare in 
Hong Kong, however. 
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they felt same-sex feelings, to rejecting the gay identity, to adopting strategies to 
change or suppress their sexuality. Finally, I suggest that these strategies not only did 
not help, but also led to some new problems that led the individuals even deeper into 
despair. 
Acquiring a Christian Identity vs. Acquiring a Gay Identity in Hong Kong - A 
Comparison of the Processes^ 
With respect to the acquisition of a Christian identity in the evangelical churches 
in Hong Kong, it is a process, and that process is usually explicit and 
straightforwardafter listening to the Gospel, if it sounds reasonable, unbelievers will 
make conversions in their prayers, and will henceforth become Christians. ^ 
Subsequently, they will start a Christian life—they will keep going to church and 
meeting other Christians, and by participating in the church their Christian identity will 
be reinforced. In the process, the actors are usually conscious of what is happening and 
3 In most cases, the gay identity is usually said to be ascriptive while the Christian identity is acquisitive. 
However in some cases, when the children are bom into a Christian family, the Christian identity 
becomes ascriptive. In my research, however, there are few examples of this. On the other hand, since the 
gay identity is ascriptive, theoretically it does not need to be acquired; it only needs to be affirmed 
(Jenkins 1996). But this identity is stigmatized in society, so gay people have to make sense of this 
identity before they acquire it. Furthermore, because being gay is considered to be a discreditable 
identity一(unlike discredited attributes, such blindness or disability, the discreditable attributes cannot 
usually be recognized at first sight) (GofEman 1968)，gay people can avoid being labeled in the first place; 
it provides space for them to make sense of it. Hence, although the gay identity tends to be ascriptive, it is 
overshadowed by its rationalization and its discreditable nature; as a result, it becomes an acquisitive 
identity. 
4 Sometimes, they noted down the date that they made the prayer of conversion, and called that date their 
'spiritual birthday'. However, in the BMCF, there is no similar prayer for becoming a gov Christian. By 
the same token, there are few assigned symbols ritualizing the process of becoming a gay Christian in 
Hong Kong. 
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seldom meet any obstacles. 
Similarly, the acquisition of a gay identity in Hong Kong is also a process, but that 
process is much less explicit and straightforwardthere is no formal procedure for 
acquiring a gay identity and the actors usually attempt to reject it initially because in 
Hong Kong homosexuality is stigmatized, so many people prefer to suppress or change 
their same-sex feelings rather than accept them. Hence, the process of acquiring a gay 
identity becomes much more devious and develops in a much more gradual way, and 
the actors are usually less conscious of the whole processthey never expect that they 
are going to become gay eventually, and the whole process is almost completely out of 
their control 
In the following section I discuss the process of how they dealt with their gay 
identity in the initial stages一from having same-sex feelings, to feeling doubtful about 
their gay identity, to attempting to reject it. 
Case Studies 一 Facing the Gay Identity in the Hong Kong Context 
Having Same-Sex Feelings 
In most cases, informants said they usually had same-sex feelings or recognized 
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their sexuality during adolescence. One said, 'When I went to camp, I wanted to sleep 
with my male classmates.' Another said, 'When I was studying in primary school，I 
started to peep at my classmates when I went to the toilets.' To many of them, their 
sexuality was inborn and they recognized it when they started to understand something 
about sex.6 One said, 'Many studies show that a gay person is usually born into a 
broken family. But I was bom into a happy family. I cannot think of any reasons why I 
am gay except that it is inborn.,了 
5 In my research, there were two informants who understood their sexuality only once they became adults. 
One was Benjamin and the other was Timothy. 
In Benjamin's case, he did not pay much attention to his sexuality before he was 21 years old. This is 
because when he was an adolescent, he developed very close relationships with his church-mates; as a 
result, his desire for love and sex was minimal. 
In Timothy's case, he knew that he was gay only when he got involved in the gay community一at that 
time, he was 28 years old. Before that, he had dated women and had even considered marriage. But 
accidentally, through the Internet, he met a gay person, and discovered that he loved men as well. He said 
that the reason he previously dated women and treated them very well was because of obligation, not love. 
Later, when he started dating men, he realized that he could treat them very well on the basis of love. 
Furthermore, he said that what could arouse his sexual desire was not based on someone's appearance, 
but was one's personality. He said he could never experience such a feeling with women. In sum, in 
Benjamin's case, his same-sex feeling was overshadowed by his great satisfaction with the deep 
relationship with his church-mates, and in Timothy's case, it was overshadowed by the obligation he felt 
to date girls. 
6 The in-bom nature of homosexuality is an argument that is used very often by some people to justify 
their homosexuality. For example, in the message board of their e-group, the group members often post 
scientific evidence, such as ‘a gay person's brain acts differently,' or 'homosexuality in the animal world' 
in order to prove that being gay is natural. Overall, the aim is to argue against the traditional Christian 
view, which suggests that homosexuality is acquired and is alterable. On the other hand, traditional 
Christian churches also have evidence supporting the fact that gay is not inborn; they argue that the 
evidence of a ‘gay brain' and a ‘gay gene' are not consistent and have many loopholes. They also suggest 
that most gay people turn out to be gay because of psychological problems, such as being abused or 
neglected by their same-sex parents. 
However, in my opinion, whether being gay is inborn or not is not the main issue; even though some 
characteristics are inborn, if they are harmful to society as a whole they should be forbidden. Thus, since 
I cannot find any negative sides of the gay identity or any reason for forbidding homosexuality or 
depriving gay people of their rights in society, I firmly believe that gay people should be treated as 
normal and should enjoy the same rights as everyone else. 
7 In my research, one informant did say that his sexuality was not in-bom but was acquired at a later age. 
He was Stephen. He said his same-sex sexuality was developed because of an unhappy incident~he was 
sexually abused by a male stranger when he was 11 years old; although this was a bad experience, he 
found that he liked that kind of feeling—being touched or loved by somebody. Furthermore, he explained 
that because as a child he was always hit by his parents, he felt that he had never been loved by anybody. 
Hence, he became fond of being touched and caressed by men, and this gradually changed him to become 
homosexual. 
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In most cases, when informants were young, their inborn same-sex feelings gave 
them very good experiences and memories, which satisfied them emotionally, and 
became one of the sources of their happiness. Later, they attempted to base their further 
experiences on that. But as they grew up, sooner or later they realized that this same-sex 
feeling was not only a private and personal matter but was also associated with many 
social meaningsthis same-sex feeling is equivalent to the gay identity in modem 
societies such as Hong Kong, and the gay identity is usually regarded as abnormal, 
unnatural, and a kind of disorder. As the gay identity has these discreditable attributes, 
the individuals concerned may have to avoid wearing any symbols or leaking any 
information that reveal that they are gay.^  In other words, as same-sex feelings have so 
many negative meanings, it was not easy for my informants to entertain it. On the 
contrary, they usually struggled with it. Hence, in the coming section, I discuss how 
they responded to this socially constructed gay identity. 
From Same-Sex Feelings to the Gay Identity: Feeling Doubtful about the Gay Identity 
In most cases, no sooner had my informants noticed that they had same-sex 
feelings than they started to realize that such feelings carried a lot of negative social 
meaning in Hong Kong society; they knew that they would probably be categorized 
8 Because same-sex feelings are associated with many social meanings, when people come to acquire a 
gay identity it is very common for them to deconstruct the imposed meanings of the gay identity and to 
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with the stigmatized identity, 'gay'. 
In some cases, however, their concerns came later: although they had same-sex 
feelings, there was a lack of information or they never thought deeply about sexuality. 
They might still have led a 'normal' heterosexual life, for instance by dating girls. In 
such cases, the gay identity became less of an immediate issue for them, and they did 
not think of themselves as gay as soon as they had same-sex feelings. But later, when 
some significant incidents happened, such as learning more about homosexuality or 
starting to love people of the same sex, they understood the external definition of the 
gay identity. 9 
But whether they recognized their gay identity earlier or later, it was the rule rather 
than the exception that they realized it was a problem. For those who already believed 
in God, they strongly believed it was a sin according to the teachings of their churches. 
For those who did not yet believe in God, they realized that homosexuality was 
abnormal and stigmatized in Hong Kong society. In terms of identities, they knew they 
use the basic argumentthat being gay is a natural f e e l i n g t o justify their homosexuality. 
9 For example, in John's case, he recognized his sexuality when he was very young. But he kept dating 
girls. He only thought that it was a problem when he fell in love with one of his good male friends. He 
thought that homosexuality was a problem because at that time, his image of gay people was very 
negative~he could not accept the fact that he was gay. 
In another case, Joseph knew about his sexuality when he was very young, but did not pay too much 
attention to it. He was very devoted in his beliefs and never really thought about love and sex. He said, 
'At that age, I didn't think about dating... I only knew that I love men but I didn't love anyone; hence, at 
that time, I was not aware of the problem.' Until he entered university, he loved one of his good friends. 
Then he started to think about his sexuality and its social meanings as well as consequences. 
In Mark's case, he knew his about sexuality but he never thought deeply about it. He only became 
concerned about it when he was at university and one of his friends came out to him. He then sought more 
information about the gay community and the gay identity. As he learned more, he became clearer about 
his situation and realized that it was a problem. 
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would probably be categorized as gay, but at the same time they rejected this 
categorization as it carried extremely negative meanings.��Fortunately the 
discreditable attributes of homosexuality cannot be recognized by others at first sight, 
so, this allows for a certain degree of negotiation." 
What Did They Do After They Realized It Was a Problem? 
When they realized that being gay was a problem in Hong Kong, in most cases, 
they attempted to reject this gay identity. Some took a rather strict approach, which 
meant they attempted to change their sexuality through some non-Christian or Christian 
methods, while others took a less extreme approachthey considered not changing 
their sexuality but simply suppressing their gay feelings or keeping religious celibacy 
for God. The aim was still to keep away from homosexuality. Still others chose to leave 
the church or give up their beliefs altogether. In this way, they could keep away from 
the source of condemnation, but this did not necessarily mean that they accepted their 
gay identity; they just tried to feel less guilty about it. However, this was only a 
temporary solution. 
At that moment, they rejected both the nominal identity and the virtual identity (Jenkins 1996). But 
later, when they accept the gay identity, they only accept Ae nominal part but not the virtual part~they 
always emphasize that they are gay Christians, whose virtual experiences are rather different from those 
of most gay people. 
There are also some cases showing that they never thought that it was a problem, for instance Samson 
and Matthew. In Samson's case, he was a Catholic, but he was not very devoted to his beliefs and they 
were not so explicitly anti-gay. In Matthew's case, he was always very rebellious against any traditional 
teaching, and since a very young age he had embraced the Christian idea that God loves all people 
regardless of their sexuality. As a result, since they never thought that being gay was a problem, they 
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In this section, I will discuss all these strategies and divide them into two 
categories: solving the conflict in a non-Christian way, and solving the conflict in a 
Christian way. 
In the cases of solving the conflict in a non-Christian way, although the informants 
found that they were gay and did not yet believe in God, they still found that 
homosexuality was a problem because it is not considered 'normal' in Hong Kong 
society, and most people in Hong Kong have very negative, stereotyped view of gay 
people. Hence, in order to evade the stigma, they tried to use various strategies to solve 
their problem. 
For example, some informants attempted to love women and hoped that this would 
change their sexuality. It seemed that they dated women for the sole purpose of 
attempting to change their sexuality, but in fact in some cases they did also have a 
certain degree of good feelings towards women and enjoyed their relationships with 
women. As Samuel said, ‘Since I cannot accept the fact that I love men, I tried to love 
women~I dated them and we fell in love... Sometimes, I did find that some women 
look beautiful and very gentle~it's attractive to me.’ 
Other than dating women, some tried to seek help from counselors or psychologists. 
never attempted to change or suppress their homosexuality. 
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They hoped that this would help. Peter said, 'When I was adolescent, I felt doubtful of 
my sexuality. Thus, I read some books about puberty and it said it is normal to feel 
ambiguous about one's sexuality when they reach puberty, and suggested that 
everything will become normal when they become adults. But unfortunately this didn't 
happen to me. So I looked up the yellow pages and found a psychologist to see.' 
In fact, the aim of dating women and seeing therapists was the same: the men hoped 
their sexuality could be changed. Unfortunately, however, such methods seldom work. 
The reasons for the failure of such methods will be discussed in the section of 'Old 
Strategies did not Work'. 
In the above cases, the men may not have been Christians when they were dealing 
with their gay identity. But in some cases, they were Christians from a young age, or 
else converted to Christianity while they were dealing with their gay identity. In these 
cases, therefore, they would adopt Christian strategies, like praying and joining support 
group in church, in an attempt to solve the problem of their gay identity. 
But it is questionable why they would seek help from Christianity, since 
Christianity in Hong Kong is strongly against homosexuality. So the men might have to 
face severe condemnation. But some of those who converted to Christianity while they 
were dealing with their gay identity said they did not notice that God is against 
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homosexuality. On the contrary, they said God had satisfied them in some other 
important ways. For example, Peter went to Canada to study when he was 20 years old. 
At that time, he always felt very lonely and helpless, and he said he needed someone to 
help him. He sought help from a group of Christian friends at school, who led him to 
believe in God. Later, he read the Bible and only then did he learn that being gay is a sin. 
He became very unhappy because beforehand, he'd only thought that homosexuality 
was a defect not a sin. Nevertheless, he was also hopeful because he knew that God 
could change him if he repented deeply. 
Some other men knew that Christianity was against homosexuality, but this did not 
stop them from believing in God because they found that there were stronger or more 
compelling reasons for them to believe in God, such as enjoying the loving atmosphere 
in church, and finding an answer to the meaning of life. 
Joseph was a good example. Since he was very young, he had always been very 
depressed because he found life meaningless. Fortunately, in secondary school, his 
friend introduced Jesus to him, and he was then able to make sense of his life. With 
respect to the problem of sexuality, in the beginning he thought he could not become a 
Christian because of his sexual identity. But his friend reminded him that the reason for 
Jesus coming to this world was to save people who have problems, not people who are 
perfect. 
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John provides another example. In the very beginning, he got to know Christianity 
because he was attracted to a handsome Christian. Later, he decided to believe in God 
because he was very impressed by the loving atmosphere in church, and knew that God 
could change his sexuality. 
In these cases, becoming Christian was much more significant than grappling with 
the problem of being gay. In addition, in several cases, the old strategies that they 
adopted to change their sexuality, such as dating women and seeing therapists, did not 
work, so they converted to Christianity and hoped that this religion would be able to 
change their sexuality. This is further evidence of how stigmatized the gay identity is in 
Hong Kong, since it seems gay men would rather take the chance of changing their 
sexuality in the church, in which the environment is very hostile to homosexuality, 
rather than accept their gay identity in society. 
Similarly, for those who had believed in God since they were young, they had never 
considered giving up their beliefs and accepting their gay identity. When they came to 
believe in God, they were very young, and did not know their sexuality clearly. Or, 
despite knowing that God forbade homosexuality, they did not realize that it was a 
problem. But later, even though they realized all the problems that came with being gay, 
their Christian identity was not shaken, and it still played an important role in their lives. 
Most of them said that they had never considered giving up their religious beliefs 
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because they were always their first priority. On the contrary, they had only considered 
changing their sexuality or suppressing their gay feelings with God's help. This can be 
ascribed to the strong influence of evangelical beliefs in Hong Kong, which are 
all-encompassing and require the deep involvement of believers. It guides every aspect 
of their lives, including their sexuality. 
As both kinds of believers had been taught in their churches that God forbade 
homosexuality, they also attempted to change their sexuality in the Christian way, by 
praying to God and hoping that He would change their sexuality. In most cases, they did 
it alone and avoided coming out to anybody. But in some cases, they first did it alone 
but later they found that this did not work, so they sought help from others, such as their 
church-mates or other Christians such as counselors or doctors who happened to be 
Christian. For example, in John's case, he told his leader in the church about his 
same-sex sexuality. Then the leader read the Bible with him to assure him that 
homosexuality is a sin and is forbidden in Christianity. The leader then told him to see a 
doctor to seek some advice. The doctor told him that as long as he did not engage in any 
gay activities, he was not gay. Furthermore, he advised him to keep praying to God to 
ask Him to change his sexuality. 
However, as mentioned before, some people think that homosexuality is inborn. To 
these people, it does not make any sense to ask them to consider changing their 
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sexuality. Hence, they considered other methods, such as suppressing their gay feelings. 
They attempted not to think of anything and not to commit any sin related to 
homosexuality, by submerging themselves deeply in religion. 
For example, one of my informants, Thomas, had believed in God since he was 
very young. And he noticed that he had same-sex feelings from the age of seven. When 
he was in F.3, he was taught in his church that God was against this so he tried hard not 
to entertain any same-sex feelings, and suppressed any same-sex desires that he felt. 
However, he felt very angry with God because he wanted to devote himself to God, but 
his same-sex feelings had brought him down. So when he left Hong Kong and entered 
university in New Zealand, he decided to start a new life. He joined the ex-gay 
m i n i s t r y 12 and hoped this would help him to solve the problem of his sexuality. Indeed, 
in the ex-gay ministry, he had a good support group and became very devoted to his 
beliefs, and almost forgot his sexuality. 
In another example, one of my informants, Luke, also tried to submerge himself 
deeply in religion in order to suppress his gay feelings. Initially, Luke was very hesitant 
about believing in God because of his sexuality. But later he decided to believe in God 
and tried to submerge himself deeply in God in order to forget the problem of his 
12 The word ‘ex，in the 'ex-gay ministry' comes from 'Exodus'. It implies that the situation of gay people 
suffering from their sexuality is similar to the situation of Israelis when they were slaves in Egypt. Thus, 
the purpose of ex-gay ministry is to help the gay people to keep away from their homosexuality and 
develop a heterosexual life. But this kind of ministry is severely criticized by the gay Christian groups. 
They argue that there are actually no successful cases since many of them in the end have switched back 
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sexuality. At that time, he wholeheartedly served the children and the youth in his 
church. He accepted a lot of responsibilities, such as teaching，designing games, 
preparing meals, taking care of the children, etc. He was so busy that he forgot his 
problem of his sexuality and his attention was never distracted by sex. 
Other than submerging themselves deeply in religion, in some cases, the informants 
planned to stay celibate for God in order to suppress their homosexuality. In fact，they 
made such a decision because they knew that they could not love or develop any sexual 
desire for women. At the same time, they also did not want to betray themselves by 
getting married. Furthermore, by staying celibate, this would remind them not to 
engage in any gay activities, and would also help them to conceal their same-sex 
feelings. This might act as a useful cover-up for them; they could claim that they did it 
entirely for God's sake. In other words，they tried to distinguish between their personal 
gay feelings and a social gay life; they thought that engaging in the gay community or 
engaging in gay sex was a big problem, but that keeping their feelings personal was not. 
Indeed, in the interviews, several men also made similar distinctions. In my opinion, 
there is such a distinction, because when gay feelings are kept strictly personal, the 
social stigma that is attached to the gay identity still functions as a warning to remind 
gay people that they have a problem. They would feel shame or guilt if they revealed 
to homosexuality. 
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their identity to anyone. However, if they carry out some social activities that expressed 
their gay identity, such as joining the gay community or engaging in gay sex (excluding 
masturbation), this would imply that they had overcome the social and cultural barriers 
to being gay, at least to a certain degree. They would disregard the social stigma and 
would not mind telling a certain group of people that they were gay, and sooner or later 
they would totally accept being gay as their identity since they would have found their 
own support group. Since most churches in Hong Kong are against homosexuality, it is 
not surprising that they teach that the problem of engaging in gay activities is much 
more serious than having the gay feeling. This idea has also been internalized by the 
congregations even though they may not know the real reason behind this. In one 
interview, the informant said, 'The first time I had sex with a man, I felt greatly guilty; I 
thought I was polluted and could not deny that fact that I was really gay.' Since gay 
activities are loaded with such special meaning for most Hong Kong gay Christians, in 
Chapter 3 I argue that by engaging in gay activities, the informants might feel guilt and 
shame, but at a deeper level, like the rituals in a rite of passage, this actually has a very 
great meaning and is a very special experience for them, and helps them to accept their 
gay identity. 
Other than praying, submerging themselves in religion, and staying celibate，in fact, 
some gay men considered giving up their beliefs altogether. Soon after they realized 
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their sexuality, they left their church. But this was only a temporary solution; they gave 
up their beliefs simply because they wanted to avoid the source of condemnation, at 
least momentarily. Later, they would go back to church to seek some better solutions. In 
other words, their Christian identity was rooted deeply in their lives, and it was not easy 
to eradicate it. For example, in Jonathan's case, he was very devoted to his beliefs, so 
the sudden discovery of his sexuality meant that he was not able to consider any other 
methods. So he left his church immediately because he felt very ashamed. 
In sum, many informants attempted to overcome the conflicts between their 
sexuality and their religious beliefs, using whatever means possible. However, these 
solutions did not work in the long run. In the next section, I discuss why these strategies 
failed and how these failures led the men to the liminal stagebeing neither a 
1 
heterosexual nor a homosexual Christian. 
Reasons for Entering the Liminal Stage 
As gay men realized the problem with their gay identity, they adopted different 
strategies to solve this problem. However, all these strategies failed; ！斗 and at the same 
In some cases, especially for those who realized the problem comparatively late in life, they did not 
adopt any strategies to deal with the mismatch between their sexuality and their religion, but entered the 
liminal stage right away. 
14 This failure may be because the strategies did not work well, but it could also be because they are 
'strongly' gay. According to Kinsey (1948), human sexual orientation can be measured on a scale from 
zero to six，where zero means exclusively heterosexual and six means exclusively homosexual. For those 
who are in between, it is a lot easier for them to change their sexuality, and they would probably choose to 
be heterosexual, as the happiness they might experience with a person of the same sex would probably 
not compensate for the societal pressure against homosexuality. But in the BMCF, most people claim that 
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time, some new problems arose. As a result, the men were caught in a new dilemma. In 
the coming sections, I discuss why the old strategies did not work and what new 
problems arose. Moreover, I emphasize that in the process, evangelical beliefs played a 
very influential role because conservative Christianity led them even further into 
despair~the more they embraced their evangelical beliefs, and the more they depended 
on their Christian God, the more they felt disappointed by the fact that they could not 
change their sexuality. In other words, their Christian identity acted as a catalyst to lead 
them into the liminal stage. 
Old Strategies did Not Work 
As mentioned before, some informants had attempted to change their sexuality by 
adopting various strategies, such as praying or seeking therapy. Unfortunately, the 
strategies did not work; on the contrary, the men found that their sexuality was actually 
unchangeable and uncontrollable. For example，one man said, ‘Although I have tried 
hard to change my sexuality, what came to my dreams was still having affairs with 
men.. The other said, ‘When I masturbated, I could not stop thinking of men.， 
In the case of those who sought therapy, if the therapists were not Christian they 
often suggested that to the gay men simply accept their gay identity rather than trying to 
they are strongly gay, and that this is why they have so many struggles and why the gay Christian identity 
is so important to them. 
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change it, because there have been very few cases of people changing their sexuality 
successfully. However, the informants were seldom convinced. On the contrary, they 
preferred to seek help from Christian therapists, since they felt that such therapists 
would help them to change their sexuality. However, that therapy did not work either. 
In the case of praying, the men always believed that God was omnipotent and 
could change their sexuality if they deeply repented and sincerely prayed. However，in 
most cases, their prayers did not get answered. For example, in one case, an informant 
prayed that when he got baptized, he would become 'straight' at the moment he arose 
from the water, but unfortunately that did not happen. 
Others tried to love women, but that did not work either. Many of them said that 
although they enjoyed the relationships with women to a certain degree, it was very 
difficult to feel sexual desire for their girlfriends. One said, 'When I kissed my 
girlfriend, I felt very uncomfortable.' Another said, 'At most, I could only kiss her; for 
the rest, I really had no desire to do it.’ 
One of my informants, Stephen, did not get along well with his girlfriend, and 
suggested that it was God's purpose. He said, 'As I am gay, it means I am dirty; I am 
really not worth being loved by women. It is God's punishment.' 
Instead of attempting to change their sexuality, some other informants attempted 
to suppress their gay feelings by submerging themselves deeply in religion and by 
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staying celibate for God. But these methods also eventually failed. 
As mentioned before, Thomas joined a support group in the church and received a 
great deal of support from the group in the process of overcoming his gay feelings. But 
as he grew older, most of his friends got married and he was left alone. As his support 
system collapsed, he had to face his sexual problem again. 
Those who attempted to stay celibate for God realized that theirs was not a proper 
attitude towards celibacy, because their church taught that genuine celibacy meant the 
celibate person planned to serve God with his full committed single life; in other words, 
celibacy was not merely a strategy to cover up one's sexuality. Moreover, at the same 
time, they still felt love and sexual desire for certain people. In other words, if they 
stayed celibate, they were in fact lying to God as well as themselves. 
In a few cases, the informants chose to leave their church as a temporary escape 
from the source of condemnation. However, no sooner had they left their church than 
they felt that they needed to go back to church again. Jonathan said, 'My Holy Spirit 
had urged me to go back to church to face the problem rather than escape from it.’ 
New Problems Arise 
The examples above show that the strategies the men adopted did not work; most 
of the men felt very disappointed about that. However, in the meantime, some new 
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problems arose. This further complicated the men's problems regarding their sexuality 
and made the strategies even less effective. 
As mentioned before, some of the men tried to come out to trusted friends, in the 
hope that these people would be able to help them and share their unhappiness. But 
their actions had the opposite result For example, Joseph came out to one of his good 
friends whom he loved. But when his friend heard this, he became very furious and told 
Joseph, 'You better go away before I hit you!，So Joseph ran away immediately and 
became very depressed for a period of time. Another informant, John, came out to his 
group leader. But when he said he wanted to go camping with one of his church-mates, 
his group leader did not allow him to go because he was worried that John would be 
tempted to do something wrong while camping. When John heard this, he became very 
angry, and felt that he was not being trusted. After that, his relationship with his group 
leader was very strained. At the same time, the other group members noticed this and all 
thought that it was John's fault, and convinced him to apologize to the leader. John felt 
very disappointed again. He had even lost the support of his group-mates. He felt that 
he had lost all his credibility in his church. In another example, Peter came out to a 
Christian counselor, but the counselor was very disappointed by Peter's slow progress 
and advised him not to come for therapy anymore. 
All these bad experiences were a disaster for the men in question, and they felt 
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very disappointed by Christianity. Joseph said, ‘At that time, I didn't understand why 
God had to give me these bad experiences. I thought I was bom in this way. God made 
me gay; but I had to suffer from His creation! This is ridiculous!' In some cases, their 
doubts almost drove them to give up their beliefs altogether. They thought God was 
unfaithful; that He had deceived them and made them s u f f e r ” 
As well as being disappointed by their bad experiences of coming out, they also 
became intolerant of the need to be dishonest with their church-mates. On the one hand, 
they developed closer relationships with their church-mates; on the other hand, their 
gay identity had to be concealed deeply from them. This was another new problem 
brought about by their Christian beliefs. 
In fact, in most cases, no matter how long the men had believed in God, after they 
adopted Christian strategies to deal with their sexuality they usually became more 
deeply involved in their religion because they hoped this would make their strategies 
more successful. They therefore developed very intimate relationships with God as well 
as with their church-mates. 
However, the strategies that they adopted to solve the problem of their sexuality 
However, not all coming-out experiences were so bad. For example, although for Joseph, coming out 
to his close friend was a disaster, his experience of coming out to his minister and church-mates was very 
positive. His minister felt very sympathetic to his situation and never asked him to change his sexuality; 
fiirthermore, his church-mates helped him to find out about the BMCF and even visited the BMCF for 
him. Thus, when he later entered the liminal stage, he was able to leave this stage easily with the help of 
his church-mates. 
In fact, in most cases, the informants managed the issue of coming out cautiously~they did not come 
out to just anybody, but only did so to people who were reliable and helpful. But sometimes, the 
experience did not meet their expectations and this disappointed them even more. 
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did not work; and in some cases, they did not tell their church-mates anything about 
their sexuality. As a result, they had to conceal a certain very crucial part of their lives 
from their very close church-mates. Daniel said, ‘I had a very close relationship with 
my church-mates; but I had to conceal my sexuality and could not share my problem 
with them... in a certain sense, I felt we were very distant and this made me very 
unhappy.' 
Other than becoming intolerant of their dishonesty with their church mates, they 
also got to know more gay acquaintances and learned more about gay issues, which 
ftirther complicated their situation of facing their gay identity. 
They had previously tried to avoid any information about homosexuality, but in 
some cases they could not suppress their curiosity,^^ or coincidentally they met some 
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gay friends or read some gay-related information, such as where gay people went. As 
a result, there were opportunities for them to get involved in the gay community. In 
other words, they had to overcome these larger temptations, because if they failed, this 
would seriously threaten their Christian identity, since their Christian beliefs strictly 
forbade homosexuality. 
16 In many examples, because of curiosity, the informants surfed the Internet, and gathered a lot of 
information about gay issues and made some gay friends. But for some this was not a very positive 
experience. Thomas said, 'I find that Internet is very horrible! This is because a lot of information could 
be obtained very easily. Under this mass influx of information, I did a lot of shameful things. At that time, 
my emotions were really bad.' The shameful things that he referred to included looking at gay nude 
pictures and videos on the Internet, and meeting some gay strangers on the Internet and having sex with 
them. This kind of behavior is strictly forbidden according to their religious beliefs. 
17 For example, Peter found out which public toilet gay people used to go to by watching a TV program 
about the gay activities in Hong Kong. 
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In addition, there were two more lures in addition to these temptations, which 
further urged them to join the gay community. The first was that the lure of seeking gay 
friends. By joining the gay community, they were able to alleviate their loneliness since 
they could share their deepest secrets with people who were in a similar situation. The 
second was the lure of finding a gay partner. This was because as gay men grew older, 
they felt a stronger need to find a partner. Also, youth is very precious in the gay 
community, so it is better for men to join the community earlier rather than later ^ ^ For 
example, Andrew said, 
'Coincidentally, I met a gay friend, and he encouraged me to come out 
as early as possible because he said that in the gay community, when 
someone grew old, it would be very difficult for him to find a partner; and 
he also said that in real-life examples, a lot of people felt deeply regretful 
for not coming out when they were young. ’ 
In sum, the old strategies that gay men adopted to deal with the problem of their 
sexuality failed, while at the same time some new problems about their sexuality arose. 
This complicated the problems of their sexuality even further, and made it even more 
difficult for the strategies to work. Under such a situation, the tension between the 
men's religion and their sexuality was further heightened. They faced a new dilemma: it 
Youth and appearance are very important because they are the major capital that is used to compete 
with others in the gay community. In my opinion, one of the reasons why this is so important is that gay 
men have no ‘sex，capital with which to make exchanges. In the case of heterosexual relationships, 
attractive women possess the most physical capital, but those who are less attractive have to manipulate 
their 'sex' capital in order to enhance their competitiveness. This means they have to be willing to have 
sex, since women are less likely to be free and easy with sex and hence it becomes a kind of capital. 
However, in the case of male homosexuality, their ‘sex，capital is worthless because men are able to 
engage in sex indiscriminately, even there is no love relationship. As a result, their capital depends 
largely on their physical attributes. They attempt to show off as much physical capital as possible, such as 
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seemed that there was no way to solve the problem of their sexuality except by 
accepting that gay identity, which they did not want to do because being gay is a 
stigmatized identity in Hong Kong and is contradictory to their Christian beliefs. If they 
accepted their gay identity, that implied that they had to give up their Christian beliefs. 
The Situation Became Worse Due to Christianity 
On the one hand, the old strategies did not work; on the other hand, some new 
problems arose. This led the informants to feel great despair. In fact, in my opinion, this 
predicament is caused mainly by the men's conservative Christian beliefs, which affect 
the process in four ways: 
Firstly, Christianity had made them feel the problem of their sexuality even more 
keenly. This was because, in some cases, they converted to Christianity because they 
hoped this would solve all their problems. But it turned out that they received even 
more condemnation as a result of their Christianity. In other words, before they 
believed in God, they only had to deal with one problematic identity~being gay; but 
after they came to believe in God, they had to deal with both their gay and their 
Christian identities, so the situation became much more complicated. 
Secondly, Christianity provided hope for the informants but it also killed that hope. 
youth, a handsome face, and a good body, in order to enhance their competitiveness. 
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When they adopted the Christian method rather than using other methods, it was 
usually seen as their last resort, and they were sure it would succeed. Hence, although 
they knew Christianity condemned homosexuality, they did not think they would face 
severe condemnation from their church. This was one reason why their homosexuality 
did not prevent them from believing in God. In other words，Christianity had once 
offered them great hope of a 'cure', but this great hope never came true. However, they 
did not give up their beliefs; in fact they tried to be even more devout, making more 
efforts and placing even more hope in God. Unfortunately, this further disappointed 
them so it became a vicious cycle. These consequences were totally unexpected, and 
they were drawn into the quicksand almost without realizing it. 
Thirdly, as they had become more devoted to their religious beliefs, it was difficult 
for them to turn back the clock in order to feel that the problem was less severe. 
Previously, before they became so devoted, it might have been easy for them to 
abandon their beliefs or to separate their beliefs from their sexuality in order to make 
the problem seem less severe. But once they devoted themselves fully to their religion, 
it was very difficult for them to reject it. 
Fourthly, new problems arose, caused mostly by their religious beliefs, such as 
their bad experiences of coming out in their own churches and the need to behave 
dishonestly with their close church-mates. If they did not believe in God, they could 
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have avoided these problems. 
In sum, since Christianity in Hong Kong is very conservative, it allows almost no 
space for homosexuality. In such circumstances, the gay Christians experienced very 
strong antagonism. Even though they tried hard to change or suppress their sexuality 
using Christian methods, they still failed. At the same time, it was not easy for them to 
accept their gay identity as they had deeply internalized the idea that being gay was a 
sin according to their beliefs. Hence, they were in a rather difficult situation and felt 
great despair, that is，they entered the liminal stage and became anti-social. In the next 
chapter, I discuss what happened to them in the liminal stage and how they dealt with 
this stage. 
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Chapter 3 The Formation of the Gay 
Christian Identity (II) 
In the last chapter, I described how gay Christians in Hong Kong were caught in a 
very difficult situation: on the one hand, they were not able to change or suppress their 
homosexuality; on the other hand, they did not want to give up their religious beliefs, 
even though Christianity had caused them a great deal of disappointment. They 
experienced a severe conflict between their sexuality and their beliefs. In some cases， 
this conflict was so severe that it led them to feel great despair, and thus led them into 
the liminal stage: they became neither a heterosexual nor a homosexual Christian. On 
the one hand, they knew they could not be heterosexual, but on the other hand they had 
not yet accepted their gay identity. Moreover, pretending to be heterosexual or being 
homosexual was not compatible with their Christian beliefs, and as such beliefs had 
caused them a lot of grief, they became non-Christians too. In other words, in this 
liminal stage, they were 'betwixt and between' (Turner 1969:95). 
Given such a situation, they usually launched into a journey in order to get through 
this liminal stage and move into a new stage. ^  During this journey, they usually went 
1 In some cases, the men quickly bypassed or even skipped this liminal stage. This was because the 
contradiction brought about by their Christian identity and their gay identity was not so severe that it led 
them to the liminal stage. Furtiiermore, before they even felt that they had a problem, they already knew 
that going to the BMCF was likely to help them. For example, Timothy discovered his gay sexuality 
when he was 28 years old, and as soon as he realized he went to the BMCF. As a result, he never went 
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through three stages一separation, transition, and reincorporationand the transition 
stage 'has few or none of the attributes of the past or coming state.，(Turner 1969:94) In 
other words, they usually engaged in some behaviors that they had never previously 
engaged in during their 'normal' lives. Furthermore, in the reincorporation stage, they 
usually needed some favorable conditions to allow them to reintegrate into society. 
Thus, in this chapter, I discuss how gay men go through these three stages. In relation to 
the transition stage, I discuss what kind of behavior they engaged in, and in relation to 
the reincorporation stage, I discuss how the BMCF acted as an agent to help them build 
up their gay Christian identity and reintegrate into society, with particular reference to 
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three aspects: cultural formulation, social negotiation, and institutional channeling. 
Again, it is noteworthy that this kind of the rite of passage for gay Christians only 
happens in a place like Hong Kong. This is because, in Hong Kong, the gay identity is 
severely stigmatized and Christian beliefs in general are rather conservative, causing 
the gay identity to be deeply incompatible with the Christian identity. This results in a 
very dramatic rite of passage for Hong Kong gay Christians. 
through the struggle of dealing with the conflict between his homosexuality and his Christianity, and 
accepted his gay Christian identity right away. 
2 In this chapter, i.e. becoming gay Christians, I use Mathews' terms: cultural formulation, social 
negotiation, and institutional channeling (1999). In fact, in the coming two chapters of being gay 
Christians, I also use this concept but without stating it explicitly. In Chapter 4, changing attitudes 
towards sexuality and religion is referred to cultural formulation. In Chapters 5 and 6, maintaining the 
differences with outsiders and similarities amongst themselves at the interactional level and the 
institutional level are referred to social negotiation and institutional channeling respectively. 
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Separation 
In Turner's study, when people entered the liminal stage, they would first separate 
from their past structure lives, like living in a small hut outside the community (Turner 
1969). Similarly, when the gay Christians entered this liminal stage, they also first 
separated from their past structured lives. For example, as they were no longer 
heterosexual Christians, they separated themselves from their heterosexual and 
Christian lives mentally as well as physically. For instance, those who were dating or 
who had a crush on girls broke up with them or stopped their affection for them, while 
those who used to go to church put aside their Christian beliefs and left their churches. 
In some extreme cases, the informants not only separated from their heterosexual 
and Christian lives, they also separated from other aspects of their lives as well. For 
example, Stephen traveled to the US, hoping that he would be able to avoid the 
problems he had experienced in Hong Kong, and that as a stranger, he could start a 
whole new life in the US. Similarly, in another case, although Benjamin stayed in Hong 
Kong, he also behaved like a stranger~he separated himself from his previous life: he 
did not go to school, he turned off his cell phone, and he did not talk to anyone. 
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Transition 
Going Through the Tunnel 
After the men separated from their old states, they reached the transition stage. In 
this stage, there are usually ‘a rich variety of symbols... that ritualize social and cultural 
transitions' (Turner 1969:95). Furthermore, there is usually 'the conjunction of the 
individual's fate with symbols of cosmic process of life and death，，which acts as 'a set 
of evocative devices for rousing, channeling, and domesticating powerful emotions...' 
(Turner 1969:43). For example, when Turner studied the Ndembu rituals, which were 
performed on Ndembu women who had a series of miscarriages or abortions, he found 
that in the process the women had to pass through a two-hole tunnel several times, in 
which one hole represents the tomb (death) and one represents the womb (life) (Turner 
1969:1-43). 
This kind of ritual also happened to Benjamin. Although there were no assigned 
rituals or symbols for him, he sought out these symbols by himself: for instance, he took 
the buses every day, which was just like taking a journey, going through the tunnel. 
Furthermore, he got on and off a number of buses every day, which were just like 
passing through the holes of life and death several times.^ By doing this, his emotions 
3 However, in some cases, the congregations in the BMCF did not go through the process of life and 
death in a symbolic way. On the contrary, some members actually attempted to end their lives. They 
attempted suicide because they could not tolerate the deep conflict brought by their homosexuality and 
their Christianity. 
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of hate and grief were channeled away. As he said, ‘I did not think anything; I felt very 
calm at that period of time.' However, at the same time, he actually felt fearful because, 
unlike the normal circumstances of the rituals, he did not know where he was going and 
when he would come to ‘life’ again. 
Engaging in Casual Sex 
The liminal stage is an unstructured situation; it is very different from the past or 
future state. For example, in this case, the men's old Christian beliefs had become less 
powerful. In the past, the men had followed Christian teachings strictly and vigorously 
suppressed any gay or sexual feeling, but in the liminal stage, they were free from the 
effect of Christian morals. As a result, their suppressed gay and sexual feelings were 
immediately given free rein. They engaged in casual sex to a degree, which they had 
never accepted before or after this stage. For example, some went to public toilets and 
saunas to have sex with some strangers and some developed sexual relationships with 
their gay friends. More so than simply experiencing gay feelings, engaging in these gay 
activities was rather special for the men and caused them to feel a great deal of guilt and 
shame. But it was only by experiencing such special actions and feelings that they could 
overcome the huge barriers that had previously prevented them from accepting their 
gay identity. 
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In other words, in many cases the informants said they were very regretful for 
what they did in that period of time because most of their experiences were awful, not 
enjoyable and not what they really wanted to do. For example, Peter met a stranger in a 
public toilet but was robbed by him while he was planning to have sex with him, and 
Joseph felt ashamed of having sex with some old and weak strangers in saunas as he 
thought he should deserve to have real love, instead of being reduced to have casual sex 
with some old and weak people in saunas. However, these experiences and feelings 
constituted a very big contrast between the men's liminal state and their pre-liminal or 
post-liminal state. This strong contrast in this dialectic development greatly helped to 
enhance the legitimacy of the new stage and helped the gay Christians to move into the 
new stage more easily, as the new stage, that of being gay, had once been deeply 
contradictory to them. Hence, many of them said something similar, ‘If I didn't go 
through these experiences, I would never know how much I miss my God and how 
precious His love is,，or ‘If I didn't go through these experiences, I would never come to 
the BMCF and become a gay Christian; I probably would keep indulging myself in sex 
or suffering from the conflict' In Peter's case, he thought the stranger who robbed him 
actually was an angel, who came to save him from his problem. He commented that as 
a result of this experience, he had 'a revelation from God，and decided to devote himself 
to God again. 
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The above cases show that some special social behaviors were displayed in the 
transition stage, in a Hong Kong context In fact, in normal circumstances, there are 
symbols ritualizing the process, which guides the liminal one to a new stage. As Jenkins 
said, 'Ambiguity or anomaly, uncertainty about which way to jump or what to do, are 
characteristic of boundaries and borders, hence the need to map them with imaginary 
precision or to dramatize them ritually.’ (1996:123) 
But as mentioned before, there are no formal procedures or rituals for someone to 
acquire a gay Christian identity. People have to seek these symbols and find the ways 
by themselves. Hence, it is possible for a person to be stuck and obsessed in the liminal 
stage for quite a period of time. Fortunately, in my research, all my informants went 
through this stage quickly; in most cases, they left this stage by joining the BMCF.4 
Reincorporation 
After the men went through the liminal stage, the old identity, 'heterosexual 
Christian', was dead, and their lives had to be restored to the normal situation with a 
newborn identity, 'gay Christian'. Joining the BMCF, a gay church in Hong Kong, was 
4 In some cases, they solved this problem by themselvesthey changed their beliefs and accepted the 
gay Christian identity without going to the BMCF. But this was rare, because in the liminal stage, people 
are rather helpless; they very much need some resources (for instance the BMCF, which provides cultural, 
social, and institutional support) to help them get over the problem. 
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probably a very good start to help them to get back to a normal life, and to embody as 
well as build up their identity. However, at the same time, it was very important for the 
BMCF to provide a positive environment to enable this process. Otherwise, the gay 
Christians could have succumbed to the unfavorable Hong Kong environment and felt 
lost again. Hence, in the coming section, I discuss how the cultural, social, and 
institutional factors in the BMCF influenced the informants in their process of 
identification as gay Christians. 
Cultural Formulation 
Before the men came to the BMCF, their old Christian beliefs, which suggested 
that homosexuality was a sin, had given them a very hard time. When they came to the 
BMCF to seek help, they expected to find a belief that said homosexuality was not a sin. 
They felt that only after finding such a belief would they be able to justify and embrace 
their gay Christian identity. 
Indeed, the BMCF really does provide such a belief—its official stance states 
clearly that being gay is not a sin, and is even blessed by God. This idea is so clear that 
it seems to be a taken-for-granted idea~people seldom talk about it, either in the public 
conversation or in the public events, such as the fellowship and Sunday service. For 
example, in the fellowship, unless they especially plan to discuss the topic of 
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homosexuality and Christianity, it is seldom discussed. In the Sunday services, too, the 
invited ministers seldom talk about this topic, so sometimes the congregations don't 
even know the stances of the invited ministers. With respect to the members of the 
BMCF, the situation is similar: the church as a whole does not know about the stances 
of individual members. From my own experience, some members may discuss this 
topic in private conversations with friends or in interviews, but it seldom emerges in 
public or in casual conversations. This is probably the case because firstly, it is a serious 
and formal topic; secondly, people do not want to overemphasize it; and thirdly, 
although most members agree that God loves gay people, there are still many 
disagreements, as many members have different opinions about the specific details of 
the issue, for example, whether homosexuality is God's original plan or who can really 
tell that homosexuality is not a sin. As the members appreciate harmony much more 




taken-for-granted idea. As for other issues, such as their attitudes towards religion and 
sexuality, the situation is the same. This will be further discussed in Chapter 4. 
Although in the BMCF people seldom debate whether being gay is a sin, there is a 
support group that helps to reinforce the idea that it is not. The support group is called 
the Recovery group, and is specifically designed for people, especially newcomers, 
who are struggling with their Christian beliefs and their gay identity. Many of the 
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informants in my research had joined this group, and said it made them change or 
reinforce their views, and helped them to accept their gay Christian identity. 
In fact, the recovery group only started in 2000 but has become very significant. 
This is partly because it is the first time the BMCF has had such a systematic forum for 
dealing with the issue of Christianity and homosexuality. Luke has attended the BMCF 
since 1994, and he said, ‘In the past in the BMCF, there was no such systematic course; 
although they had taught gay theology before, it was too complicated and mingled with 
a lot of different opinion. It was less direct; it was theoretical more than practical.' 
So far, the recovery group has been held five times. Each class lasts for four 
months and has 12 lessons. Sometimes，when this group ends, the members will be 
encouraged to have some sharing in the Sunday Service. Over half of the congregation 
in the BMCF have joined this group, and their comments have generally been very 
positive. 
The recovery group basically teaches people how to accept their gay Christian 
identity. The content can be divided into three parts:， 
First, it severely criticizes the way churches in the mainstream have misleadingly 
5 The book 'Steps to Recovery from Bible Abuse' by Rev. Rembert Tmluck is used as a reference in the 
group. Although this book is in English, it is still used because there are no good Chinese references on 
this topic. Furthermore, the group leader was able to translate the important points in the book in Chinese 
and teach them in Chinese. The topics of the 12 lessons are, respectively: acknowledging being wounded 
by 'religion'; turning your eyes upon Jesus; examining your faith; processing your feelings; uncoupling 
from antagonistic people or churches; facing Bible passages purported to be anti-homosexual; facing 
supportive Bible passages; reading the Gospel; standing firm to accept yourself; building up a buddy 
system; learning to share your faith, and being a free messenger of Gospel. 
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wounded gay people, and suggests that group members should keep away from these 
churches and convert to a new belief. 
Second, it reinterprets the passages in the Bible that are used to condemn 
homosexuality, and illustrates that there are actually also many passages in the Bible 
that support homosexuals, such as the relationship between King David and Jonathan. 
Finally, it teaches that Jesus was a person who came to this world to help the 
deviants in society. As gay people are also considered deviants today, they are reassured 
that Jesus loves them. Furthermore, as they are deviants, having a close relationship 
with Jesus greatly enriches their religious experiences. In addition, it suggests that Jesus 
also went through the experience of 'coming out'—revealing his identity as the 
Messiah. Hence, it also encourages church members to reveal their identities one day 
and give their testimonies for God's sake. 
In sum, the stages from pre-liminal to post-liminal as a gay Christian are discussed 
！ 
in the class. Hence, the experiences of the informants in each stage are acknowledged 
and validated. Thanks to this method of systematic and intensive teaching, the men are 
reassured that there is no problem with their gay Christian identity. Furthermore, when 
confronting stigmatization from attackers, they know how to defend themselves and 
counter-attack the stigmatizers. This has greatly helped them to accept their gay 
Christian identity even though they live in Hong Kong, which is strongly anti-gay. 
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However, not all people agree with every detail in the recovery group. For 
example, one person said that suggesting Jesus also had to go through a process of 
coming out is too far-fetched. And one asked in relation to a passage in Leviticus: Why 
is it that only the abomination of homosexual acts is accepted today, but not any other 
accompanying abominations such as incest or having sex with animals?^ Furthermore, 
some people wonder whether the relationship between King David and Jonathan was 
really gay, as the group emphasizes that there was no homosexuality, at least not like the 
present kind, in Biblical times7 
Furthermore, in some cases, the men not only hold different opinions as to the 
details, they also hold rather different ideas in relation to the basic assumption. For 
example, a few of them said although being gay is not a sin, it was not part of God's 
original plan. Thomas said, 'Gay people are just like the disabled; we are not the perfect 
form of God's creation. In the Bible, I can see nowhere proving that being gay is a gift 
I 
from God' 
In addition, a few said that no one can ever be sure of the truth; it will only be 
discovered when they go to heaven. John said, 'I am tired of this kind of argument. If 
6 I have heard two possible reasons: first, that these examples are rare in reality, and so cannot be 
compared with the gay situation; second, that the Bible said there were two different kinds of 
abominations: incest, which is an illegitimate sexual act in any context, and homosexuality, which is 
prohibited because it is related to the worship of the evil deity. Thus, they are rather different issues. 
In fact, all the questions they asked suggest that they are still bound by their traditional Christian beliefs, 
which take a rather literal approach to the Bible. In fact, in Western studies or churches, some scholars 
and ministers have even suggested that Jesus was gay, but I believe that few people in the BMCF would 
be convinced by these studies. Again, they would say it is too far-fetched to suggest that Jesus was gay. 
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what the BMCF says is true, how come so many churches are against us? Anyway, I 
only want to be happy and do what I like. Whether homosexuality is a sin does not 
concern me very much.' 
Although there many different opinions, all these differences do not lead to a point 
where the men do not accept their gay Christian identity at all, nor do they cause great 
conflicts in the BMCF. This is because, when these all different ideas are embodied, the 
differences are actually tolerable. In other words, these differences become the cause of 
conflict only when the men are engaged in formal discussion or private conversation; in 
their everyday lives, these differences are generally put aside. 
However, these differences do lead to different degrees of identification as gay 
Christians, and also to different degrees of involvement in the BMCF. For instance John, 
who feels doubtful whether anyone in the world can say for sure that homosexuality is a 
sin, is not very active in the BMCF, and does not identify himself so strongly as a gay 
Christian. He said, ‘Do I identify myself as a gay Christian? I don't know. Now I am 
learning to be a Christian... but honestly I don't want to claim myself as Christian; if I 
am really a Christian, it'll be reflected by my behavior; I do not need to claim it.，8 
In sum, with respect to cultural formulation, many Hong Kong gay Christians have 
8 In John's case, other than the fact that he did not agree with the stance of the BMCF, seeing the 
unconventional Christian examples in the BMCF and his perception of it as a ghetto were also factors 
that led him to identify himselfless strongly as a gay Christian. In relation to the former reason, he found 
that many gay Christians in BMCF behaved in a promiscuous way, and he could not accept it. In relation 
to the latter reason, he hoped that he could worship God with other Christians, not only with the gay 
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in fact still not yet totally overcome their old evangelical belief that being gay is a sin. 
Some liberal ideas, such as that Jesus was gay, or that Jesus as a Messiah also went 
through the experience of coming out, or that the relationship between King David and 
Jonathan was gay, look very far-fetched to them. Hence, when they are dealing with this 
topic, they choose not to talk too much about it at all, or they only discuss it cautiously, 
being neither too liberal nor too conservative. 
Social Negotiation 
The other factor that affects the process of identification is social negotiationin 
which the responses and the interaction of immediate others influence the process. In a 
rite of passage, there is usually ‘symbolic expression of group concern for an 
unfortunate individual's welfare' (Turner 1969:43). Hence, the members of the BMCF 
are also expected to play such a role and to provide special intensive care to the 
individuals, especially since they are in a Hong Kong context that is strongly anti-gay, 
and since many of them went through a rather difficult process before they came to the 
BMCF. 
Hence, in this section, I discuss how the other members of the BMCF affect a 
member's process of identification as 'gay Christian'. 
Christians. 
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In the research, most informants said they felt very happy when they first went to 
the BMCF. This was because it was the first time they'd seen so many similar people. 
Luke said, 'Before I came to the BMCF, I had never thought that there were actually so 
many gay Christians; I used to think I was the only one in the world.' Hence, coming 
out of the closet and finding others who were similar greatly helped them to identify 
themselves as gay Christians, and also acted a motive for staying in the BMCF to leam 
more about gay Christians. 
However, in some cases this happy feeling did not last long. After attending the 
church for a period of time, some people complained that no one was concerned about 
t h e m t h e y were left alone. Mark said, 'Although in the beginning, I was very happy as 
I saw so many people whose situation was similar to me, no one is concerned about me; 
after the Sunday service, I stood s t i l l n o one talked to me.' In some cases, this 
situation encouraged them to be more active in the c h u r c h ? but in some cases，it I 
J 
I 
became a setback and made them leave the church， 
9 Many informants said that although the experience of being neglected was not good, they had no 
cho ice they could not leave the BMCF because it was probably the only place where they could deal 
with the conflict between their sexuality and their beliefs. Thus, many people chose to keep going rather 
than leave the BMCF. 
10 In a gay message board on the Internet, Toilet Wall (www.gayhk.com). there were some messages 
about the BMCF that complained that people in the BMCF did discriminate against some people, and did 
not pay enough attention to newcomers. This discouraged them from staying in the BMCF. With respect 
to this issue, I asked some members whether it was true. One said, 'It may be true but we are not an 
organization which is designed solely for expressing concern; thus, sometimes we really do not do well in 
this aspect.' Another said, 'Sometimes it also depends on the newcomers. If they are too shy and taciturn, 
it is very difficult for us to show concern about them.' Indeed, in the gay community, some people are 
quite taciturn. One informant said this is because they had a lot of unhappy experiences in the past and it 
is not easy for them to open up. Timothy said, 'Some people are really cautious—they never tell people 
where they live，what they do, and even what their Chinese names are. They worry that their gay identity 
will be disclosed.' Thus, without special care, sometimes these people may become very disappointed by 
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With respect to this problem, the church established a concern group that is 
responsible for taking care of newcomers. For example, after the Sunday service, the 
newcomers were invited to sit at the back of the church to chat with the members of the 
concern group. But this did not help too much. One complained, 'They are really 
concerned about you on the first day you come but there is no more concern afterward., 
Thus, the newcomers still had to depend on themselvesthey had to try hard to be 
active in the church, for instance by joining different church groups or some private 
gatherings” 
In the BMCF, people can actually join a wide variety of activities, including 
Sunday service, brother's fellowship, sister's fellowship, recovery group, prayer 
meeting, sign language class, choir, couple's group, Baptism class, Bible study, hospital 
visitation, and seasonal outings. 
！ 




members' everyday lives as well as their religious experiences. As they get to know 
each other more, they develop a deeper relationship. Subsequently, people with similar 
interests cluster together and form informal support groups. ^ ^ With respect to their 
the BMCF. 
11 With respect to the concern group, the group members have also met some obstacles. For example, 
Timothy is one of the members and he had such an experience, 'In the group, one of my duties is to take 
care of the newcomers. However, I did not do well because I got too close with them and they 
misunderstood that I liked them! In order to solve this problem, now we plan to let the females take care 
the males and vice versa.' In fact, this reflected the fact that people in the BMCF are quite sensitive to the 
issue of concern and love; they have to manage them careflilly. This also reflects the fact that the 
competition for finding a partner in the BMCF is rather keen; this is further discussed in Chapter 4. 
12 In fact, forming such clusters has been a problem in the BMCF. In the past, the clusters were very 
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identity, these support groups play very crucial roles: they not only reinforce but also 
sometimes restore men's gay Christian identity when a crisis occurs. 
However, as mentioned before, in some cases gay Christians have gone through 
rather a difficult process before coming to the BMCF, so they need special intensive 
care. Being helped by the concern group, taking an active part in the BMCF or having 
support from an informal support group may not be enough; instead, dating a gay 
Christian partner may help, particularly if one of the partners is an experienced gay 
Christian. This is because in a love relationship, an individual can be taken care of 
intensively by his partner, and the experienced partner can also act as good role models. 
In fact, in the BMCF, it is quite common that newcomers are picked up by the 
older members in the church. Some suggested that this is because the older members, 
who usually are leaders in the church, usually have some charisma that attracts the 
newcomers. Also, the older members tend to like the newcomers because they think 
I 
they, especially students, are gulliblethey are curious about gay life and tend to 
accept gay love easily. In this sense, it seems that the newcomers are being taken 
advantage of; in fact, in the BMCF, some people also commented that it's not good that 
some older members come to the BMCF just to find new lovers among the newer 
exclusive and there were a lot of conflicts. However, this situation has gradually improved. Now there are 
very few problems between the clusters. Furthermore, in the BMCF, instead of different small groups 
engaging in different activities, the activities usually involve a large group of people. For example, after 
afternoon Sunday Service, usually 20 to 30 people go to restaurant to have dinner together. And in the 
ball games, all members, not just particular groups, are invited. In other words, these cliques can merge 
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members of the BMCF. In their opinion, people should not develop love or sexual 
relationships so casually. However, in such cases, the newcomers as well as the older 
members are in fact being mutually used. A newcomer may need a partner to help him 
make the transition from the liminal state to the post-liminal state so that his gay 
Christian identity can be formed. This is because, as mentioned before, there is a big 
difference between gay action and gay feelings. If an individual carries out gay actions, 
such as dating gay partners or having sex with them, he has overcome a very large 
barrier and is more ready to accept being gay as his identity. ^ ^ 
Other than finding partners, in fact, seeing some conventional Christian examples 
in the BMCF is also an important factor of social negotiation. Many people commented 
that before they joined the gay community, they had held very negative stereotypes of 
gay people. Benjamin said, 'In the past, I disliked gay people. I thought they were 
j 
promiscuous, always went to the gay bars, peeped others in the toilet...' By seeing 
i 
a 
some conventional Christian examples in the BMCF, they learned that there are 
exceptions, and this significantly changed their views of the gay identity. 
By contrast, some unconventional Christian examples in the BMCF also 
together without any conflicts. 
Sometimes, having a gay Christian partner does not work. Some members left or only came to BMCF 
irregularly after they found a partner. One informant said, ‘I had a period of time without going to the 
BMCF because at that time, I was totally devoted to my relationship with my boyfriend. As I could get 
great satisfaction from him, I did not need to rely on God anymore!' 
Furthermore, in some cases, although some members kept going to the BMCF, it did not work either. 
John said, ‘One of the reasons that I keep going to the BMCF is because my boyfriend always goes there. 
If I don't go there, I can hardly see him. Personally, I do not think too much about religion.' In his case, 
dating a gay Christian partner has had hardly any effect on his gay Christian identity. 
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discouraged people from identifying themselves as gay Christians. For example, John 
said, ‘Many leaders in the BMCF behave loosely in their sexual life. What they said is 
inconsistent with what they do. I hate these hypocrites. How can I listen to them?' In the 
past, in the BMCF, some leaders were rather open towards sexuality, and thought there 
were no problems with having casual sex or developing multiple love relationships. 
However, many people like John had rather conservative attitudes about sexuality and 
still believed in the conventional Christian ethic regarding sexual monogamy. It was 
therefore not surprising that some people were disappointed by the liberal sexual 
behavior of the leaders and chose to leave the BMCF. Now, the situation in the BMCF 
has changed; most current leaders hold conservative views of sexuality, so very few 
people are likely to leave the BMCF because of this reason now. The liberal and 
conservative attitudes towards sexuality and the dynamics between these attitudes are 
discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively. ！ 
I 
1 
In sum, people in the BMCF have to manage social negotiation carefully. On the 
one hand, special care is needed for Hong Kong gay Christians as they have gone 
through rather difficult experiences, and engaging in gay activities such as joining the 
BMCF or dating gay Christian partners probably helps them to reinforce their identity. 
On the other hand, many Hong Kong gay Christians still hold rather conservative views 
towards sexuality. They cannot go too far in terms of engaging on gay activities such as 
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developing love or sex relationship easily, but this may hinder them from embodying 
their gay Christian identity and cause them to identify less with the gay Christian 
identity. One solution to this problem is therefore to de-emphasize the sexual and love 
aspects of the gay identity. 
Institutional Channeling 
Other than the social support that the members of the BMCF offer, the church 
itself as an institution is also an important factor that affects the process of identification 
of gay Christians in Hong Kong, because in Hong Kong, the BMCF is almost the only 
church that explicitly accepts gay Christians. Furthermore, Hong Kong gay Christians, 
unlike some gay Christians in other places, very much need a church to go to, because 
I 
first and foremost. Hong Kong is a place that is strongly anti-homosexual, so gay 
j 
Christians need a shelter where they can seek support and enact their painfully | 
1 
formulated gay Christian identity. Furthermore, men in the pre-liminal stage have 
already been structured, according to their evangelical beliefs, to go to church to enact 
their Christian identity. Thus in the post-liminal stage, this structure is restored: the men 
also need to go to church to enact their new Christian identity. In Hong Kong, therefore 
the term 'gay Christian' is strongly associated with the BMCF; in fact they are almost 
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regarded as equivalent. 
According to Jenkins, 
'from the dawning of our experience of the social world... our 
environment is organized and signified by organizations …space is 
defined in terms of its ownership or control by organizations... the social 
world is a highly visible world of organizations.' (1996:157) 
As an organization, the BMCF not only occupies a physical space in society by 
providing a place for people to gather, it also occupies space in other areas such as the 
Internet, the textual world, the mass media, the academy, etc. By occupying these 
spaces, the BMCF has developed its own space and has become more visible in society. 
Although it may not yet be recognized by churches in the mainstream or society as a 
whole, the BMCF has gained support from some gay-friendly individuals or 
organizations in society, and has also encouraged Christians who are gay to identify 
themselves as gay Christians. In turn, the BMCF has gained more significance as well 
I 
as legitimacy. I 
In this section, I first briefly introduce the background of the BMCF with respect 
to its own development and the development of its public relations. The aim is to 
review the process of institutionalization and organization of the gay Christian identity 
in Hong Kong society. I then discuss how various positive factors，such as the increased 
Any gay Christians who do not get involved with the BMCF are hardly visible in society, and it is 
doubtfiil that they embrace the gay Christian identity as well~they have either not yet reconciled the 
conflict between their beliefs and their sexuality, or have fully accepted their gay and Christian identity 
but do not identify these two identities as one. The latter case is discussed further in Chapter 4. 
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visibility and legitimacy of the BMCF, and various negative factors, such as the 
negative effect of other institutions, the poor structure of BMCF, and the perception of 
the BMCF as a ghetto, affect the members of the BMCF in the process of the 
institutionalization and organization of the gay Christian identity. 
According to archive material provided by the BMCF, the term 'gay Christian' 
first officially appeared in July 1992 in the newsletter of the 10 Percent Club. As we 
I 
I 
earlier discussed, in the same year, a group of gay Christians started to hold gatherings. 
They tried hard to develop this small private religious group into a church. In 1995, it 
became an independent organization registered with the Hong Kong government. 
Furthermore, over the past eleven years BMCF has gained quite a lot of publicity. For 
example, in the mass media, it has appeared on TV and radio, and in various | 
publications and newspapers. On the Internet, it has its own homepage and e-group. In 
Christian circles, representatives have visited many different churches and have 
submitted several articles about gay Christians to a famous Christian journal in Hong 
Kong, Christian Times, for publication. In addition，they have also supported for critical 
issues such as the anti-discrimination legislation.^^ 
Thus, the past developments of the BMCF have shown that the gay Christian 
In 2001, there was a fierce debate about whether discrimination against sexual orientation should be 
included in the Equal Opportunities Bill. The members of the BMCF actively participated in this debate 
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identity has been institutionalized as well as organized in society. In this process, there 
are some factors that have attracted people to join the BMCF, and also some factors that 
have driven people away. 
In fact, in reviewing the history of the BMCF, it is clear that the membership has 
increased steadily (except for one period when it moved from a spacious hall to a small 
office). 16 
In my opinion, there are two reasons for the increase in the membership: the 
i 
BMCF's increased visibility and its increased legitimacy in society. ； 
1 
With respect to the increased visibility of the BMCF, since it was established it has 
never isolated itself but has developed a variety of links with the public: it is visible in 
the newspapers, on the radio, on the Internet, etc. Several of my informants heard about 
the BMCF through these media. Joseph said, 'One night, my friend listened to the radio , 
and heard something about the BMCF; he immediately called me and told me that I I 
I 
might seek help from them.’ Samson said, 'One day I went to library and found that 
there was a book about gay people in Hong Kong. And in this book, I found something 
about gay Christians. Thus I went home and searched the Internet in order to find more 
by sending letters to the government and attending consultation meetings as well. 
In the very beginning of the BMCF, there were only three members. When they moved to St. John's 
Cathedral, the numbers gradually increased; in 1996, on average there were 90 people participating in 
each monthly gathering. Later, they moved to an apartment in a commercial building in Wan Chai; 
although the place was much less spacious and the number of attendees dropped drastically, the seats 
were almost always fully occupied; the supply hardly met the demand. So they later moved to a new 
office in Sheung Wan, which could accommodate more people. Now, they still meet in the office in 
Sheung Wan and on average, there are about 50 people at each Sunday Service. Hence, except for one 
period when BMCF moved from a spacious hall to a small office, the membership of the BMCF has 
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information, and I found the BMCF.' In other words, the high visibility of the BMCF 
has helped to attract gay Christians to come to the BMCF. 
As well as the BMCF's increased visibility, its increased legitimacy has also � 
helped to attract new members. The BMCF's increased visibility has attracted a lot of 
criticism from mainstream churches, but it also helped the church to gain a great deal of 
support from some parts of society. In the past 11 years, many individuals or 
organizations have shown their pro-gay stance and given a hand to the BMCF. By 
gaining recognition from society, especially from Christian groups^^ and academia, the 
legitimacy of the BMCF as well as the gay Christian identity have been greatly 
enhanced. Furthermore, the attitudes of society as a whole towards the gay issue have 
also improved , 18 and this helps people to be more ready to identify or sympathize with 
the gay Christian identity. 
I 
However, even though the membership of the BMCF has been increasing, several 
'I 
increased steadily. 
17 In Hong Kong, several denominations, such as the Hong Kong Anglican Church, the Hong Kong 
Council of the Church of Christ in China, and the Methodist Church, are less fundamentalist and allow 
pluralistic and different attitudes towards homosexuality within their own denomination. Several 
ministers from these denominations always give a hand to the BMCF, and in the case of the Hong Kong 
Anglican Church, they even lend their place, St. John's Cathedral, for the BMCF to hold gatherings. 
Furthermore, some ecumenical Christian groups, such as the Hong Kong Women's Christian Council, 
also always give a hand to the BMCF. 
18 As we earlier discussed, in May 2002 the Center For Social Policy Studies of the Hong Kong 
Polytechnic University and the Joint Tongzhi Committee Meeting have worked together to conduct a 
survey on sexual orientation in Hong Kong, and the results indicate that people's attitudes towards 
homosexuality in Hong Kong as a whole are improving. For example, the survey revealed that only a low 
percentage of people have any misconceptions about the issue of homosexuality, and a relatively high 
percentage of people are willing to accept homosexual people (except clergyman, parents, and children). 
In 1995 and 1996, a similar survey was conducted by the government, and the conclusion was that 
'society has different opinions and levels of acceptance toward homosexuals and that most people still 
have very limited knowledge about homosexuality' (Wu 2000:16). 
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informants have had the experience of leaving the BMCF for a while. In my opinion, 
there are three factors that have lead to this: the negative influence of other institutions, 
the poor structure of BMCF, and people's perception of the BMCF as a ghetto. 
Furthermore, these factors were particularly influential when in the BMCF was based at 
St. John's Cathedral. 
From 1993 to 1997, when the BMCF held its gatherings at St. John's Cathedral, 
the Internet was not yet well known. Many gay people met other gay friends by getting 
？ 
involved in the commercial gay scene. However, these places usually held activities 
only at night. As a result, in the afternoons, many people were rather idle. At the same 
time, the BMCF had its gathering on Sunday afternoons. Thus，it attracted many gay 
people to come to the BMCF to find partners. Peter said, ‘At that time, the BMCF was 
like a big fishpond; a lot of people came to the BMCF to cruise for partners.' Because 
many people came to the BMCF not to seek religion but to seek a partner, the spiritual I 
atmosphere at the BMCF became not very strong. Meanwhile, a handful of people, like 
my informants, were fervent Christians who wanted to seek religion at the BMCF. As a 
result, they chose to leave the BMCF.^^ 
Other than the negative influence of other institutions，at that time the structure of 
the BMCF was also not very favorable to those fervent Christians. 
19 Later, when the Internet became more popular, gay people could easily make friends there. As a result, 
fewer people came to the BMCF to seek partners, and the spiritual atmosphere became stronger. 
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The BMCF's monthly gatherings were not really like worship services; they were 
more like social gatherings; most of the time, members played games rather than doing 
religious activities. Moreover, at that time, there were a lot of different opinions. With 
respect to religion, some argued that being gay was a sin and some said it was not; with 
respect to sexuality, some were very liberal and some were very conservative. In 
addition, there were a lot of conflicts amongst the leaders as well as the congregation. 
Luke said, 'It's just like Chinese history; there were a lot of battles. Now I have gone 
through several dynasties already., So it was not surprising that some fervent Christians 
chose to leave the BMCK^^ 
People's perception of the BMCF as a ghetto is another factor that discourages 
people from coming to the BMCF. In the BMCF, the members are mostly gay male 
Christians aged around 25 to 35. John said, 'I really don't think the BMCF is like a 
church. There are no kids, no old people, no families, few women...' Another 
informant, Matthew, describes the picture vividly, 
‘When I go to the BMCF, I can hardly breathe. In the BMCF, I am 
always reminded that I am a gay Christian, an outcast in society. Why can't 
I worship God with other normal people? Why do we always have to feel 
pity for each other? Why are we separated from the rest of society?,?� 
20 Later, when the BMCF moved to an office in Wan Chai, they changed their gathering from a monthly 
fellowship to a weekly worship service. Furthermore, more ministers are willing to ^ve a hand to BMCF 
in the Sunday Services. In addition, the BMCF has become better organized by having a constitution and 
co-workers. All these helped to improve the structure of the BMCF, so it became more like the churches 
that most people in the BMCF used to go to. This helped them identify with the BMCF as a Christian 
church and themselves as Christians much more easily. 
One of the informants, Stephen, went to the US and joined a church that people of different sexualities 
could join. He commented that this greatly helped them to accept his gay Christian identity because he 
knew that even heterosexual Christians were willing to accept him. He said that by contrast, when he 
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Seeing the BMCF as a ghetto may undoubtedly discourage some people from 
coming to the BMCF. Some have suggested that this cannot be helped because it is a 
real situation that can't be changed; they say it is better to adapt to it rather than 
complain about it. Others have dealt with this issue by stating that there is nothing 
wrong with such separation because being gay Christian is a holy identity, and that 
there is no need to feel shameful for being holy. 
This kind of argument actually used to be the argument between separatists and : 
assimilationists. Separatists argue that since society is against the gay people, they 
should develop their own community, while assimilationists argue that if gay people 
continue to develop their own community, they will be further separated from society 
and will be fiirther stigmatized. Since Hong Kong is rather conservative about | 
I 
homosexuality, and since most people in the BMCF are also rather conservative, it is 
not surprising that they take the separatist approach. 
In sum, with respect to institutional channeling, the BMCF has a role that is not 
easy to play. On the one hand. Hong Kong society is anti-gay, so it is not easy for the 
BMCF to find support. On the other hand, the BMCF is regarded as the only gay church 
in Hong Kong，and people with different backgrounds also come to the BMCF, and they 
usually have different expectations. So even though the support provided by the BMCF 
came back to Hong Kong and went to the BMCF, it did not help him as much as his old church in the US 
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is extensive, it is not easy for the BMCF to satisfy everyone. 
However, although people have different expectations, there is still an ideal image 
for the BMCF, that is, people hope that the BMCF can operate like an evangelical 
church. Now, the BMCF functions almost like an evangelical church: it has developed 
different church groups and has employed its own minister. But to some people, this is 
not enough; instead, they hope that the BMCF or gay Christians can be reintegrated into 
society as a whole rather than living in a gay ghetto. But this ideal is very difficult to 
achieve as most churches in Hong Kong strongly forbid homosexuality; so they are 
hardly likely to make any concessions. Gay Christians in Hong Kong must therefore 
continue to survive on the edges of society. 
Conclusion 
Summing up Chapters 2 and 3, a picture of a typical gay Christian in Hong Kong 
can be drawn: a person who has recognized his gay identity but felt it was a great 
problem. He attempted to change his sexuality by seeking help from God, but 
unfortunately this did not work, causing him great despair. He was therefore no longer a 
heterosexual Christian, but at the same time he had not yet become a homosexual 
Christian. As a result, he went on a journey to enter a new stage. On this journey, he 
because it made him realize that most churches and Christians in Hong Kong are rather homophobic. 
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sometimes engaged in some behavior that they 'normally' would not have, such as 
casual sex. However, he did not want to stay in that stage. When he found out about the 
BMCF and discovered that the cultural, social, and institutional environment of the 
BMCF was favorable to him, he stayed there and embraced 'gay Christian' as his 
identity. 
In the BMCF, most people are like this typical kind of person. However, since 
there are so many factors that affect the process by which someone identifies himself as 
a gay Christian, there are also a number of people who are unlike this typical person. 
For example, some people have never seen being gay as a problem; some have never 
tried to change or suppress their sexuality, but have accepted their sexuality right away, 
and some find that the cultural, social, and institutional environment is unfavorable to 
them. Hence, in the BMCF, there is a certain degree of variation in the process of 
becoming gay Christians, and so people accept the identify as gay Christians to 
differing degrees—some embrace the gay Christian identity as their master status, 
while others are rather indifferent to the gay Christian identity. However, although there 
is a variety of difference, there is still a typical group to which the majority belongs. 
This situation is similar to that of being gay Christians—after men have reached 
the post-liminal stage (that is, they have become gay Christians), the attitude of most of 
them towards God and sexuality changes slightly, and in similar ways，but for a handful 
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of the men it changes greatly and in different ways. Hence, in the next chapter, I discuss 
how the men negotiate the content of the gay Christian identity differently with respect 
to their attitudes towards God and sexuality, and in Chapter 5，I discuss how they deal 
with the differences within a group. 
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Chapter 4 The Individual Expression 
of the Gay Christian Identity 
In the previous Chapters, I showed that after going through a rite of passage, my 
informants were able to reincorporate into normal lives with their gay Christian identity. 
However, although they had reconciled the conflict and accepted themselves as gay 
Christians, the process of identification was not yet finished. It continued as they 
engaged in a new kind of belief and a different kind of sexuality, and they still had to 
negotiate what the content of this new identity was (e.g. which kind of Christian 
practices they are going to adopt and what kind of sex they are going to have), and thus 
how they were going to express it. In terms of the theory of identity, this meant they had 
finished negotiating the nominal identity but that the virtual identity was still under 
negotiation (Jenkins 1996). In this Chapter, I therefore discuss how they changed their 
attitudes towards their beliefs and their sexuality, and how these changes affected them 
at an individual level. In Chapter 5,1 discuss how these individual differences interact 
with each other, that is, the group dynamics in the BMCF. 
In the past, when the men were still heterosexual Christians, they were structured 
to behave in a heterosexual Christian way. For example, in a Hong Kong context, most 
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of them held evangelical Christian beliefs and abided by the conventional Christian 
ethic regarding sexual monogamy. But when they embraced their brand-new gay 
Christian identity, they could actually cast away the old structure and negotiate a new 
one. However, this was not an easy process, because the men were situated midway 
between liberal and conservative beliefs. On the one hand, believing that being gay is 
not a sin is a rather liberal belief (gay Christians can actually adopt this liberal approach 
to other aspects of their beliefs), but on the other hand, the men were nurtured with 
conservative beliefs, so it was not easy for them to give up those old conservative 
Christian values. In other words, both liberal and conservative beliefs were open to 
them and they had to choose between them. 
The same dilemma applied to the issue of sexuality: they had to decide what kind 
of sex they were allowed or forbidden to have as gay Christians, and their choices also 
fell midway between conservative and liberal, because it is rather common in Hong 
Kong that gay men engage in sex quite indiscriminately. So in the gay community, 
attitudes towards sex are rather liberal, yet the men's old Christian beliefs taught them 
that they were supposed to hold conservative values towards sex. Therefore, with 
respect to sexuality, they had to choose between liberal and conservative values again. 
Hence, in this Chapter I discuss what changes the men made with respect to their 
attitudes towards God and sexuality, and how they expressed it subsequently. In fact, I 
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found that in most of the cases, the conservative side won out: the new negotiated 
structure actually was very similar to the old one. Furthermore, the pattern of changes 
was just like the process of becoming a gay Christian, that is, although there was a wide 
variation in the changes, there was still a central tendency for the majority of people in 
the BMCF. They actually made only very slight changes when they negotiated the 
content of their new identityother than believing that being gay was not a sin and 
choosing a same-sex partner, their attitudes towards their beliefs and sexuality were still 
very similar to their old attitudes. However, there were also some people (only a 
handful of BMCF members) who made quite significant changes, that is, they took a 
totally liberal approach to their beliefs and sexuality. With respect to their mode of 
expression, members of the first group found that going to the BMCF was the best way 
to express their new gay Christian identity, since the majority of people in the BMCF 
think and behave alike. Members of the second group were in the minority, and instead 
of going to the BMCF, they chose to have a different kind of gay Christian life, for 
instance by joining other gay organizations or by being loners. 
Changing Attitudes towards God and their Subsequent Expression 
An Incident in a Baptism Class 
Two years ago, some BMCF members said they wanted to be baptized in the 
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BMCF. A baptism class was held for them, in which a minister taught them the basic 
teachings of Christianity and helped them prepare themselves for the baptism. Last year, 
the situation was the same and I joined the group too. Previously, when I went to the 
BMCF, I felt it was very similar to the churches I used to go to. The teachings that the 
leaders and the ministers shared in the fellowship or in the Sunday services were not 
very different from what I used to know. However, in the Baptism class, the invited 
minister talked about what attitudes Christians should have towards life and other 
religions. He suggested that having a good character were the most important aspect in 
Christian belief. He hardly said anything about salvation, and suggested that saying that 
Christianity is the only truth in the world is not a fair judgment He said people should 
avoid criticizing others' religions. These comments elicited strong opposition from 
some members in the group. Those who were new to the Christian belief had no 
problem with this idea, but those who grew up in an evangelical church found his 
teaching to be quite incompatible with their beliefs. They believed that salvation was 
the most important aspect of their Christian belief, and that Christianity was the only 
truth in the world. Since then, I have realized that in fact in the BMCF, with respect to 
the content of the Christian belief system, some discrepancies exist in the congregation. 
In the following section I discuss these discrepancies. However, because the content of 
the Christian belief system can be a very broad topic, I narrow it down to three 
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significant points: creation vs. evolution, attitudes towards other religions, and the 
focus of Christian belief. 
Examples of Some Discrepancies in Christian Beliefs 
In traditional Christian belief, according to Genesis, human beings were created 
by God in His own image, and Adam and Eve are the ancestors of all human beings. 
This idea stands totally opposite to the ideas of the evolutionists, who believe that 
human beings evolved from the primates. However, liberal Christians do not interpret 
the Bible literally, and have different ideas from those of the creationists. In one survey 
used to test the theological orientation of evangelical ministers in Hong Kong, 
respondents were asked whether or not they agreed that: 'Adam and Eve were 
individual historical persons' and ‘Creation is incompatible with evolution，. The results 
revealed that most evangelical ministers in Hong Kong agreed strongly with the first 
statement, and also tended to agree with the second statement. ^ From my field 
experience, I find that the situation in the BMCF is the same. 
Although I have argued many times with ministers and church-members about the 
evidence for human evolution, and have pointed out problems with the creationists' 
1 This was a large-scale survey done by Ko in 1997 (2000) to test the theological orientations of ministers 
in Hong Kong. In the survey, 77.9% agreed or strongly agreed with the statement: 'Adam and Eve were 
individual historical persons,' and 45.3% agreed or strongly agreed with the statement that 'Creation is 
incompatible with evolution.’ 
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theory, they still strongly believe that human beings are undoubtedly created by God. 
To most of them, the stories in Genesis are historical facts rather than made-up stories 
with only symbolic meanings, like myths. 
In fact, this kind of attitude~interpreting the Bible literally一is not confined to 
the Book of Genesis, but is applied throughout the Bible (except for the few passages 
that condemn homosexuality). Next, I talk about church-members' attitudes towards 
other religions. 
In evangelical Christian belief, most people believe that 'There is no other way to 
salvation but through believing in Jesus Christ as a personal savior' (Ko 2000:104). 
Hence, they also believe that those who do not believe in God will definitely go to Hell 
when they die. This also holds true for most people in the BMCF. 
In interviews or in casual conversation, I sometimes asked them whether they 
believed that Christianity was the only truth in the world. In most cases, they said yes 
without any hesitation. Once, in baptism class, the minister said Christians should not 
oppose other religions such as Islam, since most Christians know very little about other 
religions and have no experience of them. He also suggested that this situation is 
actually very similar to that of gay Christians: when people know very little about gay 
Christians, they should not make any judgments. On another occasion, another minister 
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shared a similar idea: as many gay Christians have experienced a great deal of stress 
and persecution from other people, they should be able to feel sympathetic to the 
persecuted and should not entertain any hostile feeling towards people who are 
different from them, such as people who believe in another religion. 
In the BMCF, basically most people agree with the idea that they should pay due 
respect to people of other religions. However, they cannot go any further than 
that~they cannot agree that other religions are as valid as Christianity. One said, 'If 
other religions are true as well, then the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus, and the 
whole concept of salvation, will become meaningless, and so will my belief.' 
This problem reflects another problem of Christian belief: What should the focus 
of this religion be? Should it be focused on other-worldly matters, that is, emphasizing 
the salvation of individuals and the conversion of unbelievers, or should it be focused 
on matters of this world, that is, emphasizing peace and justice in the secular world? 
According to evangelical Christian belief, when people die they will go to either 
Heaven or Hell. Those who go to Heaven will have eternal life and always live with 
God; those who go to Hell, because of their sins, will be cast into the eternal flame and 
will be separate from God forever. Hence, the salvation of individuals and the 
conversion of unbelievers are very important aspects in this belief system. Because of 
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this, social problems such as hunger and war are less important. This is also the case in 
the BMCF.2 
In the Baptism class, the minister talked quite a lot about how important it was for 
Christians to be of good character. His underlying focus was to show how Christians 
can help to accomplish a peaceful and righteous world. Salvation, the final judgment. 
Heaven, and Hell etc. were hardly mentioned in his class. A few participants felt uneasy 
about that and asked several questions. One asked, ‘If it is the case as you said, it means 
that we do not need to convert those people who are about to die, right?' The minister 
did not answer the question directly; he just kept emphasizing the importance of 
possessing a good character and behaving well in society, and said the other issues were 
beside the point in Christianity. 
In the BMCF, most people come from evangelical churches and are very 
concerned about the issue of salvation. However, I once had a conversation with 
someone in the BMCF about this issue, and he said, 'It is surprising to note that more 
and more people in the BMCF are talking about how to lead a Christian life in today's 
world. There are fewer people talking about salvation. But in my opinion, both of them 
are actually equally important and should be emphasized equally.' In the BMCF, I know 
one member who has attempted to make compromise between these two points of view. 
2 Placing more emphasis on the salvation of individuals than on social problems is also a characteristic of 
the Protestant churches in Hong Kong. Compared to the Catholic churches or other Christian 
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He suggested, 
'I think eternal life does not happen only the after-life but happens 
once you believe in God; it is a this-worldly matter And after you die, I 
think there will be another chance for people to convert to God... I know 
this idea is odd but I strongly believe in this way.' 
It is true that his idea is so weird that few people agree with him. But from my 
observation in the BMCF, it is true that more and more people focus on matters of the 
secular world. However, they still regard the conversion of unbelievers as their prime 
mission; they are very concerned about what will happen after death, and they believe 
that Heaven and Hell are still very real places to which people go when they die. 
In sum, the above three examples show that in general, people in the BMCF hold 
rather conservative attitudes towards Christianity. Although they are a little bit liberal 
in believing that being gay is not a sin, they do not have similar approach to other 
aspects of Christian belief In fact, the BMCF is only a miniature of Hong Kong 
Christianity, which does not allow too much room for liberal Christianity. Many gay 
Christians choose to follow the old structure that they followed when they were 
heterosexual Christians, rather than making any breakthroughs. I think this is 
reasonable, because Hong Kong society, including the evangelical churches, is quite 
anti-homosexual; it does not allow too many different kinds of voices. So it is advisable 
organizations, they are much less involved with politics or other social problems. 
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for gay Christians in Hong Kong to follow the norms of society without causing too 
many disruptions. Otherwise, their behavior would only cause further stigmatization of 
the gay Christian identity. 
From Top-down to Bottom-up Ideology 
In the previous section, I emphasized that the men did not make too many changes 
in their beliefs after they became gay Christians. However, if this were in fact the case, 
they would not have been so very different from the people who belonged to 
mainstream churches, which they always criticized. Therefore, in order to justify their 
criticisms, they also had to develop some aspects that were different from the traditional 
churches. 
In the BMCF, people always criticized the churches in the mainstream, saying they 
were like the Pharisees, who blindly followed the law, thought they represented the 
truth, and condemned those who did not follow their path. They described this as a 
top-down approach, which neglects the needs or particular situations of individuals. 
They argued instead that Christians should adopt a bottom-up approach, that is，they 
should use their own individual experiences—especially since, as gay Christians, their 
experiences were likely to be much richer than those of other Christiansto understand 
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God's words rather than blindly following them. 3 
Although they emphasized their own experiences and were encouraged to 
examine their beliefs, the end result was actually almost the same: most of them had the 
same kinds of beliefs and values as people in traditional churches. However, by 
emphasizing the process of attaining these values and beliefs, it is already a strong point 
to criticize the traditional churches and support their gay Christian beliefs. 
How they Express their Belief 
As I mentioned before, when I went to the BMCF I found no big difference 
between it and the churches I used to go to. I think this is reasonable because the 
members had made very few changes with respect to their Christian beliefs; they 
preferred to follow the practices of the traditional churches. Sometimes the ministers or 
a handful of people in the BMCF did hold very different ideas, but these differences 
seldom caused a problem. They were usually kept silent and tolerated, and the harmony 
was maintained. 
3 Harris (1973) wrote a self-help book, ‘I'm OK, you're OK,，in which he taught readers how to make the 
conscious decision Tm okay, you're okay', in order to improve the intimacy with people in their lives. In 
the BMCF, on several occasions, I found that they used Harris' model to refer to their situation, but in the 
opposite way. They suggested that there are three different kinds of churches: the first is T m okay, 
you're not okay', which means judging others by their own standards, which is what churches in the 
mainstream do. The second is 'I'm okay, you're okay', which means that what people do is usually 
acceptable, and that God accepts almost all of these behaviors; they suggested that this is close to the 
liberalists' thinking. The third is 'You're not okay and I'm also not okay.' This is the common attitude of 
people in the BMCF. They emphasize that no one can reach the requirements set by God, and argue that 
people should always review their beliefs and try to meet God's requirements in their own way. This is 
the total opposite of Harris' T m okay, you're okay' idea. Furthermore, even though they claim that they 
are different from mainstream churches, this is fiirther evidence of how conservative gay Christians in 
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However, in some cases, a few people found that the BMCF was not the best place 
for them to express their belief. Like Paul and Matthew, they took a rather liberal 
attitude to their beliefs. They thought that Christian belief should not be restricted just 
to salvation but should also be concerned about social problems, especially the 
particularly difficult situation of gay people. Hence, they attempted to express their 
Christian beliefs by joining other gay organizations. Paul, who is now the chairman of a 
gay organization, said, 
'Now I take part in a lot of gay movement activities, and this is 
inseparable from my belief because it is my belief that motivates me to join 
these activities. Furthermore, I think carrying out one's righteousness in the 
society is equivalent to carrying out one's belief; it is not necessary to carry 
out one's belief only by praying and going to church.' 
Certainly, achieving God's righteousness in society is the pull factor that draws 
him to join this kind of social movement. There are also some push factors that drive 
him to do that: the BMCF is not a place that welcomes him very much. This is further 
discussed in Chapter 5. 
Changing Attitudes towards Sexuality and their Subsequent Expression 
Other than negotiating the content of their Christian beliefs, the men also have to 
negotiate their attitudes towards their same-sex sexuality, and how they are going to 
the BMCF actually are. 
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express it because, on the one hand, they are new to the gay community, whose sexual 
norms are different from those of the heterosexual community,'^ and on the other hand, 
they are Christians, whose belief also imposes some values on them. Thus, when they 
engage in sex, they have to negotiate between these two identities, and most informants 
said this is not an easy task. Hence, in this section, I first describe their difficult 
situation and then suggest some solutions, such as finding a life partner; making 
concessions and accepting only certain kinds of sex; maintaining strict religious 
celibacy, and changing their rigid religious view about sex. Finally, I argue that some of 
these solutions have problems in themselves, and I suggest that actually some parts of 
the men's gay Christian identity are contradictory and have still not been resolved. 
The Dilemma of their Sexuality 
Based on what most informants told me, it seems that it was difficult for them to 
reconcile their Christian beliefs with their sexuality. 
First, many informants said they had strong sexual needs. One informant said, ‘As 
long as your little willy can become erect, you have the need to have sex., Another 
informant said, 
'Men are naturally bom to be sexually active. On the contrary, women 
4 Yip (1997) argued that generally, gay people, unlike heterosexuals, actually operate in a virtually 
normative vacuum; they can always shape and reshape their social biographies according to their own 
conditions. 
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are not; they do not need to have sex so often. Thus, actually women are a 
good buffer for men... hence it is reasonable and not surprising that many 
people criticize gay people as promiscuous.' 
In fact, it is very common that strong sexual needs are found amongst gay men, 
because men are much more ready to engage in sex, even if there is no love 
relationship. 
Second, with respect to gay feelings and gay action, as mentioned before，there 
was a strong differentiation between them when the men were still heterosexual 
Christians. At that time, having gay sex was strictly forbidden, so the men could only 
keep it as a kind of feeling or masturbated only. However, once they changed their 
status and became gay Christians, the past constraints imposed on the gay sex could be 
lifted. Furthermore, as I have shown, when the men were in the liminal stage, some of 
them engaged in casual gay sex. I argue that this kind of gay action, like rituals, can 
help them to affirm their gay identity. Similarly, in the BMCF, having gay sex with a 
gay Christian can also help them to affirm their gay Christian identity. 
Hence, gay sex can not only satisfy their strong sexual needs, but can also help to 
affirm their gay Christian identity. However, most people in the BMCF have rather 
conservative views about sexuality. According to their beliefs，they are not supposed to 
engage in sex indiscriminately. One said, 'Even reading and watching porn is not good 
because you are not concerned about the person involved in the pom, not to mention 
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having sex with a stranger or somebody without love.' 
To a certain degree, therefore, the men face a dilemma: their strong desire for gay 
sex cannot be satisfied unless they violate their religious beliefs. In addition, the context 
of homosexuality has made the dilemma even more intense: in the gay community, the 
availability of sexual encounters is much higher, and the temptations or opportunities to 
have sex are also much greater. 
Solutions to the Problem 
One of the obvious solutions to this dilemma would be to find a life partner so that 
they can have sex within a loving and committed relationship, which in their perception 
is the only way of having sex that God allows. However, only very few people can 
follow this way. When I was in the BMCF, there was only one gay Christian couple 
whose relationship had lasted more than five years, and three couples whose 
relationships had lasted one to two years. The rest were either single or were in 
relationships of less than one year. There are only few such longstanding couples in the 
BMCF because finding a life partner there is not an easy task. Supposedly, another gay 
Christian in the BMCF would be a man's best choice.5 But in the BMCF, the number of 
5 They believe that gay Christians are their best choices because according their conservative Christian 
beliefs, Christians should find a partner who has the same belief. They often use the following passage to 
refer to this，'Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath 
righteousness with unrighteousness? And what communion hath light with darkness?' (2 Corinthians 6:14) 
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potential partners is limited since the BMCF has only about 50 people at each Sunday 
service. There is a lack of variety and the competition is keen. Furthermore, some 
co-workers at the BMCF always remind people not to develop casual love or sexual 
relationships at the BMCF, but to consider the matter seriously.^ In addition, people 
have to face a great deal of pressure brought about by being in the BMCF. As one 
informant told me, ‘I would never find a partner in the BMCF since we will always 
become the focus in the church, and we may have to face each other once we 
unfortunately break up.' They have a popular saying in the BMCF: 'Don't have your 
meal where you go to the toilet,' which meant 'when one does something improper or 
not good, do not do it at home, working place or any place one is used to go.’ 
Furthermore, some of them think the BMCF is the best place to find a partner because they have the 
idea that other gay organizations or the commercial gay scene are secular places that they should keep 
away from, and not where they should find their partners. 
6 The co-workers emphasize this because first, they do not want the relationship between the people in 
the BMCF to become too complicated. One of them said, 'If we are all easy about love and sex, we will 
all be sexually related very soon.' Second, they want to protect the image of BMCF because they believe 
that they should be different from the gay community and set a different example, showing people that 
gay men can also be loyal and not promiscuous. 
This also reflected another problem of finding a stable partner in the gay community. Ideally, the best 
way to have a stable partner is to first make friends with the potential partner before moving into the 
courtship phase. But this rarely happens, and people tend to develop love relationship, very quickly in the 
gay community. In the fellowship, the leader once suggested that people should be friends with their ideal 
partners for at least a year, and asked people to discuss what they should do during that year. All the 
participants in the fellowship were quite amazed by his suggestion and argued that this was impossible in 
the gay communi ty i f people realize that there is no progress in the first few dates, they will not expect 
the relationship to develop into anything deeper. 
7 It seems that finding a partner in the BMCF is really very difficult. But this situation has actually 
occurred only very recently. In the past it was a lot easier, because at that time many people regarded the 
BMCF as a place for finding a partner rather than a place to find religion. However, some people found 
that this made the spiritual atmosphere very weak, and they were determined to change this sub-culture. 
Now, the BMCF has become a much more religious place. 
However, I have to remark that this was not the only reason that motivated people to improve the 
situation at the BMCF. Another reason, in my opinion, was that many congregation-members have 
grown older and have gained more prestige in society or in the BMCF. They have also lost their physical 
capitalyouth and appearance, which are very important in the gay community一and also face more 
pressure brought about by their prestige. Hence, they are more likely to find meaning in religion rather 
than sex. 
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Since it is not easy to find a partner, let alone a life partner, the men have to find 
other ways to satisfy their sexual needs. For example, in the BMCF, most men make 
compromises between their beliefs and their sexual life; they accept certain kinds of sex 
and reject other kinds. As one informant said, ‘With respect to sex, I believe that it is not 
necessary for people to have sex with somebody else in order to satisfy their sexual 
needs, since people can also be satisfied by having sex on their own (masturbation).' 
Hence, in his case, he agreed that masturbation is acceptable and is not a sin, but that 
casual sex is the opposite. Another informant suggested other criteria: ‘As long as the 
sex does not harm his partner and himself, I think it's okay! In addition, from a 
Christian perspective, if that sex can benefit the involved parties, then I think God 
would not forbid it.’ Thus，in his case, his criteria set in relation to sex is situational, i.e. 
it depends on whether or not the sex is harmful to the parties involved. 
Other than making compromises between their beliefs and their sexuality, some 
gay Christians in the BMCF choose the extreme option of deeply submerging 
This also explains why most members at the BMCF are aged between 30 and 40. On one public gay 
message board on the Internet, Toilet Wall (www.gayhk.coml people have complained that there are no 
young and handsome people in the BMCF. As one 23-year-old informant told me, 'I have been quite 
upset that in the BMCF there is no one in my peer group; I have tried to invite some of my friends to come 
to the BMCF. But most of them choose to leave rather than stay. Many people think that youth is the most 
beautifiil and appealing thing, and they should grasp this period to go to know more people, and have as 
much fian as possible, rather than staying in a church.' 
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themselves in religion, and almost totally give up their love or sexual life. Peter is an 
example. 
Peter is an experienced coworker in the BMCF. In the fellowship, he has led a 
series of seminars about the Christian perspective on love and marriage, in which he 
strongly encouraged people not to develop any casual love or sexual relationships. In 
his opinion, people should spend at least one year dating before giving the status of a 
boyfriend. And when they have entered the stage of courtship, they should be loyal to 
their partner. Furthermore, they should have sex only when they have made a life 
Q 
commitment, such as marriage. 
This is a very serious teaching in the BMCF. In fact it is so serious that many 
people have criticized his model as being too idealistic and even unnecessary. In fact, in 
the BMCF, those who have a partner are usually sexually active even though they have 
not made a life commitment. Even so, Peter is not willing to make any concessions, 
because he strongly believes that his model is inspired by God and his own past 
experiences.^ At the same time, however, he realizes what will happen to him after he 
8 jji the BMCF, there is a religious service for any gay Christian couples who want to get married. But so 
far，no people have ever used this service. 
9 Albert came to the BMCF in 1994. At that time, he was uncertain how a gay Christian should behave. In 
the beginning, he kept going to saunas and beaches, and had a lot of casual sex. Nonetheless, in 1997，he 
had two love relationships, which made him decide not to behave loosely anymore. He allied with two 
fellow church-members in the BMCF to vow together not to have any casual sex for one whole year, in 
order to know God's mind. However, at the end of that year he faced many temptations, and eventually 
succumbed to one of those temptations. On that occasion, he lost his cell phone. He noticed that 
whenever he committed a sin, God would punish him by making him lose money. He felt deeply guilty, 
in a way he had ever experienced before. Since then, he is very certain that casual sex is a sin. He has also 
developed a model of proper attitudes towards love and marriage, and strictly complies with it. 
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shares such a serious teaching. On several occasions, he told me, 'I think I cannot find a 
partner anymore. As I have given such a serious teaching, everybody is afraid of 
approaching me.' Now he can only submerge himself deeply in his beliefs and gain 
satisfaction from it, and he hardly ever thinks about love or sex. In the past, he often 
went to gay commercial places such as bars and saunas, but now the BMCF is almost 
the only gay place that he keeps going to. 
Unlike Peter, some gay Christians go to the opposite extreme: they radically 
change their rigid religious views on sex and become tolerant of almost all kinds of sex. 
Matthew is one example. 
Matthew said, 
‘In my opinion, sex is just like a meal; all people need to eat; you can 
eat rice today and eat noodles tomorrow; whenever you are hungry, you 
need to eat Some people like to cook it themselves, some like to have it 
with others, some like to have it with a group of friends. Some like to have it 
seriously; some like to have it casually. All are okay，as long as the diners 
respect each other and feel comfortable. To me, it is the same. And it does 
not contradict my belief: our body in fact is God's holy place; we should be 
hospitable and let anybody go into our body to have a share; certainly, the 
host and the guest have to respect each other.' 
His comments imply that actually every form of sexual activity has a positive 
theological significance. Although recently Matthew married his same-sex partner in 
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Vermont, he said it was a political action rather than a true life commitment. ^ ^ In other 
words, he is still in an open relationship, which allows for extramarital affairs. 
Now Matthew does not go to any faith communities. He said he is rather like a 
loner. In the past, he used to go to the BMCF and was a leader, but he found that BMCF, 
like any gay community, has too many defects. He said, 'They have no mission; they 
are too narrow-minded; they are not very receptive to the things that are different from 
them. Honestly, I really dislike those gay Christians who always uphold the idea that 
they are differently holy!, Given such strong criticism, it is not surprising that he left the 
BMCF. 
God and Sexuality 
From Peter's and Matthew's stories, I suggest that they have attempted to integrate 
God into their sexual life. But these examples are comparatively rare in the BMCF. 
Most members have compartmentalized their sexual life from God, especially those 
who are trying to find a partner, or who accept certain kinds of sex in order to find 
outlets for their sexual life. In these cases, in my opinion, the conflict between the 
men's religion and sexuality does not get completely resolved. 
10 In Hong Kong, marriage between people of the same sex is not legalized. However, Hong Kong 
government states that any marriage legally performed outside Hong Kong can be recognized in Hong 
Kong. Hence, he hoped that by having joined the domestic partnership program in Vermont, his 
'marriage' will be recognized in Hong Kong, thus challenging the current legal system. 
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For example, once I talked with one of my fellow church-mates, who told me, 
'When I went out with my partner hand-in-hand, my partner said, “I am now holding 
two people's hands, one is yours and the other is God's.'" Then, I asked, 'How about 
when you are having sex? Is it the same?' He did not answer my question and just 
laughed. To a large degree, being with God is a metaphor rather than a real experience 
to him; he has never thought that God may also be present or even take part when he is 
having sex. 
On another occasion, a group of us played a game in which the loser had to answer 
any question that the winner asked，and I was asked who among the BMCF members I 
would like to have sex with if it was compulsory to choose one. I said, ‘Albert! He is so 
fervent! I think he will praise God while we are having sex!' They laughed. Again, they 
thought that the idea of praising God while people are having sex was just a joke. Even 
though I said I really meant it, it did not make any difference. 
In fact，in the interviews, when I asked what kind of sex a Christian is allowed to 
have, the men's common notion was, 'As long as you know what you are doing and it 
does not bring harm to people, then you can do it., I seldom heard them saying that they 
would take God into consideration when they talk about or engage in sex. They usually 
only see it from their personal point of view or use it as a justification after the fact. As 
one informant said, 'Only quite recently, I started wondering why I cannot find a life 
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partner; I think it is because God dislikes me having casual sex.' In his opinion, if he 
was still engaging in casual sex, this meant that he was not ready to make a life 
commitment, so God would not provide a life partner for him. Another said, ‘I got sick 
after I had sex with my boyfriend. I think there must be some divine purposes in it. Now 
I'm considering breaking up with my boyfriend' 
Sometimes，the justification may not occur after the fact, but before. One 
informant said, 'In the Bible, God said, “They twain shall be one flesh." In my opinion, 
that meant, “I am inside you and you are inside me” That's what I explain to my 
boyfriend when I tell him that I want to have anal sex with him. ’ Then I asked him if he 
would remember this passage while they were having sex, or if they could reach union 
with God through this sexual act. He said no. It seemed to me that he used God only for 
a practical purpose, i.e. as a pretext for having anal sex with his partner, rather than for 
any spiritual purpose, i.e. as a real means to reach union with God. 
In the interviews, I also asked some of them whether they had ever considered 
having sex with God. In some cases, I said, ‘God can be your Father, your Lord, your 
shepherd... can be anything but your sexual partner, right?' They definitely said He 
could not be their sexual partner, and most of them thought such a question was 
ridiculous; some of them even became very angry about it 
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The above examples show that most of my informants have separated God from 
their sexuality. In Christian history, we see examples of some saints who suppressed 
their sexual desire and stayed strict celibate for God. We also see examples of some 
saints who subconsciously emphasized erotic love, and it seemed that they were able to 
have sex with God. Even though they were ascetics, they suggested that through 
contemplation, not only the 'thinking self but the ‘bodily self could also become 
united with God. So they did not deny any erotic bodily experiences." In other words， 
in both cases, they had integrated God well into their sexual life. By contrast, most 
informants in my research never think deeply about this; they have almost never 
regarded sex as something related to God, or rarely link their sexual experiences 
directly to their religious experiences.^^ This is probably because, unlike conventional 
heterosexual Christian couples, gay men do not consider sex as something religious, 
and it has no religious rituals to adorn it^ .^ Or perhaps, at the very deep level, they still 
The tradition of Christian mysticism emphasized a body-oriented spirituality, the role of eroticism, 
ecstasy, and bodily experience. In other words, not only did people not suppress their sexual desire, they 
even emphasized that it can help people to open up their libidinal interest in things and people, and thus 
help them to become united with God's erotic love (Mallory 1977). Hence, it is not surprising that some 
saints, like St. John of the Cross or St. Teresa of Avila, wrote a number of poems about their spiritual 
marriage with God. 
12 In Christianity in the West, 'Women rather than men can admit the erotic side of religious experience.' 
(Mallory 1977:161) This is may be partly because of the nature of women's sexuality, which is rather 
passive and sentimental, but it may also may be partly because of the ‘over-masculinization of God', 
which means heterosexual women are much more willing to identify with this masculine God to arouse 
the erotic side of the religious experience than heterosexual men are. (Mallory 1977:172) Accordingly, 
gay men should also be able to reap the same benefits from this masculine God. However, in my research, 
I found that it rarely happens, suggesting that there are other factors that impede men from embracing the 
erotic side of the religious experience. 
13 However, in some cases, the heterosexual Christian couples are so conservative that do not consider 
sex as something religious. On the contrary, they emphasize that sex is only for procreation; it is not good 
in itself but part of our basic animal nature. 
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think gay sex is something sinful that hardly allows God's participation. Hence, if this 
issue is taken seriously, it may become a serious problem while the men are negotiating 
the content of their gay Christian identity. However, most people take it for granted; 
they simply separate God from their sexual life and so it does not become a problem. 
Thus, overall, this does not have too many negative effects or pose a threat to their gay 
Christian identity. i4 
Conclusion 
As mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3, many people have deeply internalized 
traditional ideas about their beliefs and their sexuality, which made them suffer a lot 
when they realized that they were gay. However, going through the liminal experiences, 
and with the supportive cultural, social, and institutional environment in the BMCF, 
they eventually accept their gay Christian identity. After that, they have to negotiate the 
content of this new identity. At that moment, a great opportunity is open to them: they 
can grasp this opportunity to cast away all their old beliefs, and negotiate a totally new 
14 This problem may actually also be found in the relationship between heterosexual Christian men and 
women. But it should be less problematic, because the evangelical churches usually teach that sex is 
something holy. They say it should be performed only after a couple gets married, meaning that they have 
gone through all the rituals of a Christian marriage, including receiving a blessing from the pastors, 
taking the marriage vows in front of a congregation, etc. The couples are therefore more ready to 
integrate God into their sexuality. However, for gay Christians, or gay people in general, sex does not 
usually make people think of any holy meanings; it is usually performed without any religious rituals or a 
real-life commitment. Thus, it is more difficult to ask gay Christians to consider the holy meanings of sex 
in their sexual relationships. I think this is also why they think it is funnier or more intimidating when I 
relate God with sex, compared with the responses of my church-mates in my old church when I said 
something similar. 
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content for their beliefs as well as their sexuality. In other words, they can undertake 
this negotiation without any guidelines. This would supposedly result in a wide variety 
of changes with respect to these two aspects, and also very different subsequent 
expressions of these. However, in reality, only very few men have made any great 
changes, while the majority of people still hold on to their old beliefs. 
In fact, I think this is reasonable. Although it seems that they have an opportunity 
to negotiate the content of their gay Christian identity without any guidelines, the Hong 
Kong context still plays an influential role. 
Hong Kong is still a place that is rather anti-homosexuality, and it does not allow 
voices that are too different. In the gay movement in Hong Kong, some people take a 
rather radical approach, such as wearing S&M costumes and marching down busy 
streets to protest against the police raid on an S&M party, or by holding fake wedding 
ceremonies between two gay and lesbian couples in order to make the point that they 
should be entitled to enjoy the same rights as legal couples, such as public housing, tax 
allowances, and adoption services. However, their behavior was severely criticized 
from within the gay community as well as by society as a whole. Some gay people 
complained that they destroyed the image of homosexuals and made the public 
stigmatize them even further. 
Since most churches in Hong Kong are much more conservative than Hong Kong 
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society as a whole, it is not surprising that most gay Christians in Hong Kong choose 
the conservative path in their beliefs and sexuality in order to avoid any criticism or 
stigmatization from the mainstream churches. If they became too liberal, they would 
have to face unimaginable difficulties. 
Referring back to the topic of identity, since most gay Christians in Hong Kong 
choose the conservative path in their beliefs and sexuality, the gay Christian identity 
may not be able to include those who do not choose the conservative path, such as the 
liberals. Matthew said, 
'Personally, I am not very receptive to my identity as gay since the 
meaning of gay is too limited; it cannot exactly describe my sexuality. I only 
use the term “gay” when I am engaged in the gay movement; it is totally for 
a political reason. Similarly, I do not identify myself as a Christian very 
much as many people have drawn a very rigid frame for it; my theology is 
totally out of this frame. On the contrary, I identify myself much more 
strongly as a physical therapist, a hard-working person, and a father of two 
lovely dogs... Gay Christian? I seldom think about that' 
Paul said something similar, 'I identify myself as gay and I also identify myself as 
a Christian; but as a gay Christian... is it necessary to put these two together?. 
Both Matthew and Paul do not really identify themselves as gay Christians. In 
Matthew's case, this can be explained by his problems with the issue of labeling~his 
virtual experiences of being gay and Christian are not quite the same as what most 
people would probably think. Paul's case can be explained by his separation of these 
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two identities. But in fact, this can also be explained by their subsequent social behavior. 
According to Goffman (1969), people actually engage in the art of impression 
management every day; their everyday lives always have the purpose of impressing 
their audiences with certain messages, for instance about who they are. This also 
applies in the cases of Matthew and Paul, but in an opposite way: Matthew and Paul 
have no stage on which to perform as gay Christians. Ideally, the BMCF would be the 
most suitable stage, but it is not compatible with their theology and their views on sex, 
and so they stopped going to the BMCF. And in places other than the BMCF, they apply 
these two identities separately. Thus, they have almost no need or opportunity to tell 
people that they are gay Christians. As a result, it is not surprising that they do not 
embrace ‘gay Christian' as their identity. 
In contrast with the few liberals, the majority of people in the BMCF are 
conservative and go there regularly. Peter said, ‘When people become gay, they usually 
become quite liberal in relation to many topics. However, I have not done that—I incline 
more strongly to the conservative side.'Peter's case is hardly unique; it happens to most 
people in the BMCF. It can be said these are the choices they make after they have 
examined their beliefs, as Peter did. But in most cases, I think they have actually not yet 
totally overcome their traditional beliefs; they have just submitted to traditional 
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authority. 
However, it is only by having such similar ideas that gay Christians can come to 
the BMCF together without too many conflicts in the Hong Kong context. Here, the 
BMCF as a group has also played a role in entertaining these similarities. However, 
people in the BMCF are still different individuals, and are rather heterogeneous—it is 
almost the only gay church in Hong Kong and members may come from very different 
backgrounds. Thus, there must be some other forces that help to hold gay Christians 
together. In the next Chapter I discuss how they maintain their similarities and 
differences in order to stay together as a group, and I examine the group dynamics 
amongst the members of the BMCF. 
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Chapter 5 The Group Dynamics of 
the BMCF (I) 
In Hong Kong, the gay Christian identity is presented not only as an individual 
identity but also as a group identity as well, since it is strongly associated with the 
organization, the BMCF. ^ Hence, the collectivity of the gay Christian identity is 
particularly produced and reinforced in the BMCF. This is done by maintaining the 
similarities amongst the members一as they form a church and come together to hold 
gatherings and conduct their lives according to their gay Christian identity, their 
similarities are produced. At the same time, this is also done by managing their 
differences with outsiders~by categorizing those who are not gay Christians, such as 
heterosexual Christians and non-Christian homosexuals, their own identity is also built 
up. 
But again this process is not easy, because the majority of these Hong Kong gay 
Christians hold conservative views towards sexuality and religion. Therefore, in order 
to be consistent with what they think and what they do, in different social settings they 
1 If an individual is simultaneously gay and Christian，but does not go to the BMCF regularly, there may 
be discourses about the gay Christian identity but it is not really necessary for him to put these two 
identities together. This is because such people usually do not want to get involved in the intense 
arguments that would probably result from being gay Christians, in either the pre-liminal or the 
post-liminal stage. Furthermore, as I argued in the last Chapter, they do not go to the BMCF, and in other 
places they separate these two identities. As a result, they do not have a stage on which to perform as gay 
Christians. Thus they less likely identify themselves as gay Christians on the individual level, not to 
mention the collective level. 
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have to underplay their liberal sexuality (for instance by not engaging in casual sex), 
and overplay their conservative beliefs and sexuality (for instance by adopting 
evangelical and fundamentalist Christian practices, and by following the traditional 
Christian ethic regarding sexual monogamy). This is very important because in Hong 
Kong, most churches are evangelical and fxmdamentalist, and most Hong Kong gay 
Christians think they can only be readmitted to the Christian realm by rejecting the 
sex-oriented gay community and following the traditional model of Christianity. 
Furthermore, if they do not do not do this, the similarities that they try hard to maintain 
amongst themselves and the differences that they build up against outsiders will be torn 
down. Overall, the importance of their gay Christian identity will be undermined. 
Hence, in Chapters 5 and 6,1 disciiss the group dynamics of the BMCF—how members 
manage the differences with outsiders and maintain the similarities amongst themselves 
in order to affirm their gay Christian identity respectively; furthermore, I discuss it with 
respect to two different levels: the interactional leveP and the institutional level. 
2 With reference to the differences on the interactional level, it seems to refer to the individual identity 
rather than the group identity (Jenkins 1996). However, in relation to Hong Kong gay Christians, the 
situation may be different, because when they deal with the differences, although they sometimes 
mention their gay or Christian identities separately, in most cases they mention both simultaneously, and 
both identities are always associated with the BMCF. The BMCF is the source of their identification as 
gay Christians, so it refers much more to the collective level. Thus, there is always a difference between 
a gay person in a gay setting saying that he is a Christian and saying that he is a gay Christian. In the 
former case, the individual differences are emphasized, while in the latter case, the collective differences 
are emphasized. 
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Maintaining the Differences with Outsiders 
The existence of a group implies that there is a boundary and anything that is out 
of the boundary belongs to outside groups. In the case of the BMCF, two outside groups 
are rather significant: local churches and the gay community. These are the boundaries 
that my informants mostly talk about and where a strong sense of difference is found. In 
local churches, the men's gay identity is strongly rejected because most Hong Kong 
churches are explicitly against homosexuality. Similarly, in the gay community, the 
men's Christian identity is rather unpopular as many gays often feel persecuted by 
moralists such as Hong Kong Christians. Jenkins said, 'The categorization of others is a 
resource upon which to draw in the construction of our own identities.' (1996:87) In 
this case, by managing these significant differences between the gay community and 
local churches. Hong Kong gay Christians can draw on rich resources to construct their 
identity: they are not merely Christian or gay，but are gay Christian. In the coming two 
sections, I discuss how the men manage their gay Christian identity in these two areas 
respectively. 
Local Churches 
In this section, I first talk about how the BMCF defines the local churches as its 
opponents. Then, I discuss the social interactional between the members of the BMCF 
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and the members of the local churches. Finally, I discuss how the BMCF as an 
institution faces the local churches. 
In the BMCF, people use the term 'mainstream churches'(主流教會）to refer 
generally to all local churches in Hong Kong, and they depict them as their opponents. 
They attempt to reinforce the idea that there is a strong boundary between the BMCF 
and other local churches. 
For example，in one of the lessons in the recovery group, the group leader 
discussed various resolutions from the disciplinary handbooks of several different 
denominations in Hong Kong in order to show the group members the irrationality of 
those local churches concerning the issue of homosexuality. For example, one of the 
handbooks states that if any church member is found to be gay, he is required to observe 
a list of rules, including removing their posts in church, being excluded from the Holy 
Communion, receiving counseling and changing his sexuality. If he fails, the church 
will cancel his membership and advise him to leave the church. After finding out about 
these regulations, one informant told me he thought returning to his old church was not 
an option: if he went back to his old church, he would have to face these punishments, 
which were intolerable and unreasonable to him. 
As another example, a minister at the BMCF once used the story of Exodus to 
make an analogy with the situation in the BMCF. She likened the members of the 
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BMCF to Israelis; the local churches to Egypt, and the present and fixture of the BMCF 
to the desert and Canaan respectively. She encouraged the congregation to leave Egypt 
so they would not be slaves there, and so they could become free men in Canaan. As 
with the previous case, by emphasizing the persecution by the local churches and the 
promised bright future of the BMCF, a strong sense of difference was reinforced. 
As there are such strong differences between the BMCF and local churches as a 
result of the men's gay identity, the members of the BMCF use various strategies to deal 
with these differences. For example, they underplay or overplay their gay identity in 
these local churches, or keep away from these local churches so that they do not have to 
decide whether they should underplay or overplay their gay identity. 
For instance, most members of the BMCF converted to Christianity when they 
were going to other local churches. Later, when they joined the BMCF, several of them 
chose to keep going to those churches, but did not tell their church-mates that they were 
gay and attending the BMCF. This was because they enjoyed going to their own 
churches but were also afraid that once they disclosed their sexuality, the good 
relationships they'd developed with their church-mates would be destroyed; they feared 
that most of them would not accept their sexuality. In such cases, their gay identity was 
underplayed. Furthermore, some said that by continuing to attend their own churches, 
they would have access to things the BMCF could not provide，such as systematic 
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training in discipleship, teaching of orthodox Christianity, and pastoral care by 
full-time ministers.^ One said, 'I really need to cross-examine what I leam from the 
BMCF; I cannot believe everything they say.，Sometimes, it is also not only a matter of 
teaching. As mentioned before, some regard the BMCF as a ghetto, so they feel that 
going to mainstream churches and meeting different kinds of Christians gives them a 
feeling of being in an ideal church, or of being involved in an ideal model of 
worshipping God, despite the fact that their gay identity has to be concealed. In other 
words, they are loyal to both the BMCF and local churches. In BMCF, this double 
loyalty is permitted but discouraged/ but in their old churches it is absolutely forbidden. 
The men have to compromise and must separate their gay Christian identity, that is, 
they have to underplay their gay identity in order to fulfill the role of the conservative 
Christian identity, which they very much want. 
By contrast, some men who made their conversion in their local churches almost 
cut off their connection with these churches after they joined the BMCF, and 
maintained only a few connections with some close friends there, who usually knew 
3 At the time that I did the interviews, there was no full-time minister in BMCF. On every Sunday, they 
just invite some ministers to give sermons; in the rest of the time, these ministers seldom provide pastoral 
care for the members in BMCF. 
4 For example, in the analogy of Exodus story, the minister suggested that going to and fro between Egypt 
(local churches) and the desert (BMCF) is not desirable. She suggested that the members should be 
united and strive their best to go to Canaan together without any hesitation. As lam a participant observer, 
I also keep going to my own church while I am going to BMCF; in many occasions, the church mates ask 
me why I keep going to my own church or why I have to attend two worship services on Sunday. It 
seemed to me that my loyalty to BMCF is under suspicion. However, in fact, BMCF is not 
overwhelmingly against members going to other churches at the same time—at least they arrange their 
Sunday service in the afternoon, rather than in the morning; as a result, they do not have to compete with 
the local churches for the participants in the Sunday service. 
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about their sexuality. In these cases, when the men left their church, some honestly told 
their church that they left because they did not believe that being gay was a sin and they 
wanted to start a gay Christian life. This process was sometimes very amicable, but in 
some cases, when the men came out to their church they had many bad experiences and 
left unhappily. However in both such situations, the men knew that as by revealing their 
gay identity to their churches they had launched a one-way journey~there was no way 
for them to stay or to go back to their own churches unless they were willing to change 
their sexuality. 
In some other cases, the men never told their churches about their sexuality and 
used some pretext or simply gave no reasons at all when they left. For example, in 
Mark's case, before he left his church, coincidentally his mother had just passed away, 
so he told his church that because of this he wanted to take a rest and not to go to church 
for a while. Meanwhile, he started to attend the BMCF. In such cases, in fact, as the men 
did not come out to their churches, they could actually attend both sides at the same 
time. However, most of them did not do so because they said they did not have time to 
attend two churches, and said that going to the BMCF was enough. Furthermore, in 
some cases, when they left, they came out to some of their church-mates, and said that 
as their gay identity was disclosed to some people, their sexuality was no longer a deep 
secret. They fear that one day the officials in the church, such as the ministers and 
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deacons, will discover the truth, and although they know their friends are sympathetic 
to their situation, they think the church will explicitly forbid their sexuality. They worry 
that their friends will be in an embarrassing position because they have to show which 
side they are on, and that this will affect their friendship and cause trouble for their 
friends. Therefore, in order to avoid this kind of conflict, they choose to quit their 
churches. In addition, other than these practical reasons, not going to their own 
churches is also symbolically meaningful: it shows that they are loyal to the BMCF. 
Overall, in these cases, compared to those who keep going to their own churches, the 
men have to compromise less between their gay identity and their conservative 
Christian identity. They have chosen to express their gay identity in a suitable 
environment, that is, the BMCF, and to some close friends only. 
Yet another group of men still choose to go to local churches, but they are rather 
indifferent towards these churches. For example, after attending the BMCF, one of my 
informants decided to go to a local church, but he does not have any sense of belonging 
to that church; he only attends the Sunday service, and when it ends he leaves 
immediately. He explained that this is because he tries to act as a spy, to learn how the 
other churches operate so that he can steal some ideas and apply them in the BMCF. In 
such cases, the men intentionally act as strangers in order to avoid any contact with 
people in those churches so that they are less likely have to underplay their gay identity 
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in order to adjust to the defined Christian roles in those conservative churches. 
Meanwhile, they go to these churches for the sake of the BMCF. Overall, these gay 
Christians are loyal to their gay Christian identity; they keep their identity intact and 
express their identity consistently even though they engage in two different social 
scenes. 
Some other men not only do not underplay their gay identity, they even violate the 
norms, that is, the express their gay identity in the restricted area, that is, the local 
churches. For example, sometimes members of the BMCF are invited to local churches 
to have a debate or discussion concerning the issue of Christianity and homosexuality. 
In these cases, they do not mind disclosing their gay Christian identity and are very 
willing to share their experiences because they hope this will change the view of the 
local churches on homosexuality. However, in many cases, their experiences have not 
been good. One said, 
'They invited us to express our stance towards homosexuality in their 
church; it's very fine. But right after our sharing, they gave out their 
prepared notes and corrected what we said! It's not discussion; they never 
listened to us; they only tried to humiliate us.' 
In some cases, rather than being invited for a special event, the members of the 
BMCF participate in these churches on a regular basis. For example, Thomas now 
attends one of these local churches without concealing his gay identity. He explained 
that he does this in order to act as a representative and develop dialogue with 
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mainstream churches. In another example, Matthew came out to his church and left, but 
he refuses to cancel his membership in the church because he hopes that under the name 
of a church member, the officials in the church will discuss his gay Christian identity 
with him, and that through discussion they will leam more about the positive side of 
gay Christians, and hence change their views on homosexuality. In other words, in these 
cases, the men do not separate or underplay, but rather overplay their gay Christian 
identity. They have overcome the strong barrier that exists in Hong Kong: the belief that 
being gay is a discreditable identity that has to be thoroughly concealed. They even 
attempt to challenge the existing system in order to destigmatize the gay identity by 
participating in the anti-gay community, the local churches. 
In sum, in all the above cases, although there are differences in their attitudes 
towards these churches and also their behavior in these places, most of the men share 
the view that there are some basic differences between the local churches and the 
BMCF, and that they have to adopt certain strategies to deal with these differences 
(such as overplaying or underplaying in these churches, or keeping away from these 
churches). There are very few ambiguous cases in which both the church and gay 
Christians are unconcerned about a man's gay identity, and almost no ideal cases in 
which the local churches totally accept the gay identity. 
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Having discussed the dynamics with the local churches at the interactional level, I 
now come to discuss the dynamics at the institutional level. 
The BMCF as an organization also has to face the differences with the local 
churches. But unlike the cases at the interactional level, the BMCF does not have to 
conceal its gay identity; it can always explicitly emphasize and overplay its gay 
Christian identity when it is dealing with these churches as long as it does not reveal its 
official address^ or get too much publicity. Such limitations exist because the Christian 
community in Hong Kong in general is strongly against homosexuality. If BMCF were 
too open or high-profile, it would attract severe criticism and would subsequently draw 
the attention of the society. The members of BMCF are afraid that if that happened, 
their gay identity would be disclosed and that the stigma-management strategies they 
adopt (Goffman 1968) would be disrupted. They fear that some of their audiences, who 
are not supposed to know about their discreditable gay identity, would discover this 
secret.6 In order to avoid that, the BMCF has to operate like a secret society一it has to 
5 Its official address is not open to the public because being gay is a stigmatized identity and many 
members in the BMCF keep their gay identity as a secret. In order to protect this secret, the BMCF has to 
conceal its address so that it can prevent any people who do not have good intention coming to the BMCF 
and disclosing the gay identity of the members. 
6 In general, most members of the BMCF are very willing to reveal their Christian identity, but only 
selectively reveal their discreditable gay identity. Hence, in many cases, the informants tell people that 
they go to church but do not say they go to the BMCF. When they are asked what church they go, they 
simply say that they go to a very small church that few people know; they avoid disclosing the fact that 
they go to the BMCF. In fact, they prefer to reveal their gay identity only very selectively because many 
social settings in Hong Kong are not appropriate places in which to come out. For example, many 
informants said that as well as churches, which I have discussed in some detail, their families and 
workplaces are also not quite amenable to homosexuality. One informant, a teacher, said, 'I came out to 
one my close colleagues and he seriously advised me not to tell our other colleagues, otherwise my career 
would be in danger.' With respect to family, one said, 'I think my mum will accept it but I still don't want 
her to be involved in this issue because if she knows this secret, she will also have to keep the secret, 
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screen any newcomers and avoid getting too much publicity. For example, as earlier 
noted, its official address is not widely publicized. People can only get the address by 
making contact with the BMCF by telephone or email, and the BMCF would carry out 
a screening process, like asking their identity and purpose of coming to BMCF. This is 
designed to prevent people with bad intentions from going to the BMCF and causing 
any problems.^ As another example, during the outbreak of SARS^, they decided to 
close the church for several weeks because they were worried that if any church 
members became infected with SARS at the BMCF, the church would get a lot of 
negative publicity and would be scrutinized by the government and the mass media. As 
a result, it would be very difficult for them to hold more gatherings. Also, there would 
be a huge risk of the men's gay identity being disclosed, which is the thing they worry 
about the most. In fact, in this case, I think the consequence they feared was a bit 
far-fetched and that their responses were overplayed. Nevertheless, this reflects how 
sensitive the members of the BMCF are when concerned with the issue of disclosing 
which may cause her stress. Since I don't want her to face this kind of problem, it is better not to tell her.' 
7 In Hong Kong, the addresses of most commercial gay establishments and gay organizations are freely 
available to the public. Comparatively, the BMCF is a rare example, but again this reflects the deep 
conflict caused by conservative Christianity in Hong Kong. Similarly, in Taiwan, most churches are also 
evangelical and fundamentalist and there are deep conflicts between these churches and the gay churches 
so most gay churches also do not disclose their official address. I went to one gay church in Taiwan 
whose official address is available to the public, and talked with one of the founders. He admitted that it 
was quite a breakthrough to reveal their address, but they think it is the way gay Christianity should be. 
They feel that since there is nothing wrong with the gay Christian identity, they should not make any 
compromises with society. 
8 From March to June 2003, there was an outbreak of SARS (Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome) in 
Hong Kong. During this period, people were very worried because it was a new fatal disease and they did 
not know how it was transmitted. Even the WHO (World Health Organization) issued travel advisory 
against Hong Kong. Hong Kong people took many precautions to avoid the disease, such as wearing 
mask, washing hand frequently and avoiding going to crowded indoor areas. 
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their gay identity. 9 
Although people in the BMCF always worry about their gay identity being 
revealed, if the organization can fully protect the identity of its members then it can still 
be an excellent collective voice for Hong Kong gay Christians when they confront the 
mainstream churches. 
For example, in 2001，when an anti-discrimination law was proposed and 
discussed in the Legislative Council, from the consultation meeting held by the 
government to the Christian publication the Christian Times, a fierce debate was 
triggered between the BMCF and the mainstream churches. Such churches argued that 
if the law were passed, it would imply that in the future, gay people in Hong Kong 
would have the right to legal marriage and adoption，and churches in Hong Kong would 
have no choice but would have to observe this kind of law as well. They feared this 
would undermine the institution of monogamy and the family system in society, and 
also the authority of religion in Hong Kong, and said it would not be good or fair for 
society. On the other hand, the gay organizations, including the BMCF and some 
ecumenical Christian groups, argued that it was the basic human right of for gay people 
not to be discriminated against, and that they only want some respect from society. So 
9 In fact, there is another issue similar to this: whether the BMCF should be registered as a church. Many 
people disagreed because they worried that this action would draw attacks from the mainstream churches 
and lead to another round of severe disputes. They also feared that the BMCF would be caught in the 
limelight and that its members would face the risk of being 'outed'. Thus, in the end, the proposal was 
overturned. 
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unlike what most churches thought, they did not have any political agenda behind this 
petition. During this debate, many gay Christians in the BMCF attended meetings or 
sent letters to the government and Christian publications to share their experiences. 
They hoped this would make people realize that within the Christian community there 
are also opposing voices and that the mainstream churches are not absolutely 
representative. 
The Gay Community 
Having discussed the local churches, with which most gay Christians in Hong 
Kong feel a strong sense of difference, I now discuss the gay community, which is 
likewise a social scene with which many gay Christians in Hong Kong feel strong 
differences. There are several reasons for this. Firstly, Hong Kong Christianity in 
general is very conservative and has conservative values regarding sexuality that 
people in the gay community seldom agree with, such as suggesting that casual sex and 
pre-marital sex are sinful. Secondly, Hong Kong churches in general are strongly 
against homosexuality, and as a result, many Hong Kong gay people feel that 
Christianity has persecuted them and is one of the obstacles that hinders the 
development of the gay movement and places them in a predicament. In one of the gay 
message boards on the Internet, Toilet Wall (www, gavhk.com), people sometimes write 
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about Christianity, and most of the comments are negative. For example, one person 
suggested that Christianity is like an evil cult that attempts to brainwash believers and 
control their human nature, while another said that Christianity is hypocritical: on the 
one hand, they are supposed to be tolerant and forgive differences; on the other hand, 
they always attack differences. 
Hence, outside the BMCF, in the gay community, gay Christians very often have 
to decide whether they should overplay or underplay their Christian identity at all in the 
gay community or keep away from the gay community so that they do not have to 
decide whether they should underplay or overplay. Thus in this section, I first discuss 
how my informants deal with gay people at the interactional level. I then discuss how 
the BMCF manages the differences with the gay community at the institutional level. 
In the BMCF, other than knowing the gay Christians there, many gay Christians 
also got to know some gay friends through the Internet or through the commercial gay 
scene. Because these gay friends are not Christians, many of the gay men felt they were 
different from these people. For example Peter, who used to go to a sauna to have casual 
sex, decided not to go to such places anymore because his Christian beliefs told him it 
was not good. Then he was teased by the friends he met at the saunathey said he was 
going to become a 'vegetarian' and would never be able to enjoy sex again. In another 
example, Mark said, 
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'Right, it's true that there is a kind of difference，like they would go to 
gay bars and saunas; for me, I would not go to these places because I am not 
interested in these activities, and I think it is similar that they are not 
interested in the Bible and Jesus, or going to the BMCF.' 
Since Mark and his friends had different interests, Mark did not talk much about 
his Christian beliefs with them. In some cases, the men's gay friends were not only 
uninterested in Christianity, they even disliked it. In such situations, the gay Christians 
avoided discussing any religious topics with them. They knew that otherwise there 
would be intense and endless arguments. Thus, overall, in order to avoid being teased, 
boring their non-Christian friends or having any arguments, some gay Christians did 
not mention their Christianity very much and chose to underplay their Christian 
identity. 
Similarly, since commercial gay establishments such as gay bars and saunas are 
usually regarded as sex-oriented and unfriendly to Christians, some gay Christians 
would choose to underplay their Christian identity when in those places. They would 
even temporarily put aside their Christian values and become a little bit ‘loose’ 
compared with their behavior at the BMCF, For instance, they would openly talk a lot 
about sex, such as their sex experiences, sexual behavior，who they wanted to have sex 
with at the BMCF, etc. They also played some games such as kissing one another; the 
couples would behave intimately, for instance kissing and cuddling, and the singles 
would go to meet some strangers. This kind of behavior was rather unusual given their 
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conservative Christian beliefs, and probably never happened at the BMCF]® 
On the other hand, some gay Christians have a rather negative impression of the 
commercial gay scene and thus insist on not going to such places. They described these 
places as sex-oriented, and the people in these places as lost souls for whom every 
moment is full of temptations. The men fear that if they gave in to these temptations, 
behaved 'loosely' and engaged in casual sex in these places, and if people then found 
out that they were gay Christians, it would be a disgrace to their gay Christian identity 
as well as to the BMCF. Thus, in order to avoid being tempted or disgraced, they choose 
to express their Christian identity only in suitable places, not in places that are 
unfavorable to their Christian identity. As a result, they do not have to decide whether to 
underplay or overplay their Christian identity in these places. 
However, some gay Christians had a different opinion. They chose to keep going 
to such places but said they went there for fun and relaxation, not for sex, so it was not 
a sinful behavior. In other words, they behaved in rather a Christian way. For example, 
in the gay bars, they did not engage in any loose behavior or playflil games, they simply 
sat together and chatted. Their behavior was rather proper, like their behavior at the 
10 In one case, an informant told me that he once went to a public toilet to look for sexual partners, and 
noticed that some anti-homosexual Biblical passages were written on one of the toilet doors. This made 
him feel very upset so he decided not to stay in the toilet that night. In other words, sometimes when the 
men try to suppress their Christian identity, something happens that reminds them that they are actually 
Christians, and makes them feel very guilty and unhappy about their inappropriate behavior. 
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BMCF after Sunday service or in the coffee shop they often went to on Sunday nights. ^ ^ 
In other words, although they were in an environment that was not favorable to 
Christians, they found a way to subtly behave in a Christian way without making the 
rest of the people in the gay scene, who were indifferent towards or even actively 
against Christianity, entertain any grievances or hatred. 
On the other hand, on some occasions the gay Christians would explicitly express 
their gay Christian identity at these commercial gay establishments. For example, on 
Christmas Eve, they would sing Christmas carols in the gay bars, in order to tell the gay 
unbelievers that Christmas is a festival about the birth of Jesus and to tell them that 
there is a gay Christian group in Hong Kong that believes homosexuality is not a sin, 
and that homosexuality and Christianity are compatible. As it was Christmas and 
singing Christmas carols on Christmas Eve is rather common and acceptable in Hong 
Kong, the subtle opposition between the gay community and Christianity was 
temporarily lifted and the gay Christians could grab this opportunity to explicitly 
express their Christian identity in the gay bars. Furthermore, when singing Christmas 
carols, the gay Christians acted as a team. They had 20 to 30 people and rehearse 
several times before they gave their performances on Christmas Eve. This not only 
In the past, after the Sunday service ended, they used to go to a gay bar to have a drink, but after the 
church shifted to a new office in Sheung Wan, they only went to a coffee shop. This was not because the 
church shifted, because in fact it was much closer to several gay bars after it shifted. Actually, it was 
because there were more people in the BMCF who disapprove of the commercial gay scene and suggest 
that gay Christians should keep away from these places. Otherwise, this will set 'bad' examples in the 
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attracted an audience, but also gave the gay Christians the confidence to act in a 
Christian way in these gay bars. However, the responses of the people in the gay bars in 
general were not very positive. For example, in a lesbian bar once, the audience did not 
pay any attention to the gay Christians. They carried on with their activities, such as 
playing, drinking and chatting, and the voices of the gay Christians were almost 
drowned out by the noise in the bar. Similarly, in a gay bar, although the responses were 
not as negative as in the previous bar, people were not very involved either. Many of 
them kept going about their own business; only few listened to the men and applauded a 
little. Occasionally, however, the men got a good response in the gay bars; people 
listened to the songs and gave a big round of applause to the gay Christians. However, 
so far, from my observation, the gay Christians have not been able to achieve their aim 
of bringing the Gospel to unbelievers in gay bars. In fact, very few people have gone to 
the BMCF as a result of such activities. Hence, as people in gay bars seldom responded 
positively and were not very enthusiastic about the Gospel, the gay Christians would 
not overdo their performance, either; they just sang some Christmas songs, said a few 
words of greeting, and distributed pamphlets about the BMCF. The gay Christians 
would sometimes also find the environment in the gay bars inhospitable to them~it 
was too noisy and people were not very respectful, so they did not want to stay in these 
BMCF and discourage the newcomers from staying in the BMCF. 
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places for too long. In conclusion, it was only the festival traditions and the men's 
performances that temporarily changed the norms in the commercial gay scene. The 
gay Christians were allowed to explicitly express their gay Christian identity in the 
commercial gay scene and people there became somewhat more receptive to the 
message of Christianity. However, the gay commercial scene cannot totally be 
transformed into a Christian place, as people in the gay bars as well as the gay 
Christians also have great reservations about this. 
Having discussed the interaction between the gay Christians and people in the gay 
community, now I come to discuss the dynamics between the BMCF and the gay 
community at the institutional level. 
The BMCF as a gay Christian organization has a certain amount of credibility 
because its very establishment reflects that they have certain degree of justification. It 
has hardly any members and receives hardly support from other parts of the society, so 
under the name of the organization, the members of the BMCF do not have to hide their 
Christian identity, but they always express their Christian beliefs in the context of the 
gay community. For example, with respect to other gay organizations, the BMCF does 
not have to underplay its Christian identity because the other gay organizations are 
quite sympathetic to the BMCF's Christian stance. Unlike the situation at the individual 
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level, these organizations have usually overcome the bad image of Christianity and 
understand that the BMCF shares the same vision, that is, to fight for gay rights in 
society. Thus, their Christian identity is less critical. However, in the meantime, the 
BMCF also emphasizes its difference with these organizations. For example, the 
BMCF participates in the Asian Tongzhi Conference. Although similar decisions are 
made in the conference, the BMCF reasserts that they are Christians and their decisions 
are made on the basis of their Christian belief Furthermore, if they disagree with what 
some gay organizations do in the gay movement, they will not offer any support. For 
example, a Hong Kong gay organization once held a protest against the police raid on 
an S&M party,i2 and arranged fake marriages in order to fight for people's right to 
same-sex marriage. ^ ^ Although BMCF does not officially denounce these campaigns, 
at the individual level many gay Christians do not agree with them, and believe they 
undermine the gay movement in Hong Kong. Again, this reflects the conservative 
attitudes of most gay Christians in relation to sexuality and the gay movement. 
In August 2001，26 people were arrested for taking part in a public sex performance (an S&M party) in 
Hong Kong. Because ofthis, a group of local gay activists wore S&M costumes and marched in Central. 
One of the demonstrators even tied himself to the front gate of the Central police station. The purpose of 
the demonstration was to accuse the police of discriminating against people with different sexual 
interests. With respect to this demonstration, some people in the BMCF argued that the demonstrators 
made the public associate S&M wrongly with homosexuality, thus damaging the image of gays in Hong 
Kong. Furthermore, with respect to S&M, some argued that God dislikes this kind of sexual behavior and 
that it should be forbidden, while, some people in the BMCF thought there was no problem with S&M 
but agreed that it should be kept private and not be discussed in public because it might shock those who 
do not accept it. Again, this reflects the conservativeness of gay Christians in Hong Kong. 
In March 2002, two gay and lesbian couples arranged a sham marriage in public. They wore the 
costumes of the opposite sex and followed all the rituals of a proper marriage but with same-sex persons. 
Their aim was to fight for social benefits for homosexual couples, who cannot get marriage certificates to 
claim public housing, tax allowances, and adoption services. Again this dramatic incident attracted a 
great deal of criticism from the public, especially from the gay community. The men were criticized for 
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On the other hand, their Christian beliefs also teach that bringing the Gospels to 
unbelievers and converting them to Christianity are very important, and should be 
regarded as their prime mission. At the end of each recovery group class, the group 
leaders encourage members to come out to give testimony for God's sake in the gay 
community in order to help more gay people, especially those who have left their 
church because of persecution, know more about Christianity or change their views of 
Christianity. Hence, in the past 11 years, BMCF has held several evangelical camps and 
gatherings for gay unbelievers. Also, on Christmas Eve, as mentioned before, they 
would perform Christmas carols in gay bars and distribute pamphlets to gay people. 
Overall, although gay Christians and people in the gay community share the same 
gay identity, the conservative nature of the Christian beliefs of Hong Kong gay 
Christians has overshadowed the similarities and resulted in strong differences. Hence, 
at the interactional level, they have to decide whether they should underplay or 
overplay their Christian identity at all, depending on the situation. And at the 
institutional level, since the BMCF as an organization has a certain credibility, it does 
not have to make any choices but can always reassert its Christian identity when 
confronting other gay groups or gay unbelievers. Furthermore, with respect to gay 
unbelievers, BMCF regards them as its target group and attempts to convert them in 
damaging the image of gays in Hong Kong and for exploiting a legal loophole for personal gain. 
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order to erase the differences and extend the kingdom (of God). 
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Chapter 6 The Group Dynamics of the 
BMCF (II) 
Maintaining Unity in the BMCF 
In the last chapter, I discussed how the members of the BMCF managed their 
differences with non-gay Christians. I now discuss how they maintain their similarities 
amongst themselves, particularly in the BMCF. Although the BMCF is a group of gay 
Christians, many of whom have gone through similar experiences (such as going through a 
rite of passage of becoming gay Christians, as described in Chapters 2 and 3), they can 
never reach a cognitive consensus. They are still different individuals and the differences 
between them are certainly greater than the similarities. For example, the members of the 
BMCF come from different denominations, and some of them hold rather different views 
towards religion and sexuality一some are conservatives and some are liberals. Thus, in this 
chapter, I mainly discuss how they are held together. First, I divide the process by which 
BMCF is held together into two levels: institutional and interactional. Then I suggest that 
there are three means by which BMCF is held together: through the use of abstract and 
evocative symbols and rituals, through conformity to the established habits, and through 
differentiation between their private and public performance. In addition, in some cases, 
the differences amongst the members cannot be ignored but develop into a crisis. I discuss 
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such cases at the end of this chapter. 
The Institutional Level 
As mentioned before, in confronting attacks by stigmatizers, gay Christians overcame 
a great barrier established by the conservative Christian community in Hong Kong, and 
came together to establish their own community, the BMCF, as a defense against such 
stigmatization. There they established their gay Christian identity, and the symbol of this 
identity, the BMCF, inspired a sense of belonging for many gay Christians and drew them 
together. In this way, the gay Christian identity was institutionalized and organized in 
society. 
In fact, gay Christians as a symbol is very general~basically it means that any 
Christians who are gay can belong to this group. As a result, the group attracts many 
different kinds of gay Christians and is quite varied] In addition, because the BMCF is the 
only gay church that is widely recognized in Hong Kong, and emphasizes that it does not 
1 In fact, the meanings of 'gay' and 'Christian' per se are quite abstract For example, 'gay' basically means 
anyone who loves someone of the same sex, but the category of gay allows for a great variation. There are 
different folk models referring to it. For instance, when I joined the BMCF, some people told me that there are 
three things that gay people do not usually do: read comics, play soccer, and play TV games. But other people 
told me that gay people are usually very fond of music, singing karaoke, going to the gym, playing badminton 
or volleyball, etc. In reality, certainly, many people do not belong to or cross any of these folk models; this is 
just the ideal type constructed by different groups of gay people. Hence, 'gay' eventually only reduces to its 
basic meaning: those who love someone of the same sex. In other words，the symbol 'gay' can encompass a 
range of not necessarily harmonious or congruent meanings, and can mobilize many different individuals 
who fit this category to come together. 
Similarly, in the case of the BMCF, the collectivity is not confined to any one place; it extends to other 
areas outside Hong Kong as well. It has developed relationships with many overseas gay churches, and every 
now and then, foreign visitors come to the BMCF, This also shows the wide variation within the category of 
‘gay Christian'. 
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belong to any denomination and has no doctrine, people from different backgrounds attend 
this church. As a result, although the members of the BMCF mostly are male and aged 
between 25 and 35, they are actually very heterogeneous, unlike most churches in Hong 
Kong,2 and this has a certain adverse effect on the maintenance of the symbolic unity of the 
group. 
Fortunately, these differences are masked by 'the appearance of agreement and 
convergence generated by shared communal symbols', that is, the identity of 'gay 
Christian' and the BMCF, and 'participation in a common symbolic discourse of 
community membership which constructs and emphasizes the boundary between members 
and non-members' (Jenkins 1996:108). In Chapter 5 I discussed this issue of how the 
BMCF manages the differences with outsiders in order to distinguish between members 
and non-members. 
In other words, under the umbrella of the gay Christian identity, the differences with 
the outsiders are underscored, and the differences within the similarities are tolerated and 
minimized. Other than this, in fact, several factors at the interactional level, such as the 
public rituals, habitualization, and differentiation between the public and private 
performance, also help to promote the similarities amongst the very heterogeneous 
members of the BMCF. I discuss these factors in the next section 
2 In Hong Kong, there are many different kinds of churches; people can go to the one that is suitable for them. 
For example, expatriates can go to English-speaking churches; the deaf-and-dumb can go to deaf-and-dumb 
churches. However, in the BMCF, all different kinds of people attend. Furthermore, unlike the mainstream 
churches, the BMCF faces one more major difference: most members come from different denominations. 
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The Interactional Level 
‘Symbolization is always embodied in the materiality of practices, their products, and 
three-dimensional space.' (Jenkins 1996:132) Other than the symbol 'gay Christian', and 
its symbol the BMCF, which are usually emphasized at an abstract level, some symbolic 
activities also play an important role in the process of affirmation or re-afiirmation of the 
gay Christian identity. In these activities, rituals are usually performed, and these rituals 
help the men a great deal to enhance their experience of being gay Christians, cognitively 
and particularly emotionally. Furthermore, the more serious or special the rituals are, the 
more the sense of collectivity is enhanced. Sometimes, it even reaches the state of 
communitas, or undifferentiated we-ness (Turner 1969). Jenkins suggests, 
'...the potential tension between ascriptive inclusion (similarity) and 
hierarchy (difference) should be borne in mind. These difficulties are all 
addressed when the power of symbol and ritual is brought to bear. Organized 
collective identity is endowed, via collective ritual and “communitas”，with 
personal authenticity and experiential profundity. Inasmuch as public ritual is 
performative, it is a powerful and visible embodiment of the abstraction of 
collective identity. Rituals gather together enough members for embodied 
collectivity to be socially “real”，(1996:146) 
Furthermore, the rituals in the BMCF are rather important because gay Christians in 
Hong Kong are in a rather difficult situation; as Turner said, 'There is a close connection 
between social conflict and ritual... and a multiplicity of conflict situation is correlated 
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with a high frequency of ritual performance.' (1969:10) As homosexuality and Christianity 
in Hong Kong are deeply conflicting, rituals are needed to help gay Christians to overcome 
the conflicts. 
In the next section, I discuss three ritual-laden activities in the BMCF: the Baptism 
ceremony, the 10也 anniversary celebration, and the retreat. 
In the BMCF, Baptism ceremonies have been held twice in the past two years, at St. 
John's Cathedral. The ceremonies were rather solemn, and most participants were very 
impressed.^ 
The ceremonies were of course particularly meaningfiil to those who were baptized. 
Mark was one of them. He said, 
‘The ceremony is very meaningful to me. It is because through Baptism, I 
can tell some of my friends, who have come to the ceremony, that I am proud of 
my gay Christian identity! Furthermore, this activity is held in St. John's 
Catiiedral; this tells people that even a church in the mainstream can also accept 
us!， 
In the BMCF, some members did not get baptized in their old churches because at that 
time they had deeply internalized popular anti-gay perceptions. They thought that being 
gay was a sin and that with this identity, they were not qualified to be baptized. As a result, 
they felt ashamed of their sexuality and did not even consider being baptized. Some men, 
3 St. John's Catiiedral is an Anglican church. It was established in 1849 and is regarded as a monument in 
Hong Kong. In the baptism ceremony, the rituals of the Anglican Church are adopted, and these rituals are 
seldom carried out in the BMCF. Hence, such changes also highlight the importance and solemnity of the 
baptism ceremony. 
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though, had rejected the idea that gay people could not be baptized, came out to their 
churches, and asked to be baptized. They were refused, so they could only go to the BMCF 
to be baptized. The baptism ceremony at the BMCF therefore became particularly 
meaningful. As Matthew said, 
‘To be frank, I don't think baptism has any meaning; I don't need a ritual to 
make sure that I am a Christian. However, in the BMCF, it is very meaningfiil 
because, first, it tells people that gay people can also be baptized; second, it is 
what some gay Christians badly desire, and their desires can be satisfied.' 
As mentioned before, homosexuality and Christianity in Hong Kong conflict deeply 
and rituals play a rather important role to reduce the conflicts. Like any other Christians， 
through baptism the gay men can also possess one of the marks of Christians, so these 
satisfy them emotionally. Also, the support from the attendants in the ceremony, whether or 
not they were gay, and the institutional support from the Anglican Church, helped them a 
great deal to embrace their gay Christian identity and overcome the pressure exerted by the 
conservative churches in Hong Kong, 
Other than the baptism ceremonies, the 10也 anniversary of BMCF was also a very 
important event. In 2002, the BMCF reached its 10也 anniversary and organized a whole 
day of celebrations on its founding day. Many people who joined the celebration said they 
were very impressed because a lot of people who had supported the BCMF or had friendly 
4 It is interesting to note that throughout the whole ceremony, homosexuality was hardly mentioned; it looked 
like any regular baptism ceremony. Again, this reflects that the members did not want to over-emphasize their 
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links with it, as well as the regular members, attended; thus they could meet many old 
acquaintances. Also, some collective memories of the BMCF were presented. For instance, 
some old members gave testimonies, the history of the BMCF was reviewed, and old 
pictures and videos were shown. All these programs were quite evocative. In their speeches, 
several guests also commented that the history of the first 10 years of the BMCF was a very 
important landmark for gay Christians in Hong Kong, and was evidence of God's blessing. 
They implicitly criticized the dominant conservative churches in Hong Kong, which argue 
that God dislikes homosexuality and that blessings would not be bestowed upon 
homosexuals. In addition, a minister who was invited to give a speech shared something 
very impressive. She said, 
'In the past, when I was going to the BMCF and people asked me where I 
was going, I would tell lies to them. But today, when people asked me where I 
was going，I told them, “I am going to the BMCF." Why? Because you guys have 
never pretended not to know me; so now I do the same.' 
After the minister said this, I saw several people weeping. Undoubtedly, being 
recognized by an outsider, a minister from a local church, who represents the conservative 
churches in Hong Kong, is something they desperately crave. 
After the celebration, I interviewed one of the participants, who had left the BMCF for 
say identity and preferred regular Christian practices. 
The background of that minister is also significant because the denomination she belongs to believes that 
homosexuality is a sin. Thus, disclosing her participation in the BMCF might cause a certain degree of 
tension in her career or her services in her own church. 
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a period of time because of some conflicts with a few people in the BMCF. In the interview, 
he said, 'I was very impressed on that day. When I sang along with the hymns, it reminded 
me of the old good times when I was in the BMCF.' In other words, by having this kind of 
public performance, sometimes the differences that exist between individuals can be 
temporarily reconciled, and a sense of belonging can be induced. 
In addition to the baptism ceremony and 10也 anniversary celebration, a retreat, held in 
January 2002, was also a very impressive event. The retreat was held over three 
consecutive nights at the BMCF, and was especially arranged by a minister. At the retreat, 
the minister discussed the past, present, and future of the BMCR^ Throughout the whole 
event, the minister discussed a number of sensitive, challenging issues, and the emotions of 
many participants, especially the older members, went through some ups and downs. On 
the second day, their emotions rose to an extreme: that night, the minister said that the 
people in the BMCF were like orphans without any parents, because there was no full-time 
minister in the BMCF, and the members had to grow up independently. However, he said, 
they had grown up in a very unhealthy way because they were inexperienced at operating a 
church and some of the leaders were still suffering from the wound caused by their 
sexuality. She was saying that they were in a very difficult situation一they had to suffer 
6 The theme of the first day of the gathering was healing the wounds that most gay Christians have suffered in 
their local churches. The second day was about the problems the BMCF was facing. The third day was about 
solutions to the problems. The minister used the metaphor of Exodus to wrap up the main theme of the whole 
gathering. The details are discussed in Chapter 5. 
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from their past, but at the same time they did not see any bright future. This implied that 
while many gay Christians were seriously hurt by the conservative churches in Hong Kong 
and had not been healed, they still had to face the fact that the conservative churches in 
Hong Kong continues to isolate and pressure the BMCF, and did not change their views 
with respect to the issue of homosexuality. It was therefore not easy for them to strive for a 
positive fiiture while depending solely on their own efforts. When the participants heard 
this, many of them felt very upset and wept. They consoled each other. At the end of the 
meeting, they lined up and gave thanks to the minister one by one. This rarely happened in 
the BMCF. But by recognizing the predicaments they were all facing, this reinforced their 
group identity. 
In sum, through such ritual-laden activities, the conflict that exists between 
homosexuality and Christianity, or between people with different attitudes towards 
sexuality and belief, is greatly reduced; a strong sense of collectivity is enhanced and the 
gay Christian identity is reaffirmed. In addition to these symbolic activities，in fact, the 
conformity and habitualization in the BMCF also have similar effects. I discuss this in the 
next section. 
In ritual-laden activities, the special and evocative symbols spontaneously induce a 
sense of collectivity. However, sometimes this sense of collectivity does not happen 
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spontaneously but has to be achieved through conformity and habitualization. Thus, the 
sense of collectivity is achieved not by force but by internalization (i.e. the participants 
submit to the traditional or rational authority in order to learn how to be a Christian), and 
identification (i.e. they submit to the charismatic authority and follow what others do in 
order to be identified as members of the group) (Jenkins 1996). For example, most 
members of the BMCF conform to the habits of Christian practices, such as praying， 
singing hymns, reading Bible verses aloud, etc. in the Sunday services, based on different 
types of authority : traditional, ? rational, ^ and charismatic ^. Actually, this kind of 
conformity does not happen exclusively to gay Christians, but happens to most Christians 
in their churches. However, in the BMCF, some routines and habits are rather particular, 
such as the social relationship between the members with respect to love and sexual affairs. 
7 'Authority legitimized on traditional grounds is based on "an established belief in the sanctity of 
immemorial traditions and the legitimacy of those exercising authority under them."'(Ritzer 1988:129) 
people in the BMCF have usually already learnt how to perform these Christian practices, as most of them 
believed in God before they came to the BMCF; they only had to follow their traditions. 
8 'Authority legitimized on rational grounds rests "on a belief in the legality of enacted rules and the right of 
those elevated to authority under such rules to issue commands.'" (Ritzer 1988:129) In the BMCF, I found 
that in most cases their actions were based on traditions that explain, for example, why they have the Holy 
Communion every month but not every week, and why people have to read the Bible aloud. In my experience, 
it did not make sense to read aloud because when I did so, to a large degree, I did not understand what I was 
reading. I also found that some people would seek a rational explanation for many traditions, for instance, 
why we have to close our eyes and put our hands together while we are praying. They said it helps us to 
concentrate on the prayer. Some people also asked why we have to say 'Amen' aloud at the end of a prayer, 
and they explained that it is a response showing that we are sincere and agree with the whole prayer. 
9 'Authority legitimized by charisma rests on the devotion of followers to the exceptional sanctity, heroism or 
exemplary character of leaders as well as on the normative order sanctioned by them.' (Ritzer 1988:129) In 
fact, it is quite difficult to know what authority people are following while they cany out certain action. In 
particular, if they are following a charismatic authority, it is very difficult for them to admit this because they 
can probably provide a justification after the fact. However, this kind of authority can sometimes still be 
observed. For example, in the Holy Communion in the BMCF, after the minister has given out the bread or 
the cup, he may say, 'Please stand up!' At that moment, only those who have taken the bread or the cup are 
suppos^ to stand up. But newcomers who have not taken the bread and the cup may not be sure about this, so 
they observe how others respond and follow their example. 
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This is because, as mentioned in Chapter 4, love and sex issue are rather sensitive issues in 
the BMCF since the members are situated between two different extremes: the 
conservative Christian belief and the liberal sexuality of the gay circle. They always have 
to control their sexual needs and manage their love affairs carefully since there is keen 
competition for love and sexual partners in the BMCF. In other words, they have to 
conform to the established routines of the BMCF, otherwise there would be many 
misunderstandings. Here, I discuss how they conform to the routines with respect to social 
relationships. 
Many informants have had the experience of being misunderstood at the BMCF, 
especially with respect to love affairs. One said, 'Last week, I just wore a ring on my finger 
and many of them think that I've got a partner. It's ridiculous! I am still single.' Another 
said, 'In one case，I treated a newcomer very well and he thought that it was because I love 
him! He totally misunderstood my good intentions!' He explained that many gay Christians 
have had many bad experiences and are not used to having someone be concerned about 
them. As a result, when they come to the BMCF and experience such concern, they easily 
misunderstand that concern as an expression of romantic or sexual love. In fact, in my 
opinion, many people regard the BMCF as not only as a religious place but also a place to 
find potential partners. However, this is suppressed in the BMCF and newcomers do not 
notice that this has to be done subtly; as a result, their behavior is regarded as misconduct. 
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Furthermore, conformity is greatly enhanced whenever there is uncertainty. For 
example, the gay circle may be new to some people and they do not know its routines, so 
they just follow what others do in order to avoid making mistakes. As I am a participant 
observer, I also face the same issue. Although I have attended church for seven years, the 
BMCF as a gay organization is still a new place to me, and there are still some occasions 
when I do not know what to do and just follow the others, for instance regarding what to do 
after the Sunday service. But sometimes, I still made mistakes. For example, I once dined 
out with someone, and when I got home, two church-mates called me and asked me if I was 
okay. I was surprised by their reaction. They explained that the person I had dined with was 
notorious for his casual sexual behavior. In another example, I once went to meet someone 
for a drink, and I arrived late with another person. Because there were no free seats, I sat 
separately with him. After that，there were rumors of a love affair between us. I felt 
confused, and some of my friends reminded me not to do this again because it could have 
made people misunderstand our relationship. All these experiences have taught me that 
there are some underlying routines in their social relationships, and it is better to learn to 
follow these routines in order to avoid any misunderstandings. If I really had casual sex or 
developed love relationship with these two men, I would probably be suspected by others 
whether I was a ‘fervent，Christian and came to the BMCF for seeking religion, because, as 
noted in Chapter 4，coming to the BMCF merely for finding love or sexual partners is not 
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quite acceptable in the BMCF. 
In sum, by conforming to the rational, traditional, and charismatic authority, a 
consistent pattern of behavior is induced. This enhances the members' collective 
identification as gay Christians, and also acts as a means to help them be accepted in the 
community. One informant said, 'In the BMCF, sometimes it is true that it's very difficult 
to get recognized in the church. So I tried to get more involved in the churchon Sunday, 
other than going to the Sunday service, I stayed behind till we had dinner, and after dinner, 
I joined them to go to have coffee.. By following the activities of the BMCF, he was 
gradually recognized in the church, and the collective side of his gay Christian identity was 
also affirmed. This is very important because many gay Christians in Hong Kong have very 
bad experiences and badly need some support and recognition. If they keep making 
mistakes, it is difficult for them to be identified and accepted in the community, and they 
may still suffer from their gay Christian identity. 
Having discussed how people in the BMCF learn or are induced to follow a certain 
kind of pattern, I now come to discuss the differentiation between 'back stage' and ‘front 
stage' performances (Goffman 1969). 
In some cases, instead of learning or being induced to follow a certain pattern of 
behavior, the actors may have learnt some other patterns that may be incompatible with the 
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patterns in the BMCF. In order to reinforce their collectivity and not upset the harmony, 
they give up, conceal, or secretly carry out these patterns. Otherwise, these patterns will 
lead to change and flux, and their sense of collectivity may get disrupted. In other words, 
there is a distinction between their private judgment and their public behavior. The actors 
only show acceptable behavior in the front stage, and manage their hidden agenda in the 
back stage. This is particularly important in the BMCF because firstly, the members of the 
BMCF are very heterogeneous. Most of them come from different backgrounds or 
denominations and have their own Christian practices. So they must make compromises; 
they cannot behave in their own ways or deviate too much from the norms. Secondly, other 
than coming from different denominations, some members are conservative and some are 
liberal; they have different values. They must therefore compromise in order to prevent 
these different values becoming a conflict or disrupting the apparent harmony. In the next 
section, I discuss how they manage these hidden agendas. 
As mentioned before, the people in the BMCF come from different denominations. 
But the practices that are adopted in the BMCF are actually close to the practices of 
evangelical churches. As a result, some people who come from other denominations, such 
as charismatic churches, have some difficulties adapting to the practices in the BMCF. 
They have to give up some old patterns and conform to the new one. Benjamin and Samuel 
are two examples: in the past, they used to shout and yell when they prayed, but now they 
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have adapted to praying quietly. 
Some members, however, choose not to give up their differences. They still conform 
to the practices of the BMCF but to a lesser degree. For example, John came from a totally 
different church background. He always commented that he could not get used to the way 
they prayed at the BMCF. He said they use a lot of Christian terms in their prayers, but that 
he seldom prayed like that. His prayer is much like a chat with a dear friend. Hence, he 
chose to keep silent when they prayed together. 
In another example, as mentioned before, some people behave in a rather loose way 
when they go to commercial gay establishments. And there are always rumors being spread 
around the BMCF about who is having casual sex with whom. This kind of casual behavior 
is not at all compatible with the BMCFs conservative attitudes towards sexuality. Hence, 
those who indulge in such behavior have to conceal it, that is, it has to be kept secret in the 
BMCF. In interviews, I asked whether it was a good thing to have different kinds of 
behavior in the BMCF and the commercial gay scene, since this seemed hypocritical. But 
one person said they did it for the sake of the BMCF because some conservative members 
or newcomers might not accept this kind of casual behavior, so in order to avoid any 
conflicts it was better to conceal it. 
However, in some cases, the informants were not able to tolerate the differences and 
chose to leave the BMCF in order to avoid any direct conflicts. For example, Patrick used 
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to go a charismatic church, but in the BMCF the Holy Spirit is emphasized less. Therefore, 
after he had been going to the BMCF for a while, he gave up and told me that he had to 
'recharge' in his own church. 
In fact, the differences were more serious and obvious in the past. At that time, the 
routines in the BMCF were rather liberal, and quite different from the conservative 
attitudes that most people had leamt in their own churches. As a result, some members 
became intolerant of the differences and left. In the BMCF, several former members had 
such an experience. Jonathan and Joseph were two examples. Joseph said, 'In a meeting 
once, the leader shared his religious experiences and in the end, the conclusion was that 
Christians actually did not have to pray, read the Bible, and go to church... it is ridiculous! 
How could I stay in such a church?' Joseph could not accept such liberal teachings. 
Jonathan left the BMCF because he was disappointed by the loose behavior of some 
members. He said, ‘I was rather conservative towards sex. But when I first came to the 
BMCF, I was totally stunned! In my perception, the behavior of Christians should not be so 
loose. But it turned out that it was the opposite. At that time，I hardly could accept 
homosexuality.' The 'loose' behavior that Jonathan referred to is having casual sex and 
developing love and sexual relationship easily. He found this kind of behavior to be quite 
unacceptable since the BMCF is a religious place, i � 
10 Jonathan and Joseph eventually came back to the BMCF because some of their friends told them that the 
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However sometimes, instead of concealing their back stage behavior, some members 
displayed it, but in a secret way. For example, a few of them were smokers" Right after 
the Sunday service, they would go to the back door of the building to chat and smoke. Few 
people noticed this. 12 Again, this kind of incident only happens in the BMCF because, in 
accordance with their evangelical beliefs, most Hong Kong Christians do not smoke. In the 
BMCF, however, some liberals, who think that smoking is fine but who know that 
conservatives in the BMCF would not accept them, have to smoke secretly. 
Yet other members do not display their back stage behavior secretly, but reveal it in a 
suitable environment. They do this either in informal settings, such as private 
conversations and interviews, or in formal meetings, such as evaluation meetings. 
In private conversations or in interviews with me, they tended to share things that that 
are seldom talked about in the BMCF. For example, when I interviewed James, he said, 
‘Honestly, sometimes when I go to the BMCF, my feeling towards God is not very strong. 
Most of the time, I chat with my friends. Sometimes I think I come to the BMCF for the 
sake of my friends only. On the other hand, when I am alone at home or in office, my 
atmosphere in the BMCF had greatly improved. When they returned, they felt that the BMCF was really like 
the religious church that they used to attend. 
n In Hong Kong, the ideal Christian is not supposed to smoke. I have read articles in some Christian 
publications discussing whether a Christian should smoke, and in some testimonies I have heard some 
Christians saying that quitting smoking was evidence that God helped them to get rid of their bad habits. In 
the BMCF, I have also heard a conversation between a smoker and a non-smoker, in which the non-smoker 
argued, ‘My God tells me not to do something bad to my body, such as smoking.' 
12 It could be argued that they do this for practical reasons~~they do not want to disturb the others. So whether 
they treat it as their back stage performance is questionable, because they really do not attempt to conceal 
their behavior from others. However，it is evident that they do not bring this behavior to the front stage, such 
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feeling with God is much stronger.' 
In private conversations, it is often the same. Once I talked with my friend and said, 
'Don't you think Robert is very strange today? I really don't know what he is saying in his 
prayer, (Robert was the chairman of the worship service that day.) My friend said, 'No! I 
like his prayer. It leaves me more space to pray in my own way. On the other hand, I really 
don't like Roger. He always makes big claims in his prayer. I am really fed up with it.’ 
Such revelations of back stage behaviors were not confined to private conversations 
or interviews, but also occurred in some formal ways, such as in evaluation meetings^^. I 
joined such a meeting, and some members made a lot of complaints, such as criticizing the 
content and the activities of the fellowship, as well as those who led the fellowship. These 
complaints were seldom made openly, on the spot. In other words, in the BMCF, there are 
formal mechanisms for people to reveal their back-stage thoughts and behaviors without 
disrupting the cohesion of the group. 
In sum, by revealing their back stage thoughts and behaviors in a suitable environment, 
either formally or informally, the members were able to avoid any conflicts, and were also 
able to evaluate their front stage performance so that it could be improved and thus not be 
as when we are out in the street, having dinner or going out to have a drink. 
As earlier noted, the structure of the BMCF is rather democratic. The co-workers pay a great deal of 
attention to the opinion of the participants in the BMCF. Hence, they hold meetings regularly to collect their 
opinion. For example, in the fellowship, every year there is a meeting, in which the participants will evaluate 
the programs that are held in the fellowship in the past year and discuss their expectation of the fellowship in 
the coming year. 
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inconsistent with their back stage behavior. This is rather important in the BMCF because it 
does not belong to any denomination and has no doctrine. There are basically no guidelines 
for members' front stage performance; the dynamics are much more than any dynamics in 
regular churches. As a result, evaluation of members' front stage performance is essential 
in order to ensure that most members are satisfied and do not feel uneasy with the BMCF. 
However, sometimes members' back stage behavior is revealed in an unsuitable 
environment, and the harmony is disrupted for a short while, but it can quickly be restored. 
For example, on one occasion in a restaurant, one man wore a pink tight shirt and was 
mistaken as a female by the waitress. The other men immediately defended him by 
replying, 'We have no women here!' Here, the waitress as an outsider suddenly interrupted 
their performance, but the team members immediately defended their team-mate. They did 
not need to reach a unanimous decision beforehand; it seemed that they had reached the 
same position independently. (In fact, out of earshot of that individual, some people had 
previously mentioned that his shirt really made him look effeminate.) This kind of 
dramaturgical performance greatly helps to restore any disruption and enhance their 
collectivity as well. 
In sum, since the members of the BMCF are rather heterogeneous (most of them 
believed in God before they joined the BMCF and had learnt different Christian practices, 
and had different attitudes about sexuality and religion), they had to use a number of 
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different strategies to differentiate between their back stage and front stage performances. 
In the BMCF, several members have commented that they are surprised at the BMCF's 
rather slow progress despite its 10 years of history. In my opinion, this slow development is 
probably because Hong Kong as a whole is quite against homosexuality. It has been 
difficult for BMCF members to overcome this barrier. They have also had to overcome 
another major barrier: conservative Christianity in Hong Kong. On the one hand, the 
BMCF is in a lone position and lacks support; on the other hand, the unfavorable internal 
environment, such as the very heterogeneous nature of gay Christians and the democratic 
practices, mean that it has not been easy for BMCF to develop at a fast pace. 
A Conflict between the Conservative and the Liberal in BMCF 
In the last section, I suggested that due to the heterogeneity of the members of the 
BMCF, they have had to adopt some strategies to maintain the similarities. I concluded that 
this made the development of the BMCF rather slow. However, a simple incident once 
occurred in the BMCF that greatly propelled its development. It was a simple monetary 
dispute. As mentioned before, most disputes in the BMCF can be resolved quickly in order 
to restore harmony in the organization. However, the simple incident in question did not 
get resolved quickly. Instead，the breaches that already existed between the conservatives 
and the liberals in the BMCF were amplified and developed into a crisis as a result of that 
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incident. Eventually, the liberals were driven away from the BMCF. Since then, with fewer 
liberal voices, the BMCF has developed more like a regular church and now attracts more 
gay Christians. In other words, behind this apparently simple incident, there was a conflict 
between two groups of people: the liberals and the conservatives. They clearly have 
different attitudes towards religion and sex, but actually there was a deeper antagonism 
related to power and authority in the BMCF, and I suggest this was the real reason that 
drove the liberals away. 
Here, I first briefly tell the story of that monetary dispute, and then discuss the real 
conflict between the conservatives and the liberals in the BMCF. 
Three years ago, a co-worker in the BMCF used the name of the BMCF to apply for a 
sum of money from the government, without the approval of the board of directors in the 
church. Thus, the other co-workers and members of the BMCF suspected that he had 
applied for the money for his own personal use. Some members requested a meeting of all 
the members in order to investigate the case. In the end, the meeting was canceled and the 
crisis was resolved with an acknowledgment that the whole issue was actually a 
misunderstandingthe application had in fact been endorsed by the chairman of the board. 
However, in fact, the chairman and the person in question were part of the same liberal 
coalition. As a result of this incident, they had lost their credibility in the BMCF, and 
instead of being reintegrated into the group they decided to leave. Hence, as a whole, group 
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cohesion was restored. 
In Chapter 4, I showed that most people in the BMCF are conservative and hold 
similar attitudes towards religion and sex, but there are also a handfiil of liberal people 
whose attitudes are rather different. With respect to the role of the BMCF, the liberals argue 
that it should focus a lot on social issues, while the conservatives argue that religious issues 
should be their first priority. With respect to the moral values of sexuality, the liberals are 
rather open, while the conservative stick to traditional Christian ethics on sexual 
monogamy. Hence, when the conservatives and the liberals came together in the BMCF, 
conflicting ideas emerged. But these differences rarely led to any direct conflict because in 
the BMCF there is no doctrine; any differences could be tolerated patiently. Furthermore, 
there is no obvious hierarchy in the BMCF. No particular individual or sub-group has 
discretionary power; it belongs to all members of the BMCF.!5 Hence, with respect to the 
issue of member recruitment, no particular individual or sub-group has the power to decide 
who can or cannot become a member of the BMCF.! 6 
I interviewed a conservative member. When he talked about the history of the BMCF, 
14 The whole incident was like a social drama, which goes through the stages of breach, crisis, redress and 
reintegration (Turner 1957). A similar incident also happened in a gay synagogue in New York, in which the 
conflicts between the male and female gay members were solved through a social drama (see Shokeid 2001). 
Basically, the BMCF is made up of a new employed minister, the co-workers and the rest of the members. 
The minister is only responsible for pastoral duties; her stance has to be neutral when decisions are made in 
the BMCF. The co-workers are nominated and elected by the members of the BMCF, and are responsible for 
the general affairs of the BMCF. In relation to very serious matters, however, such as whether BMCF should 
be registered as a church or whether to close the church during the SARS outbreak, a member meeting is held. 
16 Despite this, when an individual commits some serious faults or does not comply with the rules in the 
membership regulations at all, the co-workers, in addition to all the members in the BMCF, according to the 
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and especially the liberals, he became quite furious and said, 'At that time, I really wanted 
to drive these people away; they made the situation in the BMCF worse and worse, and 
impeded the development of the BMCF.“7 For the stability and development of the group, 
he very much hoped that the liberals could be driven away. However, in reality, the 
situation had not yet become so bad that the conservatives could drive the liberals away 
through formal procedures. So they did it in some other ways that were rather informal, that 
is, by claiming power from God. 
As a Christian organization, in fact, the ultimate power is not granted to any of the 
believers or groups in the BMCF, but is believed to belong to God. Paradoxically, however, 
people can actually claim the power from this ultimate one. This can be done by 
developing a good relationship with God. Peter had adopted this strategy. With respect to 
the moral values of sexuality, he had the following experience, 
‘In the past, attitudes towards sexuality varied a lot: some were very open 
and some were very conservative. In order to know what God's standards really 
are, I prayed and allied with two other church-mates to vow together not to 
commit casual sex for one year in order to know God's mind. During that year, I 
had a very good relationship with God and I felt that God really told me that 
casual sex is not good. Thus, after one year, in a co-workers' meeting, I 
suggested to the rest of the members that we should all stop having casual sex; 
• ,18 many people agreed with me., 
ordained regulations, have the discretionary power to cancel his membership of the BMCF. 
1 interviewed another person whose stance is rather neutral. He said，'In the past, some people in the BMCF 
were very liberal and radical, and caused a lot of conflicts. Today, when some people talk about them, they 
still feel very angry. I think this is not good. Although these people are rather liberal and radical, we need 
them to take risks and fight for the rights of the gay community. We should respect them.， 
”In fact, in Christian organizations, it is common for Christians to pray first and see how God answers their 
prayers, when they cannot make a decision about something. Afterwards, the Christians will work on this, 
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By having a good character and behaving well in his everyday life, Peter's good 
relationship with God was proved, and his opinion also became influential. In other words, 
the more religious one is, the more powerfiil one becomes. Several members who have 
already left the BMCF also commented on this aspect. Paul said, 
‘Referring to the belief in the BMCF, when someone says he believes in 
Jesus, it doesn't mean that he is a good believer or that what he says is valid. On 
the contrary, he always has to communicate with Jesus, have a good spiritual 
life, and keep serving God, etc. in order to guarantee that there is no problem 
with his belief. As a result, what he says is really God's words. But frankly, this 
kind of idea made me feel very tired... I hate doing this and thus I quit.' 
Matthew said, 
‘In the BMCF, I really dislike the idea of consecration—thinking of oneself 
as differently holy, that is, in order to be a good gay Christian, one has to read 
the Bible more and love Jesus more". This is just like the Jews: they set up a lot 
of rules and then blindly follow them.' 
In other words, if people in the BMCF want to be good Christians, they have to fulfill 
certain criteria, such as practicing evangelical beliefs and observing conventional ethics on 
sexual monogamy. If these criteria are not fulfilled, the men's subsequent ideas or actions 
will probably be disregarded. Here, stereotype plays a role/^ 
and expect that they will be able to make a better decision next time. 
19 In recent years, the membership of the BMCF has grown rapidly. Members ascribe this success to the 
withdrawal of the liberals in the BMCF. Peter said, 'Do you know why there is a rapid increase in the 
membership in recent years? It is because, unlike in the past, now we are doing what God really wants us to 
do. In the past, the BMCF was in a terrible mess; you could never imagine God would bless such a place. ’ In 
my opinion, the membership of the BMCF grew because the BMCF operates more like an evangelical church 
after the liberals left. As most Hong Kong gay Christians are used to go to evangelical churches, the BMCF 
becomes a very suitable church for them. 
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In many organizations, there are tests and examinations for candidates when the 
organization is recruiting new members or when people are renewing their membership. In 
the BMCF, there are no such examinations or tests. Instead, trying hard to be good 
Christians in religious as well as sexual aspects have replaced these tests. Although there is 
no obvious hierarchy in the BMCF, God is the ultimate source of power, and people can 
claim power from Him through the ordeals, so informal and subtle power relations are 
actually produced. 
Thus, referring back to the case of handling differences between two different groups 
of people in the BMCF, the powerful conservative group subtly exercised their power over 
membership recruitment, and the subsequent financial incident deepened the breaches that 
already existed. This made the less powerful liberal group decide to leave the BMCF. 
Subsequently, as they could not fulfill the collective defined role of gay Christians, and as 
they had no stage on which to embody their gay Christian identity, they were also less able 
to identify themselves as gay Christians. As Jenkins argued, 
‘...participants will typically do their best, using “selective perception, tact, 
and sanctions", to maintain identifications conventionally appropriate to the 
situation. If for no other reasons, they do this because it is generally easier than 
功 Another factor that affects the power relations in the BMCF is the number of supporters for any given 
stance. As mentioned before, most members of the BMCF have traditional attitudes towards religion and sex, 
and most of them are conservatives. Thus, it is very difficult for the liberals to exercise their power (if they 
have any), as they have few supporters. For example, with respect to the social role of the BMCF, the liberals 
argued that BMCF should be more involved in the gay movement in Hong Kong. However, the majority of 
members were worried that this would raise the profile of the BMCF and that there was a risk their gay 
identity would be exposed. They therefore argued that the BMCF should manage its internal affairs properly 
first before engaging in any other matters. 
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coming up with alternative identifications or definitions of the situation... 
identity revision only takes place when it is either manifestly incorrect (untrue in 
any objective sense) or proves to be consistently unrewarding.' (1996:95) 
To the liberals in the BMCF, identifying themselves as gay Christians was both 
manifestly incorrect and consistently unrewarding. In the BMCF, few people agreed with 
their liberal ideas, and even though they tried hard to promote their ideas, people still did 
not agree with them or give a positive response. Their efforts were simply in vain. It is 
therefore not surprising that they left the BMCF. After they left the BMCF, they had no 
stage for them to perform themselves as gay Christians, and took the identity revision, that 
is, giving up their gay Christian identity. 
On the other hand, those who stay in the BMCF are assured that they are right and 
moral, and that 'the deserving are not deprived of scarce resources by the underserving' 
(Jenkins 1996:163).^ ^ This encourages them to stick strongly to their gay Christian identity, 
and in some cases they even treat it as their master status. Several informants have made 
similar comments, ‘I am proud that I am a gay Christian. I do not mind telling people about 
my history and also do not mind telling people that I am a gay Christian.' 
However, as mentioned before, there are many objective criteria that mean some 
people cannot accomplish this ideal picture—it is difficult for them to tell their family or 
21 In &ct, one of the important resources of the BMCF is the money donated by the congregation. Many 
members therefore expect that they will get the things they want from the BMCF, and if they find that this 
does not happen, they might stop offering money to the church. However, in a church context, such an idea is 
not encouraged—the donated money is for God's use not for personal use. As a result, this idea usually 
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colleagues that they are gay because they are afraid their family would not accept it or that 
they would lose their job. In other words, because of the conservative attitudes towards 
homosexuality in Hong Kong, even though some gay Christians treat their gay Christian 
identity as their master status, in most cases this can only happen in the BMCF and is 
difficult for members to go beyond that. 
Ironically, although most liberals do not mind disclosing their gay identity, they do not 
really embrace ‘gay Christian' as their identity. In sum, the conservative nature of 
Christianity in Hong Kong has extended its influence to the gay Christians, and this has 
helped the conservative gay Christians to win out over the liberal gay Christians in the 
BMCF. However, the consequence is that the conservatives face a dilemma: they have to 
suppress their liberal sexuality and must conform with conservative evangelical practices, 
while the liberal gay Christians have managed to overcome the social barrier of being gay 
but they are now so liberal that they are hardly regarded as Christians in Hong Kong. 
prevails only in an implicit or unspoken way. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusion 
Conclusion 
In Hong Kong, being gay is a stigmatized identity. Furthermore, since most 
churches in Hong Kong are evangelical and fundamentalist, being gay is totally 
incompatible with Christianity. Many Hong Kong gay Christians have therefore 
suffered from this deep conflict and have gone through a difficult process to overcome 
the conflict. 
In this process, they first realized that they had same-sex feelings. Sooner or later, 
they found that it was a problem because these same-sex feelings were strongly 
associated with the social identity of being gay, which is stigmatized in society and is 
strictly forbidden in most churches in Hong Kong. They therefore attempted to change 
or suppress their homosexuality by different methods such as dating women, seeking 
therapy, or praying for God's help. Of these, they had great expectations for the 
Christian method. They were certain it would work, and thus became more involved in 
their beliefs. 
However, these methods seldom worked. The men found out that their sexuality 
was uncontrollable and unalterable. In addition, the Christian methods further 
complicated the problem: the more the men wanted to overcome the problem of their 
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sexuality, the more they got involved in Christianity, and the more they got involved in 
Christianity, the more they were disappointed that the Christian God could not help 
them at all. Following this great disappointment, the tension between their sexuality 
and their beliefs broke and they became 'anti-social', identifying themselves as neither 
gay nor Christian. They separated themselves from their normal social lives and 
engaged in various activities that they had never participated in before or afterwards, 
such as having casual sex with people of the same sex. After going through these 
experiences, with some help they found out about the gay church, the BMCF, which 
they thought might help them to reintegrate into society by building up their legitimate 
gay Christian identity. This was because the BMCF teaches that being gay is not only 
not a sin but is also a blessing from God. It also provides social support, as there are 
many other gay Christians in the church. In addition, the BMCF operates like an 
evangelical church and has gained support from some gay-friendly churches. This helps 
to institutionalize and legitimize the gay Christian identity in society. In turn, it also 
helps gay Christians to identify with their gay Christian identity. 
After overcoming the idea that being gay and Christianity were incompatible, the 
men then had to decide the content of this newly formulated gay Christian identity, 
which meant they had to decide what attitudes they should have towards their beliefs 
and their sexuality. This new identity meant they were in a 'virtually normative 
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vacuum' (Yip 1997b), which offered them many possibilities. In most cases, however, 
these possibilities seldom came up and they merely followed their old traditions: 
evangelical beliefs and conservative attitudes towards sex. With respect to their beliefs, 
they took a rather literal approach to the Bible: they believed that Christianity was the 
only truth and evangelizing was their primary mission. With respect to sex, they 
believed in sexual exclusivity, and in some cases were opposed to pre-marital sex. In 
addition, they seldom related God to their direct sexual experiences. In other words, 
other than the fact that they believed being gay was not a sin, there was no great 
difference before and after they became gay Christians. 
This gay Christian identity is therefore quite strange; it is mid-way between the 
conservative and the liberal. On the one hand, they adopt a rather liberal approach as 
they argue that homosexuality is not a sin; on the other hand, in the rest of their 
Christian beliefs, they follow the conventional route. The men are thus situated between 
the conservative local churches and the liberal gay community; neither the local 
churches nor the gay circle totally identify with them. The local churches do not agree 
with their idea that being gay is not a sin, and the gay circle does not agree with their 
conservative attitudes about sex. When gay Christians face these two social settings, 
depending on the situation, they may underplay or overplay their gay Christian identity. 
In some cases, they keep away from these places and avoid deciding whether to 
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underplay or overplay their gay Christian identity. 
In addition, as they have rather conservative attitudes to their beliefs and sexuality, 
they also have to maintain it amongst themselves. For example, they follow the 
developed routines in the BMCF，which helps to prevent people in the BMCF from 
being misunderstood with respect to love and sexual relationships, and also helps to 
prevent people in BMCF from developing love or sexual relationships too easily. In 
addition, they differentiate between their back stage and front stage performances quite 
carefully: they only perform their conservative behavior front stage, and keep their 
liberal behavior back stage. For example, smoking or topics about casual sexual 
behavior seldom occur publicly at the BMCF. 
In addition to adopting the above strategies to deal with the differences amongst 
themselves, the men find that various symbols and rituals such as retreats, baptism 
ceremonies, and the 10也 anniversary celebrations have also helped to level the 
differences between group members and enhance their collectivity. 
However, there were some liberals in the BMCF who did not agree to its 
conservativeness. They felt a very deep antagonism against the conservatives, so even 
rituals, habitualization, and the differentiation between the back stage and front stage 
performances could not manage to hold the two groups together. While they were in 
this deadlock, a monetary dispute happened and broke the deadlock. In this incident, the 
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liberals made a mistake, and the conservatives grasped this opportunity to attack the 
liberals. The liberals grasped this opportunity to leave the BMCF because they were fed 
up with the conservatives and also felt they could not fulfil their ambitions in the BMCF. 
The liberals could not tolerate the fact that the conservatives were in the majority and 
held all the power in the BMCF, which meant their efforts were always in vain. 
After the liberals left the BMCF, it began to operate more like a regular church and 
the membership has continued to increase. However, although the conservatives are 
satisfied with the situation in the BMCF, they still have to make a lot of compromises in 
their daily lives. Although the gay Christian identity gives them a very great meaning, 
they still cannot overcome the social barriers that exist against homosexuality. They can 
only embody their gay Christian identity in a confined area, the BMCF. By contrast, the 
liberal gay Christians are rather free; most of them make very few compromises with 
society and strongly identify themselves as gay as well as Christian. However, as they 
do not go to the BMCF, they seldom put these two identities together to identify 
themselves as gay Christians. In other words, the gay Christian identity is far less 
important to them than it is to those who go to the BMCF. This is quite an irony: those 
who consider 'gay Christian' to be their master status have to conceal it; while those 
who think the gay Christian identity is unimportant to them can freely express their gay 
or Christian identity, but they do not represent gay Christians. As a whole. Hong Kong 
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gay Christians are still a small circle of people and are not very visible in society. 
Hong Kong Gay Christians and Modernity 
Hong Kong is undoubtedly a modem society. But in my research, I found that 
Hong Kong gay Christians are not in a modem society as defined by Giddens (1991, 
1992). In his studies, he suggested that individuals in modem societies are highly 
reflexive; when they build up their self-identity, the extrinsic criteria such as morality 
and tradition are disregarded because they are incompatible with the institutional 
reflexivity of modernity. On the contrary, people's social lives and self-identity become 
internally referential; they are developed through reflexivity. With respect to sexuality 
and intimacy, he suggested that pure relationship prevails in modern societies. And 
according to Giddens' description, the pure relationship 
‘refers to a situation where a social relation is entered into for its own 
sake, for what can be derived by each person from a sustained association 
with another; and which is continued only in so far as it is thought by both 
parties to deliver enough satisfactions for each individuals to stay within it.' 
(1992:58). 
Giddens' description of modem society can be applied to the case of gay 
Christians in Western countries. For example, when Yip studied British gay Christian 
couples, he suggested that because there was no cultural blueprint or social script for 
them to follow, they were in a virtually normative vacuum and could keep shaping and 
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reshaping their social biographies to suit their conditions (1997b). However, in the case 
of Hong Kong gay Christians, the situation is rather different. Their conservative 
Christian beliefs still played a rather important role and in most cases, they submitted to 
traditional authority. As a result, they took a rather conventional approach to their 
beliefs and sexuality. It was almost impossible for them to leave behind their 
evangelical beliefs, such as the attitude of T m not okay, you're not okay,，or to give 
theological meaning to their sexual activities. On the contrary, they are organized as a 
group, from which they find support and are reinforced in their conservativeness. When 
there are any disagreements in the group, they resolve them or conceal them perfectly 
so that their conservativeness can be maintained. 
In fact, Giddens suggested that in some cases, individuals may find it 
'psychologically difficult or impossible to accept the existence of diverse, mutually 
conflicting authorities. They find that the freedom to choose is a burden and they seek 
solace in more overarching systems of authority., (1991:196) It is true that in modem 
societies, such as Hong Kong, there are diverse, mutually conflicting authorities. 
However, most Hong Kong gay Christians convert to evangelical Christianity not 
because of the burden of making choices, but because they are not reflexive enough to 
be aware that there are multiple choices in their lives. Before they examine their beliefs 
and sexuality, they have already taken for granted that evangelical Christianity is the 
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only truth. For example, once in the fellowship, they met a Christian who also believed 
in Buddha. They were very surprised. They could hardly believe how a person could 
believe in two seemingly very different religions at the same time. For another example, 
once a church member asked if we should think about God when we were having sex in 
the fellowship. After he asked this question, many church members responded quickly 
and said that it was unreasonable and did not make any sense. Under such situations, it 
is not surprising that there is no big difference before and after they become gay 
Christians. 
However, some aspects, such as modem society's rituals that are described by 
Giddens, actually apply quite well to the case of Hong Kong gay Christians. He 
suggested that rituals are absent in modern societies and that individuals have to face 
the transitions in their lives by self-exploration—the reflexive project He said, 
‘...in the context of a post-traditional order, the self becomes a 
reflexive project. Transitions in individuals' lives have always demanded 
psychic reorganization, something which was often ritualized in traditional 
cultures in the shape of rites de passage... in the settings of modernity, by 
contrast, the altered self has to be explored and constructed as part of a 
reflexive process of connecting personal and social change.' (1991:33) 
Furthermore, Giddens suggested that in fact rituals are rather important in modern 
society. He said, 
'It has been often been pointed out that rites de passage are relatively 
lacking in modem societies in respect of basic transitions…Most such 
discussions emphasize that, without ordered ritual and collective 
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involvement, individuals are left without structured ways of coping with the 
tensions and anxieties involved. Communal rites provide a focus of group 
solidarity at major transitions as well as allocating definite tasks for those 
involved... However, something more profound is lost together with 
traditional forms of ritual. Rites de passage place those concerned in touch 
with wider cosmic forces, relating individual life to more encompassing 
existential issues. Traditional ritual, as well as religious belief, connected 
individual action to moral frameworks and to elemental questions about 
human existence,' (1991:204) 
In Hong Kong, being gay is a stigmatized identity, and most churches in Hong 
Kong strictly forbid homosexuality. As a result, for the gay Christians in Hong Kong, 
homosexuality and Christianity are deeply incompatible. This constitutes a crisis in 
their lifespan. In pre-modem societies, if such a crisis occurred, there were ‘ordered 
rituals and collective involvement' to enable people to cope with the tension and 
anxiety in the crisis. However, the conflict between homosexuality and Christianity 
never occurred in pre-modem societies; today there are no ordered rituals and collective 
involvement with respect to this. Furthermore, rituals are rather unimportant in modem 
societies. As a result, in order to cope with this crisis. Hong Kong gay Christians have 
to explore the solutions by themselves. Using Giddens' term，this is a reflexive project; 
there are no extrinsic criteria that can be referred to. In this research, one man took 
buses for a whole day; some engaged in casual sex. All these experiences (internal 
referentiality) helped them to deal with the tensions and anxieties at that time. Later, 
they joined the BMCF. They linked these personal experiences to some divine purpose. 
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They emphasized the fact that these awful experiences reminded them how precious 
God's love is. This helped them very much to develop their gay Christian identity. In 
addition, engaging in this kind of traditional religious discourse also helped them to 
identify with the conservative beliefs in the BMCF. 
However, even though the men have gone through the process of becoming gay 
Christians, unlike pre-modem societies, there is no collective involvement—they are 
not recognized by Hong Kong society as a whole. Being gay is still a stigmatized 
identity in Hong Kong society. Many Hong Kong gay Christians still do not dare to 
come out. Furthermore, both the local churches and the gay circle are also not very 
receptive towards gay Christians. So although Hong Kong gay Christians had gone 
through various 'rituals' and became gay Christians, they still have to suffer from being 
gay Christians in Hong Kong. They can only fully express their gay Christian identity 
in the BMCF, while in other places they have to manage their gay Christian identity 
carefully. In other words. Hong Kong's conservativeness has created the problem of 
being gay Christians, but Hong Kong's modernity has not provided a solution to this 
problem. No matter whether they are becoming or are actually being gay Christians, 
Hong Kong gay Christians also suffer because of this conflict. 
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Future Prospects of Hong Kong Gay Christians 
In this whole thesis, I think I have drawn a rather grim picture for Hong Kong gay 
Christians. I always emphasize that no matter whether they are becoming or are actually 
being gay Christians, they also have to suffer severely because of the conservativeness 
in Hong Kong, However, Hong Kong gay Christians actually had already adopted the 
best method of handling the problem: because they are rather vulnerable and 
stigmatized in society, it is better to conform to the conservativeness of Hong Kong 
society than go against it Hong Kong gay Christians will probably not have an 
opportunity to take a more liberal or radical approach until different kinds of voices are 
allowed in society. 
In fact, the BMCF has also started to make some changes. As mentioned before, it 
has recently employed a full-time minister, who seems to be rather liberal. She is 
sympathetic to other religions and places a great deal of emphasis on personal religious 
experiences. With respect to sexuality, she also emphasizes the theological importance 
of sexual activities. Overall, her teaching is quite different from what most members of 
the BMCF are used to. In the past, there were a handful of members of the BMCF who 
tried to promote liberal ideas in the BMCF, but they failed. But now the organization is 
led by a more liberal minister, I think it may be a different story. In recent conversations 
with some members in the BMCF, I found that several of them do not totally agree with 
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her ideas. However, as this minister becomes more influential in the church, her 
charisma might make some members of the BMCF change their attitudes. At that time, 
the BMCF will definitely become less and less like evangelical churches in Hong Kong 
and will have its own unique features. I do not know how the other local churches in 
Hong Kong will react to this. They might find that they will have even stronger reasons 
to oppose the BMCF, due to its liberal beliefs. But I also believe that Hong Kong 
society as a whole will become more liberal and pluralistic in the fixture. Homosexuality 
will be less stigmatized and there will be more liberal churches in Hong Kong. The 
evangelical chinches will be undermined and their criticism will no longer be 
influential Hong Kong gay Christians will be less likely to have to suffer from the 
process of becoming or being gay Christians. They will easily accept their gay Christian 
identity and will freely express their gay Christian identity in society. This will mean 
that Hong Kong gay Christians will truly be getting close to their ideal world, where 
they can fully express their gay Christian identity and enjoy the same rights as anybody 
else in society 
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